destined prey had escaped relinquished
the pursuit.
Meanwhile the hunted victim lay -d'e
and quiet, where the simple shrew dries- ot
his little cousin had hidden him, until tin*

Farm, Garden and Household,
On

Catching Cold.

ol the

lectures to the public at
Gresham College, London, was delivered
by I)r. K Symes Thompson, F. R. C. 1’.,
on
the sensible topic of catching cold.
M'ter a description ol the sy mptoms and
pathological conditions induced by cold,
Dr Thompson passed on to the more increating p, ints oi it.- prevention and cure.
:
card to prevention, he deprecated Loo
lunch lear ol catching cold and the dread
ol the iea.-t exposure to cold air, as being
very likely to biing about that tender hothouse plant condition so favorable to inducing the ev il one wished to avoid. Exposure to cold air. he insisted, does no
harm, except under the condition of its
moving rapidly in a small space. Thus
isure to strong wind’in the
open air
does no harm, while a Portugese proverb
said u itli a great deal ol truth, if you catch
•Id from a draught through a keyhole
cl bettei make your wii!
It was
I. nights
oming wait, great rapidity
to. ugh -mall
openings which were so es,s .dp,
j
hi mLiving constantly in
i.id, people very sensitive
v
to
no
1 ventilated bedrooms had
! *.,iu!
It
;
tn-vver for in this respect.
i
.; mistake t.
suppose that night air,
ep; i; aguish places, was obnoxious,
me n. eight air was purer than air
e
day, and he advised every one,
e
iv ediuga direct draught, to keep
:e
e,itv,ini window slightlv opened, l he
a
t of ventilation was strikingly
I lie
a-,
ol horses
When
usual, I
in till* fields ihev were hardy.
t t
d lei no: sufi'ci at all from cold; but
eoi
Inu iii warm stables they become
,a -en-iiive to old and
prom- to serious
One

■
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Raised

Roots.

1 raised two acres of ruta-bagas as follows:
1 laid off the ground from my
corn-stublde, and hauled out twenty loads
of short barn-yard manure, spread it over
two acres, plowed beam deep, harrowed
it, and let it lie till the middle of May, and
in the interval scraped the barn-yard utter
every rain, and mixed the hog manure
(six loads) among that, and had twentylive loads more short manure, which 1
spread as before, and plowed beam deep
again, harrowed, and let it lie till the 1st
of .June; plowed again beam deep. 1 now'
had a soil fifteen inches deep, with the
manure well
incorporated through the
soil. On the nth day ot June 1 back-furrowed the ground, leaving room between
rows, so to speak, for a horse to walk.
The rows of drills stood up about a foot
high. I then took a stick, an old broomhandle, and made a crease on the top of
the drill about one and a half incites deep
1 got three pounds ot ruta-baga seed ot
that ycat’s raising (there is no safety in
1 then look one peck
sow ing older seed ;)
ot wood ashes, sifted and put the three
pounds of seed with the ashes, sifted the
seed and ashes two or thiee times so as to
have them well mixed; then, with two
ei fit:,, affections of the chest
hoys and myself and a small tin pail, we
our
Dena lesson to us to Keep
nat \v
took
a pinch ot the ashes and seed—about
■'
til- im
vn,i well ventilaleil. In clothas large as a pinch ot snuff—between the
la great tiling was to vary the eharand thumb, and dropped each
'. I and an.otiiit
according to the season forefinger
in the crease on the top of the drill
■d weather, ivoiding the extremes of al- pinch
sav about one inch deep and six to eight
ii ax ■=
being swathed in tiannel no matter inches
apart. In each pinch there was two
or of never wearu hat the
temperature:
A small insect about the
As a rule we might to three seeds.
tiannel at all
size ot a flea, and resembling it very
in
ue with advantage in eold weather
much, -is it jumps like the flea, does its
exampie o! Russians and Canadians, work of mischief
the first twenty-four
wen
careful to put on very warm
For a
hours after the plants are up.
tile
house
and
i er
when
leaving
lathing
1 took fresh hardwood charcoal
remedy
:
in
Ot
it
the
moment
came
move
they
and pulverized line, and sifted it through
out ..ti\- treatment w hat was called the
seed sie\e, and put the sifted
u timothy
dr\ method'
nad once been in great
ehareoafin a tin grater with a handle such
1
his
consisted
ot
gwe
abstaininglrom as painters use lor shaking sand on fresh
i,
fluids tot _i. Vi. or 4x hours, and where
1 had three ol these made at the
r
lowed at the outset the eold paint.
usi\ l
tinner’s; they hold about a pint and a halt;
rewould
not
i;
lie
V
•!;
g.
.stepped
and just as soon as we could see the leaves
:d this uvatnient to any hut those
in!;..
emerging through the ground we went
in
the
delis good health, for
down the drill, shaking or dusting the
>.
r tin- sickly the derangement of the
charcoal on the young plants, and the fleas
espei i.; the hver and the flew in
every direction. This we repeated
irestiu- organs, by this abstention from
while the dew was on, till
evils
more serious every morning,
I'uidabout
,uglit
the second leaf was well developed, when
was
the
method
I'M.
Another
than tin*
the plant is out of danger. With two
..i an equable warm temperu
corn-plows every morning, while the dew
iture. ami wtiere tins could be done the
was ofl', we went through them and kept
t,in was s....ii restored to a more natural
the ground raw. We then went to work
condition, and the evil was relieved. The
thinning them out, and had a mess lor
i.ii.-i'Us lining, however, could be more
cows and ten bogs every morned by inducing the skin to seventeen
We harvested the
for three weeks.
ing
was done
if
and
this
perspire vigorously,
acres the middle of November, just
two
at the outset the cold would be checked
before being frost-bound, and have 1700
t his could be done by a not batii: or. very
in other words, 1U0.200 pounds.
much better, bv a Turkish bath, for while bushels, or,
Some of them weigh twenty pounds. We
m a hot water bath it was not possible to
harvested them, leaving the tops on, and
I'lidun a greater heat than 100 to 10,3 decut them up, tops and all, with a cuttinga
of
bath
a
i'urkish
in
temperature
grees,
machine ; led seventeen head of cattle on
-n
t,
goo degrees could be sustained
them all winter, and sold 100 barrels of
without diseonilort. Vigorous perspiration
the smallest at $1.50 per barrel. 1 W ,J.
was in this way induced, the blood was
I'.rown, New Jersey, in New York Times.
rawn from the internal organs to the
-urtaee. much of its impunity eliminated,
and it the eold douche was avoided and Mixing Milk, or Keeping it Separate.
tlie skin was got thoroughly to work the
The Practical Farmer publishes au expatient walked aw:n in an hour, and let! periment made at one of the ExperimentIll- cold behind
al (arms in Pennsylvania, to determine the
relative advantage of setting the milk of
The Grasshopper Farms.
different vows separately, or mixed, as is
Il is a pretty country out west where the usually practiced lor butter making. Four
The way cows were taken, and their milk weighed
i-i—li« ppers have held sway
they work is something wonderful, for and divided equally, one-half of each cow’s
milk being set, for one week, by itselt and
thev blast the brightest hopes of a liarchurned separately. The other half was
vest almost in tin- twinkling of an eye.
Here is the wav they doit: A correspond- all mixed together, ami the cream churned
The. result ot the experiment
ent t tie- New Voik Sun, describing the at once.
ora.-shopper plague in Kansas anil X’e- will be a little surprising to those who
'iaska, gives a talk he had with a farmer have claimed that farmers lose a large per
1 ipeka, who planted a thousand cent, ot their butter by churnintr the cream
near
ot several cows together, as the butter
in'ii bin did not gather an ear.
•teres of
cream quite
i.ast vear lit sold eoi'll Ini'seventeen cents, will come trom a part of the
are lost in
and this year tie was shipping it from readily, while other portions
"Ilow did they come—the the buttermilk. We are not aware that
Iowa at S bo.
the correspondent askeil. any have claimed that it would pay to
grasshoppers
as
"They came like a shower, sir,” here- thus keep the milk ot rows separate,
increased cost of churning would he
the
from
shower
in
a
came
great
plied." "They
made
•he west. They tilled the air. They dark- very great; but, from observations
it
ened the -.mi
They covered the stalk of upon the structure of butter globules,
Then they ate has been claimed that an increased quancorn until it was black.
1 el", leal ale the stalk down to the young
tity of butter might be obtained from a
herd of cows if each cow’s milk were
ear, and then ate the little ear, too.” “Cob
\ es, cob and all. \\ hy, kept and churned by itselt. The experisir!'”
ii.d
ment at this farm showed that when the
ion't you o-e that thousand acres of corn
milk was set and churned in one parcel, it
it there now. ’he exclaimed, “standing
“What else made 10 pounds and 0 ounces of butter,
it;e broken whip-stalks?”
and when it was kept and churned sep.! they cut'-'” askerl the correspondent-.
Win they ate every leaf off the peach arately, but 111 pounds and 11 ounces were
made. It also took longer to churn the
■ei
nte the voting peaches, leaving the
nes
and there stood my trees leafless, cream, when kept separate, than when
that this
:ig a crop ot stones. They ate little mixed. The superintendent says
itonwnod limbs an inch thick: they ate experiment has very little practical bearin')'. as no dairyman would want to keep
it beets, turnips and onions clear down
his milk all separated in this way, yet it
it- the ground—hollowed ’em out, leavfeel that the most cong the rind—ate cigar stubs, sir, and—” is a satisfaction to
lie ! up!” said the correspondent, “that’s venient way, in this ease, at least, is also
..o nnieh,
that's—” “Hut it’s tlie solemn the best.
truth, sir. Why. one night 1 sat on the
Any plan lor preventing the freezing ol
iiaieonv with the engineer of the Santa
i'.-ad The hoppers had piled up against water-pipes during these cold snaps will
be welcome. The following described
t In; west side of the house three teettiiiek.
1 threw down plan for accomplishing this object has
The balcony was covered
it been invented in England :
; lid of tobacco, and the hoppers ate
It is well known that when water freezup and when 1 put my foot on a pile of
and that the force exerted
hem, the rest sailed in and ate the smashed es it expands,
is so enormous that no pipe can resist it.
to
build
1
went
when
-nes up.
my
Why,
This invention is intended to give the
-.res this fall the stoves wouldn’t draw, and
1
found water a chance to expand without bursting
n examining to learn the cause
in
the flues full of hoppers. I've seen them the pipe. It attempts this by securing
the inside of the metal pipe a space equal
so thick on the railroad that they’d stop a
of volume between water
train—grease the track till the locomotive to the difference
wheels would roll over and over.” “What and ice, so when the water freezes it occubecame of them ?” asked the writer. pies the space reserved for it instead of expipe and bursting
■They flew in the day time and ate at erting its force on the carried
out by passnight. They went through my corn-tield it. This is practically
in a dav, and the next day they were half ing through the water-pipe a small India
a
mile to the east” “And the trees?” rubber tube, specially made for the purof such diameter that the space
Why, they all leaved [out again, and pose, and
inside it is a little more than equal to the
to
bear
ol
and
tried
them
blossomed
many
iruit, and did till the frost came. In my increase in volume of the ice. The India
rubber tube is always full of air, so that
trees you’d see dead peach stones and pink
blossoms—all together.
Oh, it was a when the water freezes it finds the necesmournful sight, sir—dreadful!” and the sary space for expansion, for by compressing the air tube it displaces the. air and
farmer drew a long sigh.
takes its place. When the ice melts the
How Til i'l 1 11 CoKN-STAJ.KS I'lfOlTT- tube again expands, becomes filled with
The rearing and feeding oi ani- air, anil is readj’ for another frost, and so
aki.v
mals are receiving as they should, from on for any number of times without retanners ami herdsmen in all parts of the
quiring attention.
>untry, greater attention every year; and
Look after the Eves. Multitudes ol
.-specially is this true ot dairymen, whose
'illy hope of gain rests in their obtaining men and women have made their eyes
Corn- weak for life by the too lree use of eyepaying yields front their cows.
stalks enter largely into the fall feed of
sight, reading small print and doing line
dairy cows, and how to feed them is the sewing. In view of these things it is well
The common prac- to observe the following rules in the use
important question
tice is to feed them in the bundle, as but
of the eyes:
lew tanner- feel able or willing to use a
Avoid all sudden changes between light
.■lilting machine. This feeding in a bun- and darkness.
dle without any preparation, I am fully
Never read by twilight on .1 very cloudy
ttislied is very w asteful, as not only are day.
the butts left, but frequently near the
Never sleep so that on waking the eyes
1 have learned from experi- shall open on the
whole stalk
light of the window.
ence that a little brine sprinkled upon
Do not use eyesight by light so scant that
is
o!
it requires an eft'ort to discriminate.
stalks once every day before feeding,
Never read or sew directly in trout of
material advantage in many respects. The
weak brine w ill cause the cows to con- the light of a window.
-ume nearly all, even when led whole;
It is best to have the light from above,
the flow of milk increases, the condition or obliquely, or over the left shoulder.
of the cows improve, and they show greatToo much light creates a glare and
er contentment:
especially is this last re- pains and confuses the sight. The moment
mark true on cold, windy, and rainy days
etleet to distinguish,
you are sensible of an
J find it much better, as a
general rule, that moment stop and talk, walk or ride.
when it can lie done, to Iced salt on the
As the sky is blue anil the earth green,
food, instead of teeding it alone. In no it would seem that the ceiling should be a
more than one
day be permit- bluish tinge, the carpet green, and the
■‘ase^should without
ted to pass
brining the morning’s walls of some mellow tint.
The brine should not be strong,
teed
The moment you are instinctively inonly enough to lurnish sufficient salt to clined to rub the eyes that moment cease
the cows. Of course the cows should to use them.
{
have access to plenty of water; this brine
If the eyiilids are glued together on
food will cause them to drink more, and
do Inot forcibly open them, hut
Let my waking,
thus increase the flow of milk,
apply saliva! with the finger, and then
brothers try this and they will hereaiter wash
your eyes and face with Vann
place a greater value upon corn-stalks. water.
-j
[Livy Stock, Farm, and Fireside JourAbout cnefhall of the apple crop of the
nal.
United States is raised in Western New
California will export this year 400,000 fork. In the single town of Lyons last
pounds of honey, and the quality is said year, over 50,000 bushels were raised.
to be liner than that produced in any other The crop is generally found to be a very
State in the Union.
profitable one.

soil

Farewell.
11V

HARRIET

Good-night, O

Earth! the

long;

nights

are

growing

The days are brief:
Life hath one solemn burden for its song;
“As fades the leaf."

Good-night,poor World!
In this

if thou art full of sin,

Why. so am 1!
proud heart to judge would
Xor self pass by.

I

begin.

my foe! not all the wrong is thine:
share I own;
Forgive' —we, human,know one word divine!—
The sun goes down.

Good-night,

My

Good-night, good friend, though

thee,
1 will not fret;
The rivher thou whose bounty is
And sweet my debt.

poor my

gifts

to

No

longer

to

nor to

reyenge
1 strive or seek.

so

free.

who wakes no more to smile
Another day,
So would I lay me down to sleep,
And humbly say:
one

or

weep

O Thou Who liadst not where to lay Thy
head.
As poor were 1,
Did not Thy merry make for me a bed
Whereon to die.

■

..

■

1

■

----

The Maine Farmer expresses the opinion that leached wood ashes are worth
20 cents a bushel, ten miles from the
place where they are to be used.

Theodore’s midnight wanderings in search of
soft spot remind one of the old lady who
a long time for her spectacles, and
finally found them on her own head. [Koch.
a

searchedi
Dem.

The

Minister’s

Choice.

minister was spending the aflie came to
ternoon at Dea. Osgood’s,
Lynton, a small town in Pennsylvania, in
February, and now it was June, and this
was the first afternoon he had spent with
the deacon and his family.
Della Osgood looked very pretty in a
drab mohair with a tiny bouquet of violets
at her throat, and Mrs. Osgood looked
very motherly and pleasant in her black
alpaca and ruffled white apron, and Johnnie Osgood (aged live) tried to look as a
deacon’s son should, and the minister
ought to have a very pleasant afternoon
there, but he did not.
The first Sunday he preached in iAnton, and every Sunday since, he had seen
some one in the deacon’s pew whom lie
did not see in the deacon’s parlor. She
was a young woman with sad eyes and a
face whereon he had never seen a smile,
lie had tried all the afternoon to find out
who she was, without seeming curious,
(he was young and unmarried, you know)
and had failed. This was why he had not
enjoyed his visit as well as lie ought b>
have done.
At live o’clock Mrs. Osgood lelt the
room, and soon after called Della out to
help her get tea, and the minister was
alone with Johnnie.
“So you are Johnnie Osgood, are you ?”
Won’t you
said the minister to him.
come here and see me?”
“1 can see you front here,” answered
Johnnie.
1 hope you are a good little boy,”
said the minister, smiling. “You ought
to lie, for you have a good father and
mother. Don’t you think so?”
1 want to run
Oh, 1 don’t know.
away, but they won’t let me. My pap
talks as if he never was a little boy.
What do you think ? This afternoon ’lore
you come, he told me il 1 said ‘bully’
while you was here he’d Hog me. Was
you ever a little bov ?”
"Oh, yes,” answered the minister.
“Ain’t my sister Della pretty, though ?”
l'he

was

new

his next

question.

said the minister.
“Dut she’s the dumbest thing! The
other night I wanted her to do my sums
in division for me, and she couldn’t do
1 made Meone ot ’em do you b’lieve.

“Very,”

lissa d'l \*m

“Who is Melissa?”
You’ve seen
Why, she’s our help.
her. Slie sits in our seal in church, next
There's the bell, I’m going to
to pap.
get,” and Johnnie disappeared through
the open door, and was not seen again
until after the blessing was asked at the
well-filled table.
After tea the deacon turfled to the minister and said :
“Mr. Kidgely, it is our custom to have
family worship immediately after tea. I
shall be glad to have you conduct it to-

night.”

air

The minister assented, and the deacon
raised his voice and called :

Lynton.

;
“Judson,” she said, in her broad English, “you’re going away with the grace
of God in your heart; you've got the old
Ridgely muscle, and the marrow of the
spirit is in your bones, and your teet are
well shod, but you lack one thing, you
need a helpmate. Ay, my boy, you’re

you amiss.”
Why did the roses make him think ol
Melissa? Why did the thought of her
bring his aunt’s words to his mind? lie
certainly could not have loved her when
ho had only spoken to her once, did you
say ? No, I suppose not, l believe it
isn’t called love in the beginning.

the miniut-o*. ".......t
lie wont to the

Melissa r

California Problem.

The Girl that Wouldn’t Tell

a

Lie.

When the British and Tories attacked
Mew London, Conn., in 17—, and set a
price on the head of Governor Griswold,
the latter tied to the town of L-, where
liis cousin, Mrs. Marvin, hid him, for some
in a secluded farm house. But at
days
domestic unhappiness which has ever been
the subtile foe discovered his re
length
told. If ever there was an advocate of the
treat; and one sunny atteruoon in May Schoolmate.
civil rights doctrine and a pronounced and he was
routed from his hiding place, by
practical rniscegenist'it was T. J.Milliken. the tidings that a band of horsemen were
lie was ready enough to answer the old
How tlie Money Goes.
approaching to capture him.
Southern query, heard so oft before the
His
i’liere
chance
are only sixty-lour marshals in
of
reach
was
to
only
war: ‘-Would
you have your daughter the mouth of a little escape
creek, which emptied the different States anil Territories ot the
marry a nigger?” He would answer: itself into the
Connecticut
“Your wile!” exclaimed the astonished •‘That 1 would, and do it
just United States, including the District of
myself" The above the entrance ot the latterRiver,
into Long Columbia. Vet by collusion with corrupt
Deacon. “Why, Air. kidgely. she is my firm ot Milliken
of
which
he
brothers,
island Sound. There he had a boat stain and out of t ongivhelp, my bound girl."
was a member, was and still is a
large tioned, with two faithful attendants hid- carpet-baggers
and
“She is the daughter ol the late Max- hardware
by their intliu-n
appointed
Judges
house, doing business on a capiden beneath the high banks of the creek. these marshals have contrived to obt.iiwell Perry,” said the minister, quietly.
tal of hundreds ot thousands.
The distance from the farm house to the from the Treasury an .mount id 111• •;.■ \
“But, sir, what will the church say?”
Some years ago this man, whose estate
boat was two miles by the usual traveled that seems
"1 really do not know,” answered the is now in
astounding, when inmuivd f.
met
and
became
acdispute,
road. But a little sheep path across the their service and duties.
minister in a tone that meant “1 really do
with
Kate
a
oc-Pearson,
quainted
young
tanner’s orchard would bring him to the
not care.”
According to the report of the At1 mm
toroon of
pleasing address, and a certain road,
“She is from a good family,” continued kind of fascination.
only a mile from the boat; and save Ceneral, the following sums are charged
The girl had the ada quarter's length of the fearful run for
to the marshals lor the last three veils
the Deacon, “but she is not a church memvantage of a common school education, life.
ber, and I fear the congregation-”
1*72—Paid to l .-s. Marshals
'?2.2.'d.7*n
and was more than ordinarily bright.
Just where the narrow path from the 1H73—Paid to C. s. Marshals
“1 have thought of accepting a call to
2,172,titi I
Milliken, though a man of family, with
l
S. M;ir-h »K
I"
1*74—1'iitl
to
.071
orchard
into
the
Marthe Bloomington church!” said the minis- children almost
road, Hetty
opened
did
not
hesitate
to
grown,
vin sat with her dog Towser, tending the
ter shyly.
show his affection for the young octoroon,
Tlirn* years.>'«>.7‘.*."»,7V.
“Oh, no, no!” cried the alarmed Dea- and she was soon the mistress of all his ac- bleaching of the household linen. The
web ol lorty yards, or more, which Average per year.>g.gi;.',..!'.g
con, “you must not think ot leaving us, tions.
His wife and children were neg- long
was diligently
Air. Kidgely. The church has never been
spun and woven during the
I hese enormous expenditures rcpi
lected, and finally he out loose from all
in so prosperous a condition, spiritually ties and lived in
long winter months was whitened in May, the annual interest on more than V I V"
open infamy with the wo- and thus made
and temporally. Don’t speak of leaving, man who had caused his ruin. In the
ready lor use. The busi- <100 ot principal at
It urn
per cent
nes.-> ol
was well economized,
Mr. Kidgely. As to your marrying Alelis- meantime his
bleaching
theretore be said that this am 'tint ■ t palsuffered
more
acutefamily
done
the
1 only thought
sa, I am perfectly willing.
being usually
by
younger daught- debt has been created to supp--it t
ly than will ever be told. Lip to the time ers
of the family, who were not old enough
—but there is the supper bell. Come up of
marshals, lor the appropriations m -1
Kate Pearson lie had been an
meeting
to spin, or strong enough lor the heavier as
to the house.”
man, an affectionate
regularly made troni the I n arv t
family
exemplary
work of the kitchen ami dairy.
Words fail to describe the amazement father and a kind husband.
that object as tor the interest on tli -m.
of the Lyntonians when they knew tor a
I he roll of linen was taken by the farming national debt or pension'.
Changed now in everything, they knew
The exposures already tna-l in Ai l, m
surety that their minister intended to mar- him no more. Every thing was lavished er or his stout ‘help’ to a grassy plat bery Deacon Osgood's help. A few—among upon the octoroon, and in the course of side a spring or meadow brook. There sas, Mississippi, Alabama. .Vu-tli< ar
whom were Alartha Samson and Amaran- two
it was thoroughly wetted and spread up- and other Southern States, prove
years, or probably more, over-$ to,tha Peabody—hinted that he had better 000 was drawn out of the firm
by him and on the green turf, to take the best heat of sively that the greater part of th. n
resign, but they were ordered to keep given to the siren who had dragged him the sun by day and the dew at night. The Hons was stolen and sipiainh-ivd l-\
their hints to themselves by the more sen- into his
little maiden who tended it would sit near sion between the marshals, imlggreat disgrace Sore as was the
sible ones who, when they recovered from task, his wife,
commissioners, under protect!-n t
seeing him beyond all re- it.
the shock, went to work to find a house claim, at the advice of her friends and
Thus <at. Hetty .Marvin, the young President, who appointed and ret
suitable for a parsonage. They decided relatives,
procured a divorce front him on j daughter ot Governor Griswold's cousin, them in office, with a full knowledge
upon a cottage opposite the church, for the ground of desertii n. It is probable j when her hunted friend sprang past her, the frauds and lorgcrics whirl, tin--. I
which they paid the sum of two thousand that she could have done
nothing which ! into the road, to escape from his pursuers. perpetrated
dollars.
It is wholly impossible th.it -u.
would have caused him more pleasure. I llctt\ was a timid child of about twelve
The wedding took [dace Christmas and it is certain that the heart ol Kate I years; yet thoughtful and wise beyond tematized robbery eonlil lmvo gmcmorning in the church. The minister Pearson bounded with joy when the mari- | many of her elders. She was frightened year alter year, until these va-t pi -p
took his bride to his aunt’s for a week’s tal bond was severed between him and bis by the headlong haste with which the tions have been reaeheil, without the
■.i
visit, and when they returned to Lynton, cruelly-treated wife. Almost immediately Governor rushed across the meadow. Hut nivanee ot the Attorney-tiener.il ami I d
tlic congregation had lorgotton that Mrs. she set, all her arts to work to further en- she quietly comprehended the scene, and accounting ollieers ot the Troasm
I InJutlson Kidgely was once a hound-girl, snare the man w hom she had already so i instantly quieted her i lithlul Towser, who fabricated vouchers and tlagranl \ i<•!.i
and received her with open arms. They
so palpable, th it hi it in
deeply in her toils. It is not probable thought it he nming to hark loudly at hi' of law aiv
have never regretted their minister’s that she eared for the man himself, but ; hurried step..
I I
scrutiny is needed to detect them
were ordered to he passed in this i
Her wise loretlenight arrested the Goveli< dee.
m,
she had an itching palm and coveted the
and a share ot the spoils was paid for
ernor'' notice, and suggested a scheme to
1 hey were married, and at ms
money.
A Warning to Lazy Husbands.
death, which took place some lew months ; delude his pursuers, ‘lletty,’ lie said earn- inlluenee which gave the emnm uni
Not a linger has been lifted l" hip r.
sole legatee.
estly, '1 am living for my life; and unless
Tile Danbury News says: Ladies who ago, she was left
the daughter ot Mil- ! 1 can reach my boat betore I am over- plunder.
'1'iie
id'
Right in the teeth ot all the d.
application
have husbands who are neglectlul in supliken for revocation ol letters ot adminis- j taken, 1 am a lost man. You sec the road veh 1(1 men Is, Mr. (iarlield and hi'assoc >
plying them with the kindlings should tration is made on the
ground that the forks here. Hut you must tell those who in Congress voted more tlrm three mil
carefully study the experience of a DavidKate l’earson, or Kate Milliken, are chasing me that 1 have gone up the .of dollars at the last session, o'leiisilili
son street sister.
All her married life she woman,
of the road to catch the mail wagon which will the name of the .Indi aary. Inn read
lias had an unbroken struggle with her as she calls herseli, under the laws
1 hen they will eontinue the profligaev by u hieli the ni
ot California, could not marry Mi 1- soon in- along you know.
State
husband to keep herself supplied with
shills and their confederate' will b
it such a ceremony was turn oil’ the other way
and
tiiat,
liken,
wood, and the greater part ol the time
m
to divide t wo and a ipiarter mi1 iii .!■
was
father
cousin!’
said
the
little
in
Iter
an
it
was
while
•Oh
girl,
slip lias been obliged to depend upon her performed,
them next year.
1
a lie; Inot
cannot
tell
either
or under some inlUienee
intoxicated
distress,
agony
own deftness with the axe, and
any one
I'iie cost of all this rascality tails m i. A
who has seen a woman handle an axe which rendered him irresponsible. 1 tar- deed I cannot; why did you tell me which
l h.• s..ie
evidence
was
upon the people ot the North.
the
way you were going !’
taking of testimony
knows what a dreadful tiling it is. Two ing
■Hetty, dear child, surely you would not has been crushed down, s|ioliated, a d
months ago she begged ot him not to go adduced which showed that Milliken, j
t such a degree that sinmany months before the passage of the ; lid ray me to my death ! Hark! they are impoverished
away without leaving her some kindlings
taken
this
1 hear the click ol their horses’ not aide to bear her just proportion ..| in.had
Civil
!
Hill,
young
coming
Rights
He said he wouldn’t, tint he finally did
|
into all i feet. Oil, Hetty tell them I have gone general burdens. So that the earpet-lny
Then she hit upon a plan. She had four woman, this enameled octoroon,
of
that lip the road instead ol down; and heaven get's hare not only ateii uji tie aileiaa
Sacramento;
the
hotels
principal
dozen clothes pins. She took one dozen
of these Southern eonmnmitir- but thei
of them tor starting the lire, and found he had. taken her to all the principal thoa- j will bless you.'
ties in San Francisco and Sacramento, and
‘Heaven never bles.'es those w ho speak have intlieteil an enormous dent up
that it worked admirably
Tin* next day
t
North, the interest ot wliii li i- (.aid
she used another dozen, and so she contin- had sat, with her in the dress-circle and falsely, cousin! But t will not tell them
he had en- which way you go, even il they kill Hie; form of annual appropriate at s f.u
that
lurtlicr
than
this,
boxes;
ued until the four dozen were gone. Then
ot thieves.
she went to the store and purchased an- joyed the countenance and tacit approval so run as quickly as possible.'
And in ordei to male- -m e a .1 id >
of his conduct of many of the leading Re■It's of no use; unless 1 call deceive
other four dozen—having them put in the
revenue to maintain this i 1 ii>(til!->t 1' -v
t.lie
State
1
am
a
dead
man.'
at
California
them,
capital.
bill.
When they were gone she repeated publicans
■Cousin. cousin, hide under my Web of 1 tern, tin- Republicans laid new ta\.
the errand. She said no more to him The ease is being argued to-day in the
San
and
we
l'raneisco,
cloth; they'd never think of looking here ! the last days ot Congress to the e\-t.-n' ■■
about kindlings.
For ten years she had Probate Court at
d :■
,.t
or fnrtv millions
thirty-live
tor von.
Collie get down assi S\yil't as yon
....
« >
1 *
ii tine
Kept np u._ ..i .'
> ■. ;oc
anil -[>i nl.
u ecu'?
Mi call,
ami
tiiat' tf.'e
and sick at heart. He eouhl go his own
o!
I
ot
thousands
ib
tens
[iressed,
fills is we ling my linen.’
heirs of the deluded mail,
j ■It's in\
1
way, and she would go Iters—patiently,
chance, child : I'll get anxious to work are idle, imp".:
believe, the first prominent ease of the
only
uncomplainingly- until the end would kind which has ever been tried on the Pa- down as you -ay .' And suiting the action tilling oil and stagnation in trade A u
Come.
t' robbed t
sitpp rt
eilii Coast, and the result will lie looked to the word, the Governor was soon hid- j versa!, flic Treasury
On Monday he signilied at the store
otlioe. whose only roe uumei.d
in
of
the
folds
cloth.
the
rogues
under
interest.
den
lor with considerable
ample
that he would like to settle his account
tion is that they are triends. I the Id
Yngry that their expected prey had esThe bill was made, out and handed him. i
N \
Sun
in
California.
Giant Tres
from the house where they imped dent and third-termers.
caped
He glanced down the items. As lie adto
secure him, the six mounted Tories,
It lists been supposed that the Sierra se- I
vanced along the column his lace began to
headed by a British olliccr, dashed along Heroism of the Founders of America.
work. First his eyes slowly enlarged, quoias.or big trees ot California,were con- !
the road in swift pursuit. At sight of the
then his mouth gradually opened, caused lined to a few small and isolated groves j
d tin1 might till the hour with
little girl ill the meadow, the leader of the
by the drooping ot his lower jaw; and like those known to tourists by the name
heroism ot endllianee, ot exploration, of
paused.
party
and
Merced,
of
Calaveras, Tuolumne,
| ■Child.' he said
wrinkles formed on his forehead. One
sternly, 'have you seen enterprise, as colonies were mult
tiiiril down the column he formed his lips Mariposa, scattered at considerable inter-* a man
and the wilderness was encroached uj•
hereabouts ?'
running
away
mounHalf way down he said : vals along the western sloped the
as il to whistle.
•
and
as, tor instance, that wonderful ii.o’i c
sir,’
Yes,
trembling
Hetty,
replied
tains for a distance of sixty miles. It was
Gracious'
through the pathless woods f• *r tin pin:
known that a collection of big trees larger llnshing.
A little lurther on he said :
ing ot Connecticut, when men and w m
\\_hieh way <!id he go
Calaand
in
the
those
than
Mariposa
Thunder!
accustomed to comfort and case went
I promised not to tell, sir?’
in
Fresno
exists
veras
county
Four more lines were taken in and he
regions
But you must, or take tin conse- foot through tile t west, sleeping .t
where Thomas's mill has for several
\kl
..n the ban* ground, with the ri-k -t
spoke again :
quence.”
of
the
this
redwood
years been sawing
n
By the jumping Jupiter !
1 said 1 wouldn't tell, i! you killed beasts and savage men ; ot tli*■ n«
Then he read on, smitting his thigh vig- Sierra to supply the market of Visalia,
of Roger "Williams, wlm tru-o-d inn.
sobbed
the
me,”
age
frightened
girt.
that
orously, and gave vent to various expres- but it was discovered last issummer
••I'll have il out of her?’ xclaimed the self ah me to assuage the lV<pi d- mu-h r
not propersions ot the livliest nature. Finally lie this body ot big tree timber
j
turious olliccr, witli an oath.
ing for war. 1 might g«» back (
for
not
a
forest
but
a
extending
threw the bill down.
ly grove,
j "Bet me speak to her? said the Tory ii- and escapes ot the hr-’ sottlcm
northwest
in
a
miles
1 say, Benson, look here; this bill can’t less than seventy
: Wi
\ lt'glllia, nr colli" ilown l" lllr
1 know the child, 1 believe.
J"
be mine; you’ve got me mixed up with and southeastward direction, with a width guide;
I inijii
lie asked with the Indians and lTcm-h
name Hetty Man iu
Isn't
your
in some jdaces of ten miles, and intersome laundry.
follow tiic course d emigration u i-'t a
pleasantly.
That’s your bill, sir, said the grocer, rupted only by the deep canons which out
t I** r
it is tin* same story
sir.”
'Yes,
everywhere
across the general course of the forest,
smiling pleasantly.
meii'antl women mirtaring a nati
up i
man ran by you a few min‘And
this
I tell you it can’t lie, persisted the David- and reduce the level to an elevation be- utes
And when the I: nr l t
ago. was your mother's cousin, its manhood.
is
found
in
a
the
tree
which
at
low
that
son street man, beginning to look seared.
manhood came, we see a-e-ndded i!
wasn't lie?”
although when cultivated
it..ot I;tty-live men wh *
Why, here's titty-live dozen clothes pins wild condition,
*\ es, sir, he w as.”
company
>,\!. h
in a two months’ bill. What on earth do it thrives in all our valleys.
that Declaration of llldept id'-'iC.
we are friends of his—what did
"Well,
Different persons have traced the torest
the' 'dodged to each other ••tln ir
you take me lor—a lbur-story laundry ?
he say to you when he came along?”
1 our wire can ox- i from the basin of the Tide River, in latiBut it is your lull.
“lie—he told mi—that he was Hying their fortunes, and their sacred Inn or
tude 3G deg. 20 min., across those of the
plain it to you. She ordered the pins.
for his lite.”
signed it with the scatVold in \iew, 1 r.i
of San Joaquin.
a
1 iin saving, “Now we must *.. h
"Just so, Hetty; that was very true.
My wile! gasped the unfortunate man. Kaweah and Kings to that
measbeen
has
not
The elevation
carefully
Yes, sir.
\\ Imre was gether. or we sliall he hanged sepur'.i:.
he won’t ha\ e to lly tar
hope
The debtor clutched the hill, jammed it ured, but is supposed to vary from 4000 he
*.
Witherspoon, the Cali misti.- d
going to try to hide? you see 1 could lv
At one point, and one o~.lv,
to 6000 feet.
*n
“1 have some pioperty
, into his pocket, and hurried straight homo,
him if 1 knew his plans.”
saving,
help
lie bolted into the house without any this forest is accessible by a wagon road,
a family—I i ty all 111"■ 11 the tit
Now Hefty was not a whit deceived by potation,
n
abatement of speed, and Hinging the pa- and that is at Thomas's Mill, forty-eight
of
; my gray head must
country
my
Talike the groves this smooth speech, lint she was willing
per on the table before his wife, knocked miles from Visalia.
go down to the grave Imt I w.m *1 rat t.
as would contruth
ol
the
as
much
to
tell
consists
mainly
his hat on tho back ol his head, and said : further north, this forest
'.
lav it on the Idock ot the e\ a*ul: i*
sist with his safety, and she wisely judged
:
Martha Ann Johnson, what does this and in some places almost exclusively of
ret use to put m\ hand on this lot- mi
serve her kinswould
that
her
frankness
There are fifty-live dozen clothes the big trees, and there are also a multii
mean ?
the guiding mind
So she an- John Adams,
silence.
her
than
man
better
as Sam Adams wa- d- i.m*
pins in Benson’s Bill for the last two tude of small ones in all the ages of swered her
“My Revolution,
questioner candidly
We may die. ■'
months, and lie says you ordered every growth, some just sprouting, and others cousin said he
heart,
saying,
ing
this
was going down
way
blessed one of them.
it may I"
die
slaves:
die,
saplings only two or three feet through. to the
colonists,
river, where he had a boat; and lie
The largest "standing tree as yet measurAnd so 1 diil, said she demurely.
and on the scatVold : he n
tniutously
men that were chasthe
to
tell
me
wanted
W-h-a-t! Fifty-live dozen clothes pins ed is forty feet in diameter; a charred
i shad be ready; but while 1 do tire
him that lie had gone the other way,
in two mouths! and he shot down into a stump—the tree itself having disappear- ing
me have a country, or at least the hope
the
mail
to
catch
wagon.”
< harlt
chair as if a freight ear had fallen atop oi ed—measured forty-one feet across. A
a count-y.and that a free country
‘Why didn't you do as he hid you then Carroll," who, being congratulatt-d I*
him. Fifty-five dozen clothes pins in two tree twenty-tour feet in diameter, four feet
limnhad
he
where
1
asked
gone?’
above the ground, is precisely the same when
that he might escape,
his colleag
months, he howled.
ollicer fiercely.
thickness sixty feet higher. A "fallen trunk derod the
Will a just heaven stand that?
were n. n\ ot his name, going I* n
there
•1 could n it tell a lie, sir,’was the care-1
is hollow throughout, and the hole is large
1 tell you, you needn’t stare at me that
to the table, ami with that bold, tree li t: I
ful answer.
seventhat stares upon tis from the pap-hnif *
way Reuben Wheeler Johnson, nor go enough to drive a horse and buggy
smooth
the
tongued
begun
‘Hetty,’again
calling unto heaven with your impious- ty-two feet in it as in a tunnel.
adding “of Carrollton," saying, ”\ «
child.
nice
a
are
Kverybody
This torest is so extensive, the timber Tory, 'you
ness.
1 ordered them clothes pins myself
they’ll know where to tind me: the li.u >1
did
truth.
What
of
a
are
knows
girl
you
and 1 have burnt every one of ’em in that is so abundant and excellent in quality,
of worthies from Virginia, of heroes troiu
him
told
when
cousin say.
you
you
there stove, because you were too allfired and the demand for it is so great in the your
all the South; and in the legislature .d
couldn’t tell a falsehood ?’
lazy to get a stick of wood. And 1 declare bare valley at the foot of the mountain,
I’d betray Virginia that modest young hero had
think
shouldn’t
said
lie
‘lie
axe
the
be
from
withheld
before I’ll be bothered jawing and lighting that it cannot
already said, “1 will equip a thousand
The wood is similar him to his death
to get you to cut wood. I’ll burn up every and the saw mill.
men at my own cost and march in person
that
him
then
•And
you
you promised
clothes pin in the land, and you shall pay in general character to the coast sequoia,
The youth grew
tor the relief ot Boston."
it
lie
which
went,
wouldn’t
tell
you
way
for them, if you have to sell the shirt on or common redwood, straight in grain,
to be the lather of his country ami tin?’
it
was killed lor
So now !
splitting freely, even in grain tor furnihero of all mankind. These men weryour back to do it
‘Yes, sir.’
the'
And Mrs. Johnson, with a lace like sear- ture, and far superior to oak in its keeping
ot the heroic spirit of Atnerie
born
so
1
That was a brave speech; and
lh
lot, snatched up the broom, and went to qualities in positions exposed to alterathe lite of her people
represented
you for it, and ran
he
thanked
The
Sierra
sequoia suppose road as
J. P. Thompson.
sweeping the carpet as if every Hake ot tioos of moisture.
down the
quick as possible.’
dust was a red-hot coal, while the unhap- does not throw up sprouts from its stump
t<
lie
not
tell
where
‘I
went,
and can therefore
promised
py Mr. Johnson hastened to the store, and as does the redwood,
sir.’
Jones was hired during the "cold 'Uap
paid the bill. And betore dark that night be felled out more readily. It was wise
I forgot. Well, tell us his last to itig a grave for a person who had de•Oli,
make
a
reservation
tor
yes,
to
in
lie had a half cord of wood sawed, split
Congress
and we won’t trouble you any parted from this world of w oe. and so he
and piled up ready for use.
pleasure purposes of the Mariposa Grove, words,
shouldered his spade and trudged unwill.more.’
consmall
and
which is near Yosemite,
‘llis last words were, ‘It’s my only ingly to the cemetery. Arriving at the
Some months ago a large and power- veniently accessible to tourists by the
child, and I’ll got down as you cemetery, Jones perceived the head of a
iully-built man went into the otliee of present routes of travel; but the Tulare- chance,And
overcome by fright, and the
sturdy Swede just visible above the edge
is
all
in
those
two
counsay.’
forest—it
Fresno
asked
anti
of
Judge Smith,
Austin, Texas,
Jones adshould of a grave just completed.
the Judge to send him to a Lunatic Asy- ties—cannot be converted into a public sense of her kinsman’s danger,
which vanced to the hole and entered into conlum. The man said he was a dangerous reservation. Numerons saw mills will be they rightly interpret the language
and versation with the foreigner, from whom
madman and not lit to be running around built on its line, and flumes will carry the she had reported, she sobbed aloud,
he learned that the grave just completing
lrom
face
hid
her
sight.
loose, llis appearance ot blunt candor lumber down to the consumers. Wagon
would not be occupied at once.
Then the
Her tormentors did not stay longer to
did not convince the Judge, and he told roads will ascend from the railroad turns
Swede went away and Jones sat down on
thi! man he could do nothing for him. to the California Alps, passing through soothe or question her. They had got, as
ot a baby's tombstone, rested his el
The man went his way. The other day the forest and receiving great attractions they supposed, the information they want- top
toward the hows upon his knees and his cheeks on
down
and
the man visited the office again, and the from it. [Alta California.
ed,
pushed rapidly
his hands and meditated. He reflected
river. Mow the Governor had arranged
Judge recognized him. There was another
a white
upon the frost in the ground and upon the
Woman Suffrage Decision. The Unit- a signal with his bjatmen, that
man, Mr. Denton, also in the office, anti
amount of labor involved m
it was well lie was. Judge Smith asked ed States Supreme Court at Washington, cloth by day, or a light in the night, dis- immense
Then lie h-tt the
the visitor what he could do for him, and on Monday, affirmed the decision of the played from the attic window of his hid- winter grave-digging.
did not again put in an apthe visitor drew a long knife and told the Supreme Court of Missouri in tho case of ino* place, which was just \isiblo at the cemetery and
until the coming of the body tor
Judge he had come to kill him. Now, a Miner versus Hoppersatt, presenting the mouth ot the crock, should inform them pearance
of which in earth he w as to
the
and
them
on
in
trouble,
reception
under
the
were
fourteenth
if
put
knife
he
drawn in the hand oi a big man question -whether
big
When the procession arhave
As
him.
therefore,
provided.
to
soon,
in Texas means something. The Judge amendment a woman who is a citizen of the alert
help
was on hand, and very
lie
however,
his
from
cousins
the
rived,
signal
grasped his heavy cane and Denton pick- the United State is a voter in the State. as he started
it to the grave the
ed up a chair. There was a lively skir- The Missouri Court was unanimous in the floated from the window to warn them. sedately conducted
where the
was demish, at the end ol which several chairs opinion that the Constitution of the United And wheil they saw the pursuing party Swede had dug, received thebody
five dollars
Jones
down
the
road
to
the
the
river,
confer
of
dash
posited.
not
were broken, the cane
does
States
madly
and
the
right suffrage
splintered,
of and hied him from the vicinity of the
man with the knife was
lying on the floor upon any one, and that the Constitution of and recognizing the British uniform
out
to
sea.
cemetery, and all was peaceful in the
the
which
leader,
States
commit that trust
with a bleeding head.
This time the the several
they pushed swiftly
the arrival ot the fuin
shore
The
horsemen
reached
the
neighborhood untilwith
only
Judge thought the man was mad enough to men alone are not necessarily void.
the second body.
The Chief Justice delivered time to see the boat with two men in it neral procession
to send to the Lunatic Asylum, and he Affirmed.
Louis Republican.
sent him
I the
nearly out of sight; and supposing their [St.
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butter-woman’s (she
was a member ot his church), and had
been there an hour when Melissa came.
She wore a dark calico dress and carried
Ou her waya bright tin pail on her arm.
out to the house (it was more than a mile
from the town), she saw a little bunch ot
scarlet berries lying near the road. There
was no bush near them ; they were alone
in their warm, bright beauty, and sin
picked them up and fastened them in her
dress at the neck, wondering where they
came from—just as the minister had often
The
wondered where she came from
minister saw the berries, and he forgot
whether her dress was calico or not.

A

t Virginia City (Xev.) Chronicle, XOtli. I
The application ol the daughter of T. ,1.
Milliken, at one time a prominent citizen
ot Sacramento, fora revocation of letters
of administration on her lather’s estate,
calls to mind one of the saddest stories of

——

.Johnnie and the minister became very
intimate after that night. Johnnie liked
him because he had once been a little boy,
and lie often went to the widow’s to visit
him. He told him about Melissa’s crying
the night he was at their house to tea, and
he also told him that she had a lot ol
books in her bed-room that used to belong
to her father—he guessed there was as
many as live hundred, altogether.
One day the minister plucked two or
three posies, a rose and a few geranium
leaves from the widow’s flower bed, and
sent the new bouquet to Melissa by Johnnie. Johnnie told him the next day that
she had kissed it after she thought he was
out of the room, but he peeped through
a crack in the door, and saw her do it.
lie went to the deacon’s often after that,
but lie never could get a chance to talk to
her alone.
One night, when noncot the family was
to prayer meeting but herand the Deacon,
he undertook to go home with her alone,
but betore they had gone two squares the
Deacon came pulling up to them, and
talked “new pulpit” until they reached
the gate.
By the last of September the minister,
like everything else, had ceased to be new.
Martha Samson had tried to get. him, lint
failed; AmaranthaPeabody had tried, and
tailed ; Fannie Gauss had tried, and failed,
and he was looked upon as belonging to
“the church.”
But he was not the church’s. He was
not lii.sown.
Xext to the Master lie loved
and served, he belonged to Melissa Perry.
But he did not know it then.
One bright October day the knowledge
came to him with its burden ol sweet
hopes and trembling fears. Would Melissa take what belongs to her, he wondered. How could he ever find out P The
Lord, through the mouth ot Johnnie Osgood, told him how.
One morning Johnnie went to the widow’s and stayed with the minister until
the clock struck twelve, when he caught
up his hat and started for home.
“Stay and eat dinner with me, Johnnie,"
sanl the minister.
•T can’t” said .Johnnie; “1 have to get.
1 have (o wipe the dinner dishes lor Melissa, she's goin’ to the butler-woman’s this
afternoon. Why don’t you go and sec
her ?”
‘•1 will,” said the minister.
.Johnnie meant the butter woman, but

After she purchased the butter she took
Just then Johnnie was seen going slyly the tin pail on her arm again and went
to the window.
out at the kitchen door. The minister
“Johnnie!” said his mother, reprov- saw her go, and he went out at the front
door and overtook her and insisted on caringly.
“John,” said "Iris father, sternly, “where rying the pail. They talked in a general
are you going, sir ?”
way until they reached a bit of woods
“I’m a going to get,” answered John- through which they had to go, and then
nie, as he slid quickly out of the window, he persuaded her to sit down by him on
and rolled over on the fresh, green grass. an old log and rest. Something—perhaps
—Then Melissa entered, and the deacon it was the bright day or the independent
introduced her to the minister.
autumn air—made her forget that she was
“Mr. Ridgely,” he said, “this is our— Deacon Osgood’s “help,” and she talked
ahem!—this is'Miss Melissa Perry, Me- unrestrainedly .with an intelligence tiiat
lissa, this is Mr. Ridgely.”
surprised him. At last with delicate tact
The minister held the little hard brown he led her to talk about herself, and she
hand in his a moment and looked at the told him how her parents were both bursweet, pale lace, meek, like the Master’s, ied on one day, leaving her penniless and
and as clearly pale as a white morning- friendless, and how she had been bound
glory, and into the sad, blue eyes. Then to Deacon Osgood until she was eighteen
he motioned her to a chair next to him, years old.
and opened the Bible. He read a few
“they are kind to you. are they notr
verses of one of the “sweet old chapters,”
he asked.
and then they sang a hymn. Melissa did
“Yes, they are kind, hut—’’ and she
She sat very still and listened, stopped abruptly.
not sing.
but she only heard two lines:
“But what? Tell me all about it,” he
said encouragingly.
‘•Breathe, oh, breathe thy living spirit
I uto every troubled breast.”
“They do not care lor me,” she answered
Then the minister prayed, and when with great tears in her violet eyes. They
they rose from their knees, the room was do not love me—and nothing can live withdusky with shadows, but lie was certain out care and love,” she added.
The minister’s heart was swelling under
that there were tears on Melissa’s checks,
his coat, but he kept very calm.
and somehow his heart ached for tier.
“How old are you?” he asked quietly.
“Surely they treat her kindly?” he
“I am nineteen.”
thought, as they went trom the diningroom to the parlor: “they are a Christian
“Why not leave them ? You are not
family.” He was puzzled, and when a obliged to stay
“I have no home, no place to go to,”
few moments later he heard the rattling
oi china and glass in the next room, he she answered sadly.
“Come to me,” said the minister.
involuntarily glanced at Della’s hands;
She looked at him wonderingly a mothey were too white, too soft, to be pretty,
lie thought.
ment, then she understood and went to
Melissa cleared the table in the dark, him.
Poor
When she lifted her head trom its nest
and wept quietly all the while.
child ! she was so disappointed. She had in his gray coat her eyes were glowing,
been in a little tremor ol happiness all and the sweet, pale face was beautified,
the morning, for she thought Mrs. Os- transfigured.
“Where did you get that bunch of bergood would certainly invite her into the
parlor a few moments to get acquainted ries?” he asked, touching it caressingly,
with the minister, and after dinner she as a little gleam of sunlight looked through
went to her room and put on a delicate an opening in the trees and leasted a molilac muslin dress, with a tiny lace trill in ment on its warmth and brightness.
“1 found it lying alone in the road and
the neck and sleeves, but at three o’clock
Mrs. Osgood came into the kitchen and I took it up—as you have taken me,” she
told her to go and put on a dark calico, answered softly.
The bright tints that were gathering in
for she must mix biscuits for supper, and
she would spoil the muslin. Of course the west warned her that supper time was
there was no parlor for her after that, approaching, and the minister took the
and she was rather surprised when they pail of butter from its resting place at the
end of the log, and they were soon at the
called her in to prayers.
While she was washing the ilisnes Deacon’s gate. The Deacon was in the
Johnnie came stealing into the kitchen barnyard feeding the fowls, and the minon tiptoe.
ister went out there. Melissa went to the
“Are they through praying, Melissa? kitchen. Johnnie set on the steps with a
What you crying ’bout? Did you break piece of apple pie in his hand, and she
a dish?”
bent down and softly kissed his brown
Johnnie sympathized with any one who cheeks.
was so unfortunate as to break a dish.
“Have you been a courtin’, Melissa?”
He had broken one or two himself.
he asked, looking at her wonderingly, “1
“No, Johnnie,” she answered
bet you have, ’cause your eyes look just
“Did you burn your finger, then?” he like Della’s when Tom
Higgs comes to see
asked anxiously, with his little fat face her.”
“It you did I'll wash
hers.
to
Melissa laughed and went in to the
upturned
the dishes, every one of ’em, and you can house.
“How are you, Mr. Ridgely,” said the
wipe ’em, Melissa.”
She declined his offer ot help, but he Deacon as the minister entered the barnstaid with her until the minister went yard. “It has been a fine day, sir, a very
found out fine
day. How is the new pulpit getting
away, and by steady coaxing
on ?”
the reason why she wept.
home
from
“I have not been in the church to-day,”
Mr. Kidgely walked slowly
the deacon’s. He boarded with an aged answered the minister almost impatiently'.
widow, and he knew by the dim light “I came to ask you, Deacon—that is, to
reached speak with
you, about Miss Perry.”
burning in the parlor when he
too
“About* Melissa ?” asked the Deacon
there, that she had retired. He was
restless to study or to sleep, so he walked with surpriso.
little garden in the star“About Melissa,” answered the minisup and down the
hands
his
with
clasped behind him ter.
light,
“Mr. Ridgely,” said the Deacon with a
in tho style peculiar to ministers in
lengthening lace. “I have tried to do my
thought. There were a great many roses
blooming in the widow’s garden. The duty by that girl. I pray for her morning
"

and night at family worship, and I have
several times prayed with her alone tor
more than
three-quarters of an hour at a
time. I never let a Sunday pass without
speaking to her about the concerns ot her
soul, and she yet remains indifferent. She
is
growing hardened, and lately 1 have
noticed-”
“You have noticed nothing of the kind,”
interrupted the minister. Then he said
abruptly, “Deacon, I have asked Miss
Terry to be my wife, and as she has been
a member ot
your family tor several years
1 feel that it is my duty to acquaint vou

laden with their perof MelisOf course there was no resemblance
sa.
between the flowers and Deacon Osgood's
“help,” for she was white and drooping
like a lily, and they were in full, rich
bloom ; but she was pure like them, and
sweet, like their breath, and they made
him think of her. With the thought of
her came a memory of what his old aunt
said to him the night belofe he came to
was

not complete.
You’ll find it out some
day, and when you do, follow the leadings of your heart. You’ve got an honest
Ridgely heart, my boy, and it'll not lead

repay

Empty I eame—must empty go away.
Empty and weak.
A-

night

fume, and they made him think
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time came tor her return to the house lie
supper, 'then lie bade her go as usual
to her home.
Telling her to ask her
mother to place the signal
lamp, as soon
as it grew dark, in the window, for tinto
send liini there
boatman; and
me
supper, with his valise, which, in tinhurry of the departure, lie had tell 1..
hind.
The signal recalled the boat, which alter
twilight had ventured in sight of the shore,
and the farm house; and the tloven r
quietly made his wav to the river in salety.
When lie rejoined his father in a seem.home, he named the infant daughter w Inch
had been born in his absence, •llettv Marvin,’ that he might he daily reminded ot
the little cousin whose truth and shrewd
ness had saved his lib*
[Student and
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accordingly.

opinion.

The

Beecher

Trial,

ge»-j REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

seated in chairs usually occupied by
The ladies are mostly in favor of
and they smile applause when j
THURSDAY. APRIL 10, 1875.
not allowed to clap their fair
hands. The plaintiff and defendant and
all the counsel came in simultaneously at PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING
five minutes before 11 o'clock.

testimony of the defendant on Tues- tlemen.
and
\\ ednesday related mainly to the Beecher,
day
they are
business matters of
The

Tilton, and his endeavors to aid him.
The Xew York
Herald gives the following sketch of Mr.

Beecher's appearance on the stand—
Mr Beecher
appeared again as a witess
yesterday morning. Jle eamc on the
~f
ar with a brisk
and cheerful demeanor
an ! went at the
work of testifying in a
"tvl. that showed his heart was in the
b I'iue.--.
To Beecher, innocent or guilty,
'hi' trial must be momentous to the last
degree That he knows it is evident in
I :every look and expression. The gend implosion is that he lias so tar told a
I dr s'o n,
travelling elo.-t to the edge of
mprobaiiiiity, but yet sullieiently within
limits to make it look truthful and
e
file world would have it that
tollable,
e
"ragged edge" letter was incapable of
\[.filiation except in the sense that the
author was crazy, but Mr. Beecher in his
> tdonce
yesterday showed how possible
i may be for a man to meditate these sin‘Ur
though is. use this singular language,
and >et hold in his heart a
meaning utterdirt erent from that attributed to them
1 ■■
the world.
M' Im cIj -i
](■>> iiupjvs.sive yester! i> -.1.111 "ii
any previous day. This man
ha- won a great
friendship. It is broad
d .'.tended, like tiie country.
Few men
their \ears have thrown out and fastened such tentacles.
1 In- cross-examination ul Mr.
Beecher,
u i
ii it expel led to
begin next week.
; determine the status of the
Plymouth
p e!"i for good and forever.
F< "kit g over at Mr. Beecher from our
d in the Court his
profile stands out in
..gilt limit the southern window of the
in
with singular distinctness. There
a
splendid lie l. The forehead slopes
The
p
very gentle backward incline
cad is r,owned w ith a ligiil covering ul
popper-colored hair parted at the side,
:
"wn over the ears and brushed
entirely
aw.it
from tin-lace.
The mouth is large
ni show great mobility. The lips come
1 lmy tremble when their
-i-«ilv together
1 "St-- comes t tell anything pathetic
w hen he tells, fm
instance, the motive
..iggc.'l edge" letter, 'i'lie word
would do.seribe the prolile ut
lie-.
J in re is strength and nobility
I he hair tails down upon the coat
a nii gi\ e- :u t die finish to the whole.
come- to us in different moods
■w
clear, strong and d‘*cisive, now
ring and weak, and weak enough for
ii
I'll" alternations are quick and
urprising lie is rapid, confident and
ini "ii-1 m .inenl. and slow, cauti
■I ‘l*.'p.Hiding the next
A whirlwind
1 a "
!
I:
|>.
me- him. and this
great,
to ig
"king fue< is in a second as a
Fin- imitations are remarkable.
1
last mstanding on the
oriel, and addressing the e.xpirtggests a type of heroic face that
Beecher furnishes.

became knpwn that Mr. Beach,
of the plaintiff's counsel, was ill and could
not attend that day.
After discussion,
Judge Fullerton adjourned Court b MonIt

soon

day.
The

Connecticut Election,

There is mourning in the White House,
and Republicans here are sad and solemn
over the Connecticut election.
The Republican.- were beaten at all points. Their
candidate for Governor was avowedly a
third-term man, while Gen. Hawley represented the anti-third term and conservative element. Both were rejected by the

■

people.

■

WHAT .Mi:.

JKWI.1.1.

sA

A iioot' excuse, is said to be better than
but it is a very poor excuse indeed

!

!

|

I

j

—

pitv

immediate supporters of the President,
!"d in the breast ol the beholder.
A- lie -its and delivers his evidence t is ! and most of them do not conceal their
I
at the result.
Instead of udt" see the groat
pc
preacher (eels him- gratification

■

•ti
a
strait-jacket in Plymouth church ( monishing the President that the party
succeed unless relieved of his
rust. .nied to a platform, where he [ cannot
ii
alk up and down and adapt the tree- third-term ambition, the proscription of
ol hi attitudes to the freedom of his all independent Republicans will now be
i
lie i-uneasy in the witness chair. more merciless than before. It was gently
II
land-- up :d times, regulates his coat hinted to a trusted triend of the President
now he could no longer excuse him'I -its down
again. He keeps up lor a that tor
self
not, in the most unqualified terms,
one
an oscillatory motion ol the
body;
b irk ward ami lorward and folds and re-: declining the candidacy lor Isflj, but it
was resented as :.n insult to Grant, who
t
Is his anus aero, s his breast,
1 ton was an impassive witness,
llis was declared to be the only available Refor the next national contest.
w.i s cold and
un.svmpatlietie. He publican
hoard little or no feeling, and was en- | His candidacy lias been only hinted at
i 1111 1 leettial.
Beecher, with his ! suggestively heretofore by his organs, but
" ;
U e-;tei'n-like humanity on him. now they will declare their purpose unI"t\isli einotimi, liis apparent candor mistakably, and the issue will be disel
ait It 1111 in-- s, tells differentlv on the tinctly made by rewarding its supporters
"el.-1 In' conditions are not alike, and relentlessly punishing those opposed
i
'letii 1 nit has a black and dismal to it.
Hawley is treated as being of little
moment, now that he has been beaten,
i;
to meet, ami the manner of his
meeting ;t I- el.tsely and sharply serutin- and Blaine will henceforth lind the hottest
tl
i e-t.'i'ilav might he called a denial sort of a lire in his rear from the Admin-Mr 1 .e.*elier denied, and denied, istration batteries. The journals which
■

will be stricken from the lists of the departments fur public advertisements

■

ing interspersed.

1 !:• witness said Hint on the first ol
May,
: in
gnu S t,linn i,j Moulton. Before
in
Mr. M ultoi. hail spoken of Tilton's

I" ''iiiiiaiy condition, and had ini|iiired into
mt -a the ",ilnos.- Moulton had
impiired
regai.I t• > the prosperity ol the Christ:ai
1 iron, and in regard to the revenue
wh ii the witness had derived from lecturin''
.alt.i

witness

gave him

.some

definite

niation as to s'uus which lie had red during a recent
lecturing tour;

'iiversalioii' took place on these
•tier-'1 mltun suggested that unless
t -d
hail ’iue hi-!]) his paper was like'•ak 'I’l'vi ; tin witness
always said
1
rl'l be glad to help Tilton in
that he e .ult! : that he should be
my "
e; t
other Inends in giving him
pecuniary a-sistance.
,i
<iiin nf these interviews,
-'I'miI<i:i.
it• r
g < !’ his haring advanced
i' ik
1 lion's paper bills, drew
"'ii''.' t
jin}
■in
"i .'ii ]" ■!■.'■; two time drafts for
$2,000
h<- tin- read
pa>sagi s 1'rom a letter,
"hie! Ill-- donor spoke of thedratts;
'I r on th '•
ini. with lunch enthusiasm
• inwhat i call friendship,”
bringing
hand down on the table. The giver oi
ti"--c drall
was a
lady, who also sent to
-'li
1 ilton u check, ali iiei
lg, as the witi"-understood, tor the benefit of the
1 clden
Ag--: he understood that the check
woul.r be used, 1 nit that tiie time drafts
would not he. Mr. lieaher said that
.Moulton 1 -! not tell him that Tilton said
he could not take the
money; after this
c""i ci-sation, he went home and
thought
''bout it. blaming himself ior not
having
’lb-red Tilton any
aid
; he aite”
pecuniary
-'
I da ic -d Moulton ior not
asking him
md ottered to give $o,000 to
g%t Tilton
1 ut
"I h
pecuniary diiliculty. Moulton
did not urge him to do so. He
mortgaged
in house jnj- s.)jn ii, and took the
money,
oi a mil, to Mr. Moulton, who
expressed
'•real gratification.
(>n the following Sunday morning he saw Mr. Tilton, who talk'd with him in a most affectionate man"
he could not recall the conversation.
in some
Sunday morning he received a
1'upcr Innn Mr. Tilton, bearing the words
dace, mercy and peace.” He found it
mg by his reading desk in a sealed enelope ; it was in Mr. Tilton's handwriti 1'."
ing. and was signed
■’

o

■

■

1 lieu
lie li

there

was

a

iuss about

i iltim threatened to

a

card

publish, expos-

ing
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setts

The old J>ay State, which .we believe
the first to follow Maine in enacting
prohibitory law, has now made legal the

was

majority favoring

change.

The new law seems a very lair and sensible one, and it is believed will be a great
improvement, by the stringent regulation
of that which, as all human experience has

proved,

be

cannot

altogether

of the

abolished.

law, makers
provisions
of native wines and cider may sell without
a license when liquors are n*t to be drunk
the

I!-,

new

the

premises. Druggists when selling
in prescriptions are exempted lrom the
provisions ot the Clh section, lorbidding

on

sales between 12

and tj o’clock in the

and on Sundays, importers arc
allowed to sell liquors in the original
packages, provided the liquors be pure

morning

when imported. Licenses for one year
ina;i be granted by mayors and aidermen and selectmen, but these officials
as

may refuse licenses to unworthy persons.
Nothing can be construed to compel the

granting

licenses.

ot

Innholders

al-

are

furnish their guests with liquors
at any hour, but other licenses cannot sell
except between ti and 12 A. 1W. Licenses
lowed

cm

to

<|.’l

iililf

nill’i'

1

<■!

nrtl'O

.» »>

I.i

I

and cannot sell to habitual drunk-

quality,

ards or minors.

They

are

also

German

War

Cloud.

London, April 9.
111o 1 terlin Post (ministerial journal)
has a leading article, saving that recent
I “vents unfortunately render it too probable that the present French Assemble,
tearing there will In- Hepubliean majority
in tlte next Assembly disposed to peace,
are anxious to
precipitate a war oi revenge under MaeMahon and the Orleans
princes, while a strong body of Loyalist
deputies will lie placed in a position to
profit by a restoration of a monarchy.
War, accordingly, is coming on, although
tile clouds gathering on the horizon may
yet be dispersed.
The Austrian conservatives are cudcavoring to oust Andrassy from the cabinet
with the view of participating in coming
'1 lie greater part of tint
events
upper
classes in Italy are ready to join any
ally
against Germany, considering its anti paattitude
hostile to Italian interests,
pal
h t it i- by no means certain that France
will be able to prevent an Anstro-Jtalian
alliance just now. If her endeavor fails,
war will
probably only lie delayed. lint
things have readied a pass when the German people should be better
acquainted
with the realities of the situation
It is
time to awake from their slumbers.
’Flic Heriin correspondent ol the London
Times says this article is likely to have a
strong etfect, and alarming rumors are
rife.
London, April 10. The Times, reviewing the text of the German note to Belgium. says: Our expectations were justified that a fuller knowledge of the tenor
of the German note would remove the
more serious constructions which
have
been made of it. Germany remonstrates
with Belgium, and makes recommendations beyond the bounds ot good taste,
but puts forth nothing which we are able
fairly to call a threat. It is the interest ot
every free nation to protest against the
claim that expressions of sympathy with
any cause in a ioreign country belong to
the order of international
ravages which
a state is bound to restrain.
The circumstances that neither party to the dispute
lias appealed to the powers
guaranteeing
Belgium independence also somewhat dn
minishes the importance of the allair.
Beki.in, April 11. The Roman Catholic bishops soon after their conference at
Fulda addressed a petition to the
Emperor
William in person,
remonstrating against
the withdrawal of state grants to the
maintenance of which they declared the
honor of Prussia was pledged.
They also

required

keep orderly houses, and to prevent
or lewdness on premises communicating with their places of sale. In-

He -:.w Mr Mnnlton afterwards, and protested against being required to obey
learned Irom him tliat he thought nothin^ unconditionally the state laws. The minwould In; dmie about the earil before Mon- isters, authorized by the Emperor, have
day. The witness then showed the card replied, .expressing regret that the bisshould object to
ybey the laws which
of re ignatioi!, saying that this would lie hops
are always
obeyed in all other countries,
he answer to Tilton’s card if published.
and adding that the
bishops would have
-Moulton expressed surprise, and said
preserved I he fatherland from peace-disHood Hod r Moulton then went out.
contusion it they had remained
Almost immediate]}' afterward Mrs. Moul- turbing
faithful to their own convictions and to
ton came
she
to
went
as
he
him,
in;
up
the
which they proclaimed bewa
sitting down by the table, and said: fore warnings
the Vatican council.
"Mr Beecher 1 don’t believe the stories
they are telling submit you, and 1 believe
Brutal Outrage;) by
ymi are a good man.”
He looked up at
Pennsylvania
her and said, "hmma
Miners,
Moulton, J am a
good man.” She then bent oyer and kissed
New Your. April 1.
In foiehead il was a kiss ol
A liangor. La., letter ol the doth
inspiration,
ult.,
but be did not think it proper to return it!
states that the company has been
giving
its quarrymen work through the winter)
Brooklyn. N V., April !). The
sixty- instead of hiring laborers, as customary,
sixth day of tin- great scandal tiial and
in order that their quarrymen should have
the seventh of Beecher’s direct
the benefit ol'what little labor there was to
testimonyopened with an increased attendance of do. Notwithstanding the liberality of the
ladies. Judge Nelson was in his sanctum
company, they struck for higher wages.
from It) o’clock smoking cigarettes and A
man named
Hughes, who is very poor
chat
a
with
the
having
quiet
jurors as and has a large family, did not go with
in
that
room
assembled
awaitin'1- the the strikers, but continued
they
working. A
summons of the Court.
Testerday Judo,e gang ol strikers partially disguised themNelson ordered that the friends ot Beecher
selves, and at midnight of the 29th, burst
should not meet any more in the morning into his
house, dragged him naked into
in his private room, where the jury meet the
road, and beat him so badly that he
at the same time before
into
Court.
will die. They are all Welsh, and it is the
going
As ladies arrive, gentlemen
occupying first trouble ever known in that region.
chairs had to vacate them, and as a conseGov. Hartranft has issued a
proclamaquence leave the Court in no pleasant tion
commanding all persons combining
frame of. mind, unless
they were lucky against order in Luzerne and Schuylkill
enough to find other chairs unoccupied. counties, to
or military aid will
There wero four rows of ladies to-day be invoked todisperse,
disperse them.

gaming

censes nr#

divided into five classes, \i/..:
To sell liquors of any kind

First class.

to be drank on the

Second class.

premises.
To sell malt

liquors,

cider, and light wines containing not
more than 15 per centum ot alcohol, to
be drank on the premises.
To sell malt

Third class.

eider to be drank
Fourth class.

kind,

and
any

not to be drank on the

promises.
To sell malt liquors, eider,

Fifth class.
or

liquors
on the premises.
To sell liquors ol

wines

light

containing

15 per centum of
on the premises.

alcohol,

not more than
not to he drank

The lees for the first class are Irom
to $1000; for second or third ( lasses
from $50 to $250; for the fourth class

$100

from $5o to $500; provided, however,
that a distiller shall pay not less than
$300 nor more than $500; provided,

secondly, that distillers distilling not over
50 barrels annually shall pay a license fee
of $50; for the lilth class from $50 to
$150, but brewers must pay irom $200 to
$100. Licensees must furnish to treasurers

of cities

or

towns a bond in the sum

$1000, signed by the licensee and sufficient surety or sureties, who shall be
jointly and severally liable, and conditioned for the payment of all costs, damof

ages, and lines incurred by the violation
of the provisions ol the act. Separate
suits may be brought on the bond by any
person at his own expense.
The commonwealth is to receive onefourth of all license fees. Provision is
made for the taking ol liquors for analy-

sis, and the licensee whose liquor is taken
for this purpose is to be reimbursed if the
liquor proves good. Provision is also made
lor hearings to be given to licensees who
may be declared to have forfeited their
licenses, and a disqualified licensee cannot
be relicensed for one year, nor can
be sold

liquors

the premises occupied by him
at the time ol forfeiture till the
expiration
of the period ol the forfeited license. Peroji

sons
forfeiting licenses are to be punished
by a fine ol Irom $50 to $500, or imprison-

ment for from one to six months.
Liquor
sellers are held responsible for all acts of
violence committed by persons to whom
they have made sales in violation of the
act.
Sales to minors are forbidden, and
the husband, wife, parent, child,
guardian

employer
drinking to

or

of any person in the habit of
excess

may sue any liquor
he sells to such a person,
provided due notice not to sell has been
given in writing. Any delivery of intoxicating liquors from all premises save private dwellings is evidence of sale, and

seller in

case

intoxicating liquors include cider, lager
beer, ale, porter and strong beer. Provision is made for the appointment of license commissions in cities, and for the
appointment by the Governor anil council
of

an inspector and
assayer of liquors, at
salary ol $2oOO yearly.
Certainly one result of this law will be
to put into the public
treasury a large
amount of money that will be
paid for
licenses, instead of abstracting heavy sums
a

to pay the costs of fruitless prosecutions.
It is believed that a fair trial of this law

will result in its popular approval, as has
been the case in Connecticut and
many ol the western states.

already

demoralizing,

receiving frequent confirmation in the
official experiences of its advocates. The
latest instance occurs at the fountain head

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration oi’the vear,

a

liquor

is

to
Tlio

j

Grant Brothers & Co.

traffic is

rum

inevitably and unavoidably

which l’ostmaster-General Jewell gives
a
tor the Republican defeat in Connecticut,
from whi :h State lie has just returned, contrary plan of license, a law to that ellie attribute.' the defeat id' the Republi- feet having passed both branches of the
cans to a lack of organization.
With
Legislature and received the signature of
thorough organization lie thinks the Re- <low Gaston.
Although Massachusetts was
could
have
carried
the
publicans
easily
Maine
to put in practice the
than
Mow
slower
■State.
the facts are that the Republican' speakers wore the earliest in tho idea, she went a
great deal lurther after
livid: that they were picked men; and
she did get at it, and established a special
that the Republicans never before made
.'O
thorough a canvas of the State or ex- state police to enforce the law. The whole
pended so much money. The lame and scheme was found, as it is to-day in Maine,
impotent excuse that tueir party was not a cheat and a fraud. Decent men sickened
r rganized, is theretore
really an admission ol it. Efforts have been made from time
that it is in rapid process of disintegration.
East t ear a repeal
It a party cannot be organized with the j to time for its repeal.
lavish expenditure of money and the aid was passed bv the Legislature, and onof all the talent ol its wisest and must
countered the veto ol Gov. Talbot. Meansagacious leaders, it certainly must be |
time the prohibitionists were making the
very badly disorganized indeed.
! law more and more obnoxious, until the
HIE l’KESIDEXT CHAJWES THE LOSS nK
<
ySN'FA'TKT T TO lil.AIXK AND HAWKEY. I Legislature chosen last fall contained a

■

tin;

Bung-holo.

that the

prohibition make,

WILLIAM H. SIMPSON.

VS.

none:

!

of the

The claim which the friends of

It is (piite sate to say that at least one
hundred thousand dollars were sent into
Administrators, Executors, and guardians
the state from Republican sources. Postdesiring their advertisement* published in the Jourmaster-General Jewell himself contrib- nal will please so state to the Court.
uted libefally out of his private resources,
and at least a half dozen campaign speakSUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
papers changed, must state the Post Office to which
er.- had their expenses borne by the Post
has been sent as well as the one to which
the
Oiliee Department. The feelings of the it is paper
to go.
friends of the Administration can, under
Bates & Locke, 34 Park Row, New York,
those circumstances, be readily underauthorized agents for procuring advertisements
stood. But after all, Grant is the most are
for the Journal.
affected by the result ol this contest. A
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
Republican remarked that night, before
It
on the colored slips attached to the paper.
tiie returns began to come in, that a date
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
Democratic victory in Connecticut would 15 May 74, means that the subscription is paid to that
leave Grant as “dead as a door nail." date. When a new payment-!* made, the date will
be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE
But those who know the President well,
REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR DATES ARE
think that this defeat will.only drive him CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are requested to
forward the sums due
to resort to more desperate means for
securing his re-election. He has so linn
££r*In sending money, state TIIE POST OFFICE
a Indict in his popularity with the people I
I to which the paper is sewt.^ar
that it is doubted whether he can be made.
oi this Connec| to realize the significance
The Liquor Question in Massachu| i icut election.

: in a'i'i iini'i imiif n> uii-.sc matures
j
The President and his contidental friends
•••!. wlicii in n-pose, they drop into the
!
e.d.-'Nt blubbering expression ol rhild- unite in charging the loss of Connecticut
i" 'I
when moved by inward emotion. to the unwillingness of Blaine ami iI:nv1 lev to
I he
\egive a cordial support to the policy
appear to enlarge, the lower lip
The deleat ot
'll ]
lhe man becomes a boy.
The I of the Administration.
troi.g \"it'C tails and breaks anil
is ; Hawley firings no sorrow to any ot the

in- repudiated with strong leeling.
•t.'e-is he repii.'d to with inditl'crenre, as
'!i■ 111:11 ii"t .-ariiig much ah mt. their si<>'°
nitieani e.
1 lien «.i- as u-iial a
large amount ol

Brigands

Letter

from

A

Ellsworth.

■

of the sanctified rum traffic of

Maine—Ihe

of this celebrated firm

Ellsworth, April 11.
operations
Since my last writing we have been living in
in the Indian trade, on the upper Missouri
the midst of a political dead-lock. Our C ity
river, are related by a correspondent of
Government met and organized last Monday,
tiie Mew York World, who writes trom
and since then there has been no quorum.
Fort Kice, Dakotah territory. It will be The contested election in ward four Piuses tinThe

remembered that,

some

time last

sum-

the

That we may
state agency at Portland.
state the ease lairly, we copy from the

distinguished member of the
linn who resides at Washington, and who
is supposed to be the proprietor of the

Portland Press of

United

Saturday—

\\'. 0. How, Kstj., .State Liquor Commissioner,
on Thursday tendert d l«s resignation to (on.
Dingley. Some time since Mr. How made a
sale of four barrels of whiskey to City Agent
Briant, of Lewiston, at S2 per gallon, and Mr.
llow's books so show, .lust as Mr. IL. was
making out the bill, Briant. whose accounts at
the State agency were all straight, and whose
dealings had been square, asked him if lie had
just asTiefmake t he entry two barrels of whiskey at S4 per gallon—amounting to the same
sum.
Mr. How, without a moment's thought,
did so. leaving the item on his own books as it
should be, and never thought more of the affair
until the Lewiston committee came to the State
agency to learn what facts they could of Briant's

transgressions.

Ihe Press, with its usual telieity ul language, puts the matter in the best possible
But the admitted facts make

light

a ease

mer,

States

government, gave

to

his

issue certificates of election to a Democratic
Alderman and to two Democratic and one Republican CounciJinen. Tim t lection of the
Democrats is contested, but n^t that of the

Republican,

lie now is

a

sort of

eye-sore

an

ment of the United States—took into the
lamily partnership one Bonoffen, of Phil-

adelphia,
Uie

Grant

better than

vileges.”

furnishing capital and
Brothers furnishing what is
capital, their “exclusive pri-

Bonoffen

Bonoffen and Orville then hied

themselves to the scene ot trade, well provided, it seems, with government, ambu-

tin* original leopard spots. The Democrats,
with one exception, do not attend at all. The
whole atfair means one man. viz: the collector
of taxes for the last three

Two years
ago this city had a Democratic mayor and both
the boards were Democratic. This collector
wanted the place, and although a Republican
the Democrats gave it to him. Since the day
of his election there has been no more bitter
vears.

opponent of tie* Democrats in thi* city than
tliis man.

One man who

was

a

Democratic

otlicer two year* ago, and who voted and used
his influence for him at that time, lie told, when
he called at his olliee and asked to look at the

tration

influences, that whim the

Rights law

eontraet with Orville and l’.onoffen lor

an

has been in the habit of

aiding frauds

on

die sale to them of the goods and properon his hands,
This done the new trad-

ty

their

journey, clear-

pursued
inquiring
making this sysbefore them as they went by
book-keeping .1 ing the road
the purchasing'and procuring from the presidential Grant

the cities and towns by
tem id double entry in

general thing. Have
selling agents ol cities and

ers

enabled to steal one half the
still have the official voucher
town

treasury

as

big

be en thus

town

as

liquor, and
against the
11

evert'

so.

every mother's son ol them was 0:1 a
road to fortune than il lie had a Newlmryport silver mine in his baek-va"d. And
the Tycoon aforesaid, if lie fairly shared

surer

in the

general profit, ought

to

1

ive

been

richer than the bonanza itself
Now Jet the honest reader relied tor

a

Here is

a

luonient on this whole busiues'.

in Maine holding tsi-11 out
friend of virtue, morality,
It claims to he made
and temperance.
tip ot men of such exalted virtues, of such

political party
as the special

prompt orders for the revocation of every
trading license at the various posts which

tliev lotind in their way. Having fully
survevod the ground, thev discovered

and

'tern

Now what is the fact ? Let the honest
reader aforesaid recall tin- experience of
the state with lilder Leek, who was not
only a defaulter himself, but allowed these
sanctilicd

chaps

t-> get their

lingers

in the

treasury, and take money that to this day
From that time to this
remains unpaid
the

history

has

been

of these
one

prohibition rum shops
long record ot stealing,

1 rand,

cheating, and embezzlement., all
in the ranks of this party of virtue and

adjourned
quorum present
Sat urdns
Hev. I' a:her MrSweencx. of Ikmgor. lectured

last e\cuing a' I Ian -•>< k 1 lall,
talented man, and as ;t pubicspeaker we li;i\»* not had hi' superior in our
••ity for a long lime.
Our 11* form Club now numbers upwards of

T'-mpei

on

Ik-

i<

a

aiir.'

\ery

17d members. About thirty new ones were
admitted at their last regular meeting. Thursday evening. 7’/«.*'/ are Temperanee men, not
fanaties. l.'nder their allspices the Penobscot
Quartette Club will give a <«rand Coic-eit, to

it seems, to regret the he followed b\ a Ihinee, at Hancock Hail, next
some reason,
had
made with Mr. Charles; Wednesday evening.
bargain they
W*» had a slight lire here this morning at
lor tin purchase of his business plant
Co.’s boarding lc*u-<
They could do better, no doubt, by throw- Messrs. \,. Wiggin A
No damage was done, witli the exception of a
his
the
back
hands
property
ing
upon
hide burned in the roof.
which he had no power to use, and they
our lumbermen are all out of tin woods, and
did so, with coolness, repudiating the some of the mills will
hoi>t this week.
as

probably

contract which

they

had made and leav-

Although

our

river i- about clear of ire.

\

et

ing the luckless Charles to extricate his it is reported that there are two feet of it in Lilt*
and wagon
invested capita! of si.Vi.noo as best lie hay. A gentleman with a hoi
so

Hhcr smaller traders have fared in like
manner and the great linn of Grant Bro(

story

last Tuesday, April titli. The
on it
‘•oldest inhabitant” has been interviewed, and
lie says the almanac is a traud.

crossed

can

integrity, that they
are the lit persons, and the only ones, to
| tilers ,v Co,, gathers riches to itselt out
properly deal out to the people of the state ot their ruin. But the biggest of its enintoxicating liquors. Such is the claim. terprises lias yet to be told. We give the
thorough

month lor

a

a

four room house

Boekport.

to

are

Whole Hocks of partridges were frozen to
dentil in Pennsylvania during the past winter.
Nast lias gone for Hannibal Hamlin, b) or
a characteristic
postage
stamp.
••Black-;.nd-T>lue Monday" is what the h,
publicans ot^ Connecticut call the la>t leen.m

naineiitiug him with

( ivil

of the late

tested before that

dollars

Forida,

Carlton, Norwood tv Co., of
build a lbOU ton ship.

held to he generally iree from partizan
bias. It has been hoped and generally
believed by citizens outside ol adminis-

Congress should he
body, it would he over-

thrown.

day.

the opinion of the latter.

\bout <»ni-half «H the low er dam of Hi ath *1
mill, at Benton, w as carried otf Monday hv the ice.
<

i'osby's

of

The Ai*ril term of tin* S. d. Court, IVters.
•lodge, begins to-morrow. It will prubablv !.«•
an uninteresting one. as there ace no very important

it in the words of the Fort Bice

letter;
1''listin'* Indians ceded to tin* l mfed States
all lands on tin* east side of the Missouri, a
traet of land three linn s the size of Massachusetts and >ince then not less than one thousand
|M*o|ilf have -cttled on this territory. Notwithsiamlingthis. however,tin* president, at tin* beginning of the year, issued the following order:
in

K\ei i tivi: Mansion, January 11, 1*7">.
It i> hereby orderel that tin* tract of country,
in the territory of Dakota, lying within tin* lollow ing described boundaries, viz :
< Vnumeneing on the east bank of t In* Missouri
river where the forty-sixth parallel of north
latitude crosses the same, thence east with said
parallel of latitude to the ninety-ninth degree of
west longitude, thence south to said degree of
longitudeunhe east bank of the Missouri river,
tIn ina- up and with the east bank of said river
lo the place of beginning, be, and the same
hereby i-. withdrawn from sale and set apart
lor the use of tin* several tribes of Sioux Indians. a- an addition to their present reserva1*. S. (1KANT.
tion in said territory.

miscs

to come

before it.

Bnrimu.is

i'la

»\s.

Broiled.

■Mr. Parker, late ot the Custom Mouse,
notices the attack of the Progressive A_;v
upon himself, in a
the less severe lor

manner

which is not

I.eiriLJ entirely

calm

The editor and liarnabas writhe and In iA
under it like a
copy it below.
From the

couple

of ll.iwd

l’rogiv.--i\ c

Age, A pi

e>

i

is.

\\

More than in >00 emigrants have left Omaha,
going westward, since Mar«-!i l-t—an impr*
dented number.

by

\\ i>.. doctor tidied for and caught
young lizards fr-*m a fellow's "toin.e h in
that eit\. lately.

the Thir-

1 he boy-murder*']

ot

:v.*|l

]•

I" "aid
to tie

be

t«<

de-

"tndv

At >t. < atberiuc", out.. vuiurdav
Finkle was sentenced to b han/rd f>
a girl eight years of age.

>r

Mathew
rap* mi

(
-I bark
lud"on W:i"hburn.
A f iia
apt.
Carlti'ii, of Hoelq ort. died at Havana. \pt
Tth, of congestion <>i the brain.

hold proper!v. and

rights

>jn.■ i•»\.

Latin and «.reck.

United states intended to secure to the
colored men under the protection ot the
General Government the right to make
the various other

P

voting llis lei*lire tine-

teenth and Fourteenth Amdidineuts and
the Civil Rights bill the people of the

contracts, to sue, n

Madison,

A
two

Attorney-Gen-

eral Williams contended that

citizenship.

Ml". Betsey Piejve ol N*»i*tli Winds..;, a lad,
years old who lived with her sou ’-'ll upon
the "t*A e and W;i- burnetl to tleatll.

On the other side it was contended that

the Fourteenth Amendment was
nothing
than an empty formula, and amounts
to nothing—nothing hut
empty and vain
words
liven before the adoption of the

Mr. A Ie\ Both. »f Bangor. iia> gr■ i.*• * I'h
to take charge of tie construction ol
"•'••tiou of the < eiiteiuiiai building.

more

authorities go and with a large capital invested in goods, return* of the last election, that **he had no
and fixtures. Mr. Charles, of business there, and the sOoner he left the betto the chief rum fountain kept by the state buildings
had to bow to the mandate ot the ter." T'his man the Democrats mean, and if late amendments, Congress had the power
There they find false* entries, i-nurse,
at Portland.
they have good lin k the\ will defeat him. A to protect the right to vote for Fre-idenfictitious prices, and a fraudulent bill—not great house ot Grant Brothers & Co., and
of the hoard ot eouneilmen met la*t Friday
tial elector*.
retire from the field; but he succeeded, pari
only charged, but confessed. The quesand took some testimony, but there was not a
Mr. -Iusti»*»‘ ilradl»y—Suppose
the
in
.mgre-s
aeffecting
correspondent states,
is whether
tion that concerns the
t<* next
and th \
matter out, the

public
exceptional c ase, or whetiu r the
grand Tycoon of the demijohn dynasty

Thirty

down in

>

lances and mules for their travel.

this is

Generalities.

opinion of the Supreme Court ol
the United Stales, the Judges of which
hold their educes by life tenure, may he

Week before last, while the east u*
undistinguished brother, O. S. Grant, the to hi< brother Eads. When wanted he cannot
exclusive privilege of trading at the In- be found. An oDicer has been sent after him Grant Parish was being considered, a ease
dian posts on the Missouri. Thereupon twice, but both times he was noo >(. Rut involving the constitutionality of the enthen you cannot expect consistency in a Rad- forcement
act, a dialogue occurred between
the undistinguished but highly fortunate
ical. lie is not that kind of an animal. AlWilliams and several of
General
brother
ol
the
man
who
Attorney
Orville—happy
though outwardly fair t«> look upon, yet at
enjoys the proprietorship ol the govern- times the gloss wears otf, and within are seen tiie Justices, which shows pretty clearly

They
just as reprehensible as it possibly can be.
one John 11. Charles, ot Sioux City,
Briant, it' the charges macks in t criminal found
under a former license, the
proceeding are true, is a thief, who stole mrsuing,
to
which they had succeeded,
business
and falsified his books, in
the
liquors
tracing the

The Warden and Clerk in this ward

trouble.

Pretty Significant Colloquy.

The

•»-

delpliia

A shaft i- I" l"■ -link at !u»ld uiiiir
lev and a ijuart/. nr I i- t•
»-rted 1
the ore and separate 1 tu g.>id and -ltv

m

a

K.p

m\
\ athan M illor. a
t
had hi- 4
-Iraetuivd I»\ a ea-k of line tailing mi him
riioina-ton, Friday, and will probably vi»•

should enact a law making it a l'»• l«»n\ to steal
< *mgrfis«. has th<
tie* property of another.
u in ion l>t ct I right to punish the stealing ot' the
property of tin* < lovnnneiit. or ot property in
the MTV ire of till < 1 oV'crillllellt
hilt hrVoml
tiiat the law would he uueoiisiitutional.
N..w
when a law i- s.> frame.I that one part i> e.institutional and the other unconstitutional. and
the two are so blended as t.» !»»■ impossible to
sever, ran you hold one part constitutional and
the other part unconstitutional:
The Attorney-*ieneral replied that th- law
could he enforced as to thosi ..if,-nee>. wh h.
it. is admitted, arc within the legitimate pow.
of Congress to provide ldr. A- to the pow r
assumed in the enloivem* ut act. to pnwide
penalties lV»r interference with voters at < ougre-siunal elections, tiie very existence of the
< «o\ eminent depends
Oil these elections.
If
Congress ha- no power to protect the voters,
then the White I ..-ague of Louisiana, a minority
of the people,
all stand arolBid the polls and
fin- Fifprevent the majontv from \oting.
teenth Amendment confers upon tin colored
people the right t<> vote, and unless Congress
has tlie power to eufuiv*" that gtiafauie.
it C
of uo \ aliie w hatever.
Mr. dust ice Clifford -aid that in his State
Maine) the colored men always had th*- edit,
to vile,
lie would ask the Attorn*-y-(i.-nrral
whether if two indictments were found for mione
to prevent a roiored man and tin*
spiraey.
other a w hit*• man from voting, w *uld the < ireiiit Court- of th" ( nited ."tales hav e juri-di-•lion of both ease-?
lli'- Attorney-* ornera!—I hey w <»11:«l in tic
'•a-.- of tin* l»!:n k man.
i don't contend that
Liit \ would in the .• ise oi tlie w hil<* man.
<
Mr. .Justice littoril—Then colored men ha\e
more lights in the I'nit.-d Mates courts than
xs hit*,
men.
The Attorney-! hneral—That dor- not follow,
*
(institution does not. confer upon white
flie
people the right to vote, but it does upon colored people, and thence tin* power ot eongre-arises to protect them in that right, lie disclaimed asserting that negroes have greater
rights than w hites, but these amendments took
the negroes from a condition of slavery : guaranteed tie-in equal rights w ith the white man
and undertook to protect them again-! all d
criminations.
An indictment for ilepriving
white man of tin* right to vote at a congressional election could be maintained in the Unite*!
States < ourts, but he would not insist that n
could be maintained if tin* deprivation >;’: Ut
right to vote w.l< ;(t a Mute election.
Mr. Justice Mroug asked if a conspira-w w
termed to prevent a man from voting because
lie was tin -on of an Irishman, would tin** l n.t
ed States < ourt have jurisdiction of that
it
w "UId certainly be a race discrimination.
file Allornev-licneral said be bad no doubt
that Congress hud the power to provide for
-uch a case, but lie did not sax that it would
come under this act.
Mr. Justice Strong—Suppose the state of
out li < and ina. where the major it v of tin people are colored, should change it- * oust put i»ii
uni sax that no white man should Note, would
a reinedn
a •aiit-1 that lie ill tin
United Mates

m

The ITe-idnit lea\
r
W'u-hingtuu
Fiebi
M (••-aeliil-ett- to attend tie- eeuteiiuiai rep
Inaiioii
tie- battle of I. \ingfon. »ii the l?Uh
i ii't.
•-

for

\ di-.-oiute woman nailed K ! i* ft ittempie.i
-liieide ,! Ko.klaiid, '-utidav in hl.by taking
laudanum, tmt took an os.-idoand win
o\' r.

little daughter off.
daug« i‘oii-|\ injured b\

Brown of Ktua
virion- -ow a lew
day -IMe.•. The ehild teemved a dozen or more
w oimd-.
V

w a-

Shingle wedding-.”

>t\le

now,

Nino eh

it i-

i-

takes plaee
to -punk.

w

I

-pr-t

||

o|
h**t1

i'g\ iin-n

ol

same room

a

All F
pb*
appearatiee.
■■oil

on

>•

■

i-

.1

are

-iid.

tie

mi

i*».

nmiu.

:f..| i

iuim

in »hut
i

>

rupntl.*

in

This no\»d wediting
born” i- old enough

!i

w

•'•.

li.t

th

11

•.,
i,.

vall Franei -on i- to be -U| I
d
w
fr.iin the lake-* n t!»e toji «*1 the >!-i
N•
e
mountain-, whieli wi.l r* • jm
three Imn !■
mile- • •!' pipe,
■

1

Mr-.

4 or
\\
hiii-iiior. and le r ag--: lath-•>
buruetl to death at \\ oi ee-ter. M a-- ;■
tf».dr hmi-r
being eni wlf from »■- ap- mil
w hi- li w a- on tii
were

•»•
ih
apt. 1» tiuel >ehw ar!/ ot W.tldoPoi
Vmhroso Light, was a--.timed by hi- negro
-h v. ard w i!h a kwif
w h h
-u
pa--agBoston !•• I’orio Kirn.

<

'■

"e!i. .1. >. Bragdon, :.r A
\aiulna. \.i Mb
iu-t. from Ibtekptei, Mt
mad* ;!r :i!ii irmii
mm
f tin- -den
Viueyard Ha\m in 7b houre —t pas-age- oil reeurd.
,.

lie*

mo-'iiuto” lit- brought down
than anv "thr: and in* w oiidn
«
the die; ioiiarie- themfourteen di If* rent way
F F. Kav of Wilmington. \
make- b.
tw« en four alio -i\ ton- of maple -ugar aunt:
ally. and is eoil-idered tile ;arge-t maple -ugii
malillf.aeturi 1 111 »Ilf -fate.
liiori

1

Wo.

••

-pellei

when

Tin- Pnnid- ii.-. IYc*-s -a\- it n« ve: heard in
Iunri a! oil tion or -e niion. and <(■!..tutu in private
ron\er-ulinn, tin* opinion e\ju -<i Unit t man
wii.li >dn,(iOO in. one had yoiie to heli.

Mr. Ru-t. Your editorial article of I i-t week
I lie lioekklll 1 < i'l/rtte -a\- the lime market
in regard 1o the Deputy <'olhvtnr.-hip. vvai" very dull at present, then hem*' little deadapted to leave wrong impression*. 1 have
mand. "iiipmetilNow
V-i k liao
mn,
held the place of Deputy, not four years, out
morality and it is believed that not a
d lot tin- present in •'•tise«|iiene.
three years and four month-. I aski d mr the
tenth part ot it, comes to the stirlaee.
was
when
there
;i
when
place
vacancy,
my
‘-V di-taliny tornado -tniek Kdiuhundi,
Meantime rum pervades the state like
predecessor was deceased.
1II., iteiuo.ishin:.1 a rhtir. h, iu wlii. ii wen -ono
It was mutually agreed that 1 might leave at
a Hood, rum shops openly invite drinkers
forty siny.t- rehear>iny, killing «m«* \oiin=any time, if I wished, on living reasonable nolad\ and injuring sew ral other person'.
tice; and that I would resign on such notice
to their bars, and young men grow up
am time, should the Collector w i.-h it.
“Pond rail on nr- lor three d i\
i- w h.it mj
drunkards. 'Fite law has promoted nothThe very lirst intimation or hint the < '••licetor
A-hhmd jirl |.o-r. d oil the front
it
and -n
me a* to a change, was on the afternoon
gave
live
further
added
I’m
but
to
eat
yomy
-oneonioning
hypocrisy. Long
humbug!
This reads innocently enough, but now for of
March isth; and then, in the lirst sentence
tiliWeek if I ne\. | ha\e Illutln
Of,ill.'
of
the
Thiorder
the explanation.
president, he littered, he told me that another man w as to
'flip question ofllie constitutionality nl while it gives his brother < >rvillt* greater trad- take
John! -lolinln ike up. then
a huivlar u
my place.
My reply wa- -“that matter
Hie hoii'e
ing privileges and makes them secure, al-o iic* entirely with you; that i- for \ >p to -ay." * ourts
-aid tile wile. John -at Upright in
the Enforcements act is under argument ncce.-sitates
tin* ejection of all’the settlers,
hed.
«■
That is the way it was done.
I did imt lvdgn.
1.1
I
l'lie \ oi n<
In* had no d ml
‘Ihiryiar—h-u-r-y-ie-r--hm ylai*' 'pell* d
n *ral sai
in the Supreme Court of the I ’idled Stales. who- pl:a*es of business are now being closed I was not asked to
he and tie II
iled o\ •; waitin’ f.*r
hard,
resign. 1 had no oppor- that it would, lli- idea in tin main <t the-,
b\ orders from tie secretary of the interior,
tunity to resign. That sentm.-. dosed 11j. j am.eiidmeti'- was that anx and < vert right word.
The question arises upon nn.appeal from fie Sioux
City Times, writing of this extra- matter.
citfiraiiieed b\ tln-m may h i■ r•.;e. .: in the
I O'fpll <
| *4.» 11.- oil;.
K.-lllle !v of l‘ro\ ithe decision of the district court <■! the ordinary act of tyranny.says:
«*f ih
United St ite
Perhaps an hour after thi.-, when, a- 1 pi
w a> a- aulted S 11151o.i;i
lein
e
<• Hilly, w hen
t he bribe-taking president, regardless alike
he
w
had
ritten
to
W
the
smile,
ol 111!
n-hiugtoii
Coiled States in Louisiana on the, t
apI <1.
'-■** ••••"♦*
!.
O.l |,4
.U-> ii.ift liU v«.ol\,-i
Uld k led peter
of
my successor—aliimugu iin- penI’""kin. a >ocuy man who w a- walkin'- jti i«*t ts
Parish indictments. On the part of the consult a map, otherwise he would have dis- j<muLmeiit
lion that lie should have tin* place was noi
covered that the eastern part of the reservation
"II tile -ideWalk.
Beoclier on Editors.
till the next day —the Collector cairnprisoners it is contended that tliev must set apart for Brother Orville to trade in, has started
to me and said: We shall call this resigned,
A t
ou.■ •.i• 1. \
II.. I .o'.
n
» J»ai
m ’11.
in iiis last i'ridav night tail, in the lee
he tried in the state courts and not in the been surveyed and opened to homestead and shall W'e?" I looked
^teveiis of • antri'hiiiw ■■nary. !
lip surprised, and -aid,
i: !i
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pre-emption settlement fur over six years: that
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rimin .a l’j\ |iniutil eliui'eh, .Mr. lteeeticall
it
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-aid,
federal courts. The line of arguments the counties of Charles, Mix. and Buffalo arc “Resigned! why
anything?”
tiny rape on Klim A «..-ory ot tl:.
.me pka.-e
“W'c must call it something.'"
er sail! :
I replied. “< all
m Jauuar\
last,
ide«
pit
follows much tlie saute course with flint ol within the limits designated; that Brule City, it
anything you are a mind to. I don’t care."
I'll give you an instance
-he "’.it. ri >on.
When 1 burned to thirty y ais
with it- store-, shop- and inhabitants—likewise
are just the words u.-cd.
Till then, I
in England with Brother Hi limes, who i.Judge Emmons in hi-charge to the grand the hundreds of settlers who have taken home- These
Andrew !*. \Vi>w ell,
of KlPw
th. hathink, the idea of resignation had not occurred
ami pre-emptions, are all within the lim- to
Baptist and who looks just like me. and i b •« !» appointed tv* the po.Mtioii of l >. a'>i'taiiL
me, and I pre-iuim ii had imt to him. for
jury in Nashville on the Civil Lights Act. steads
its: and moreover, that many of the settlers
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\
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hilly of testimony
great deal better, lie lining
that the amendments to the constitution have paid for and received their patents for the why should he impure about it? Tim next Impe
ea-ebet..re tile < onrt of 1 Oinmissiolldav l learned that I had r-Baptist wanted to hear Mr Spurgeon, and efs f.j pfiidiny
Alabama * laiins at \\" a-hiuiftoli.
out of which grew this enforcement act farms they are now living on in the region now
\ cry likely 1 said 1 should throw my inllu- lie went and
added to “the use of the several tribes of In- ence
got the tickets, and Brother
with the republicans, a- l had always
dulin Koynold- and I and Mr. Holmes
were leveled against the states and not dians" that don't inhabit or occupy the region
four-y * ai old -on ot Kandall Hi-eo. L.
acted with that party and supported it- ii; nmn i••I I* ill*a!
"Ita. 'W allow, d
Is there any person in
of country referred to.
-plint.-r I ;
went
and
hoard
Mr.
In
about
Spurgeon.
against individuals. Congress theretore the l nite'd States that has a safe title to any of m;es, and possibly some wuo were unlit. Put
whieh h»dyed m hi- throat, ''itrireoii' wo re not
I had retained manhood and good -cii-c enough, two months altenvards I received 1'roili a
pro mvd until n< \t niyht. m l h.-iore tin* >tiek
has no power to enforce or attempt to en- their possessions in tins country, if Grant by a self
respect enough, and enough regard for llm friend in America a letter inclosing a ip '»»uld Im e \ t ra<-! l the line fellow tiol.-d t
for some supposed purtrue interests of the republican partv.to
force punitive measures against individ- sweep of hi- pen can,
keep id'paper cut from an eminent religious ( death.
pose, rob them of their lands and homes?"
me from pledging mv-self to run here or there
uals in a state. Among the counsel enA Havanan maik-nian iv.-eniis
It must be a nice, a very nice thing, to be just as some olliee-holdcr might point his ling, r, journal in London, saying that ‘reenitlv
-pin with
\\ ai d Beecher came into mil' oilier to gel fill* ball an apple on tie head of hi' hov
to keep me from voting for any and e\.-r\
bid
gaged in the arguments of the ease are in the Indian trading business, and have and
unlit man who might he put in nomination for tickets, and supposing himself unknown, "I enwell \ ear-, at a di-lail
of J|ll tret. Ill
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w
aI-,
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.such a distinguished partner, and one with otlice in the party.
Ihtdlcy
yoiny
repeat ir w In n the neiyhhor- ui
went to talking about Mr Spurgeon and
1 *■ rIere !.
! be h.., w I'll*!
1 was assured that there wa- imt a word of
ti ahieiie.l in
,*
in behalf of the rights of the states
so much power to help trade.
The Inhow lie compared with him and we gave lea-t.
or
dissatisfaction
with
complaint
mv
otlicial
him
some remarks that did not appear o
dians probably consider it an honor to be conduct—"none at all"—hut after I vva- di—
< »\-er lift -iiv
—The Bangor Whig is surprised that
th.e.i md mi .m
t
;t came out that 1 had imi been
pli.i- suit the reverend gentleman, for he ven pa--ed t!i; 11!i (.. n Spinner'- «*i!i* dune.- t!i
cheated in their hatchets and blankets by missed,
hie and zealous enough for the
lion. W. 11, Barumn, Democratic conI
party. I did soon walked out.' Well, v, lieu I read that lime he he! it. <ud the |ns-e- of all kind- Wennot accept the sentiment that the* Custom
such a linn.
1 assure you that grace did not predomi- le-- than one dollar on
million. He yoes out
gressman in Connecticut, whom it charHouse is to be managed only a- a political ma"f otliee, it i- -aid. u Ye]
lor a lew moments
moderate ileum
(I .angliLer.)
chine, and for political porpo-cs. 1 uc-cpt the nate
acterizes as a salary grabber, should reAn Art Association.
I went to Holmes and said:
I to vu -tan. f>.
t tin y paid me.
coinplimoi
ceive; tin heaviest majority of either ol
'foomuch of the stamina of the republican know anything about thisi’and further.
Hlckspoist. April u.
\n lias an
lethi -late- that the patn -is 1
the candidates. It ought not to be deemed
\
'Holmes you are tile villain in the plot,' eeiitly gained.
ra. substantia'
In these days ni' conventions, fairs and expo- party is already gone: too little confidence in H
ads.outages u
is left in the community; ami
<
an so
tin*
nothing
amaguev distriet, in one battle killing amt
Said he, 1 recollect i did talk with them,
'I be retutation of the lie which sitions for the promotion of the various intercertainly and utterly overthrow it as the policy
over *_’no Span i art is
a j during man N
wounding
and I recollect 1 did compare him with :inn
rifle- aii'l a I;
i.i• >i»!it
the Whig publishes caused a reaction in ests of the community. 1 have heretofore been which many of it- i'rien I- aiv ready to pur-ue.
•!' aimmini! inn
I will write to him right awav; or an.I clotlsii j.
\ cry Re-poctfu I ly.
W'uos ri i; I * \ i; k i;.
you.
lack of interest maniMr. Barnaul's favor, and gave him a surprised at the apparent
no 1 will go down and see him.’
lie
And
fested by the public in the way of cultivating a
And now. Mr<. Sid
largely increased vote. The radical pa- love and knowledge of the tine arts, Jnordei
—Ingersoll, one of tke New York ring says to the editor, 'Do you know me sir
“will you be kind
to fell tie- u,
11«»11_• fi
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suppose do,'
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s
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letters from the Sergeant-at-arms and taken which underlie the principles we wish to pardoned by Gov, Xilden.
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he, M am not,’ and he went on and told I
ss id his ti lit."
to make important revelations that, will the
Den. Spinner were published, showing promote and establish.
story, and the editor s:ij,i he would i
How often we hear it remarked, not only by
that Mr. B. utter.y refused to receive the
make it rigid.
Accordingly, wli.it do von i •b.lin liulioi-k ol' I'.rmtol, lihode I .and. ie o
implicate now parties
1'i-t year- old. w;
those in the more common walks of life, but
taken to fie* 'own un-eiio;’
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suppose
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—Here I- another ehanee for nur neighbor e!
in a earriage on Wednesday. and- a-l his v-d.
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In* wrote a candid, 111:1.11:\ e\|ilaiiatioit and in 1aii'l.
paintings and statuary—that they always take Age.
with one < \. ,ptiou, ha
v,d1 it
in tin editorial column,
squelched in Connecticut seems t-> have the advice of others on that subject, when about
every presidential ekatiou -ima*.
VVe know il. The columns of the Age apology and put it
lie
do
didn't
of
the
come to litc in Maine.
kind; he
Now ibis is all
to purchase a work of art.
Mr. Lord >.| Windham lias tl.« ::mi wit!
would set up a largo dealei in that line. wrote a little hitanything
of a notice, and he printwlti' li .Manehest, >• kili-d I'..land :.u India.,
Where are those pickaxes, shovels, wrong, and the ipiestiou is. (tow can this state
ed it in Lhe smallest type they had in the • diiel. in Windham, ss Ik--, death w> tin- .-anThe Portland Pres
the better? When
ays dial Guv.
barrows and army o( laborers that were of things he changed for
paper, and lie put it down below the ad- ol eess.it ion <d Indian h«-si ilit i<--. 1 he pie. • 1shall we cease to plead ignorance on a subject Dingley will not he a candidate ho revertisements. and then hi- conseicnce was >el in good oi'drid though !■-• ,rin_ marks .a
this spring to begin the construction ol
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Decker. If this was the Butterfield who
Met^oarrs w, |,there
its valuation in aid oi tin* shore Jim* railwas a general
held on last Friday evening
1
don’t
in
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think
with a j mtol. svhen it was
playing
deluge
any particular drop
di-1 barged and the bullet
got up the New England Kxpross a lew- desire manifested, and by the President partic- road.
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ot water hurts them.
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dangermishowers, sueli deluges tall upon them that wound. He i
years ago, many persons in this vicinity ularly expressed, that they wished the co-opernot e\peeled to live.
One of the best typeset the old .■>.intli- tin did not mind any
would like to present something t<> Docker ation of all artists and lovers of art residing in
y
particular drop any
ern planter was Col. John M
I’owell, of more than the rest, (tlreat laughter)
rhf revenue eiif.ter \\ oodbllis l»a- tiut-hed
the valley of the Penobscot,
as a token of their gratitude.
whose sad deatli by suicide in
t his, I say
It is not your piousness, not In-r winter eruise. sin- has run through the
To make this enterprise useful, a general in- Mississippi,
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inter
:’.s(m mil.
has already been announced, your
hoarded _*7m vessels, assisted
—The post oiliee department is the held tcres! must, he taken on this river.
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Kvery city Brooklyn
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I he regime that church service -not
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<*eo. Imnham, a bo\ t• n y« ars old
nut son
see to it that they are represented at the exhifollowed the liberation ol the slave left
•I :i poor \\ it low W as mi-taken on \\ edhmdHV
copies of all bids made. Nice piece of bition Unit is to take place during next month, hint powerless to control it in the old
A Scare in Plymouth Church.
Ibra rich man’s son, abdm led i*\ **i»mc men.
arried to M.irlcm, and hid in
machinery they run at Washington.
lade :it tu>
tyuite an interest in the subject is manifested way; and lie was not a man to learn a
for one night mid day, when inground
new way.
The n :wl domain that had
Xi'.w \ oi;u. April 12. During tin* sit
—At a spelling match in Augusta, little here, and those who attended last Friday 's eveinelit appearing ottering a
ew ai d. tin- seouii
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in healthy labor, clad with ample nmn at Brooklyn lubernaele, Ui-t night, divls discovered their
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hundreds upon hundreds of slaves, be- emotion, ilcclareil that lie claimed every
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Belfast take a step in the matter?
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F.itrope for the
had cultivated it in bondage pillaged it in moment's dclav to raise a cry for mercy, ptirp
hard words. She floored doctors, law«»f improvement in her
Uiiodk Island. At tin; state election
protession, ami
and where the creamy cotton show a sign ot distress. In live minutes attending a lull course m| Medical Lectures in
freedom,
yers, ministers, editors, and all, and won on the 7tli, (lie vote for Governor stood as had
Haris, returued six mouths ago, and opened an
dotted miles of acres with its burst- it might lie too lute; in four minutes it
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ami i- m»w eiijoviug a large
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to
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up
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\\ hen that income was thus ar- In a minute there was a great hudi.
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| apt. (Ieorge F*. All-tin o| I >amariseottu
claim of $35,000 against the City of HockCutler, Demoeral,
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like
became oppre.ssi\ e. Suddenly Irom Mills has been delaine*! in Liverpool, l.nglamt,
his
silence
rested, he,
old slaves, became
all
winter upon the charge of manslaughter,
land for closing his hotel and
putting out
very badly oil'. The taxes on the prop- the western side of the church came a based upon tin* t;g t that two fishermen
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'fatal vote,.22,1011.
a red flag in small
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erty were ot course increased, as in the sharp cracking noise,
pox times. He has
breaking drowned by being run into l»\ the ship which
As there is no choice by the people, and case of all other Southern
retained L. M. Staples, Esij. and Hon.
property, amt ot timbers. A moment more, and a clam- ('apt. Austin eoimnaiidcd when fifteen miles
neither party has a majority in tlm Legis- Col. Bowell came to be afraid ot want in orousconl'usiou arose, through which came from port and in charge «>l a pilot, llis ship,
Bion Bradbury.
the Ironside**. proeecded. while the officer. who
ot ‘•The. galleries are giving
way was not in the least responsible for the net i»
lature, it is impossible to say who will the lututo. The new Mississippi was to cries
—The Carson murder trial, at Bangor,
him Mississippi no longer, and the Colo- get out, get out;” followed by
dent, was detained for mouths.
succeed.
nel left the old plantation to live quietly rush for the doors by a most excitable
has terminated in a verdict convicting the
(Ji.oivi>n.it, Mass., April i:i. Thomas Fulcrowd.
Clothes
were
torn and many in—There is a war cloud gathering again in the Pierrepont House, in Brooklyn.
accused of manslaughter. The jury were
ler. employed in the fishery, from this place,
His dejection took the lorm of settled cidents ot discomlort ensued, but no one was found (*arly this morning on tin* door step
The French
A new trial is moved for. over France and Germany.
out all night.
melancholy, anil a sort of quiet despera- was seriously injured. The preacher en- of IVter (Irant, on Front street, where he
There was not much of general interest think that under McMahon they can re- tion followed, wilder the promptings of deavored to draw a moral from the alarm, boarded, with his throat cut. Ife expired imafter he was found. The knife with
which he poisoned himself with thirty but was not listened to. The doxology mediately
in the proceedings.
trieve the disgrace ot the late eontliel.
which the deed was done was found near him.
was started and continued
to
He
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removed
of
the
morphine.
grains
by
organ It;is supposed to have been a suicide. He was
The mule spinners of the Lowell mills
—They think Charlie Ross is found again the Homoeopathic Hospital and there and cornet, the audience pouring out of about
40 years of age and belonged in Boothin
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doors
time
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Business men
The
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Court sits next

Supreme

Tuesday. Judge

Dickerson will preside.
A dispatch received on Wednesday by owners of Sch. Wehika, CapL Perkins, states that
she is ashore and full of water, at Bay View,
near Gloucester, whither she had gone for a
load of granite.

too much runner.

grinder

organ

County.
this

way.

In Ellsworth, March 31st, Mr. Elias B. Armstrong
and Miss Frances L. Stover, both of Ellsworth.
In Ellsworth, April 2d, Mr. John JB. LaCount and
Miss Martha G. Hopkins, both of Trenton.
In West Ellsworth Marcn 23d, Mr. John H. Higgins and Miss Isabelle W. Jellison, both of Ellsworth.
In Orland April 4th, Mr. Enoch W. Ilarriman
and Miss Frances A. Mead, both of Orland.
In Eden, March 27th, Mr. Joseph E. Tripp and
Miss Mary J. Higgins, both of Eden.

Lewiston is

getting fearfully demoralFollowing the frauds in the sanctiNew York, April 13. A special from
Hazleton, Penn., contains the following fid rum shop of that city, comes the folitems:
lowing report from the Daily Journal—
Affairs in the Mining Districts-

ized.

At Bell’s Tunnel, near Mount Carmel,
Three girls, quite drunk, and each smoking a
Saturday, the sheriff was expected to cigar, drove a team to Greene Depot, Friday
afternoon.
The people of that locality are unowned
by
eject the miners from houses
the Cowans' Coal Company for arrear- accustomed to such sights—so are the the peoli is time for a gold or silver mine to be found
ple of auv community, as we are glad to know.
The Belfast Amateurs repeated their concert
ages of rent. Men from Locust Cap and The intoxicated girls drove up to a hotel near
in Belfast.
to a fair audience at Ilayford llall, on Tuesday Laffe were on hand to
attempt
the depot and seeing a man with a team, chalprevent any
The s. ason lor loafers to block up doorways
evening. The spelling match, in which the six of this kind, and when the sheriff failed lenged him to swap horses. Finally they took
has come.
out and out a bottle of whisky and offered to give boot
bbv s of the club challenged *ix citizens, resulted to
appear the population turned
at the old Le- between horses. The hotel-keeper then took
Pilgrimages to ,thc cave of the pirate chief in a victory for the former—the words 1 jeing held a high old jollification
care of their horse.
Finally, the trio again got
given out by Mrs. (.'apt. Roix. The adults high Company’s breaker at Summit Hill. into the buggv and drove off toward Lewiston.
still continue.
on Saturday
band
of
A
men,
a
On
disguised
Dr. Fierce’s resireaching
point
that
foropposite
the prompter for the plays
The condition of highway travel is about as complain
tire from concealment on dence in Greene their buggy was capsized in
got to leave his post, but continued during die night, opened
bad as it can be.
the special policemen. No one was in- the snow, and their horse made off with the
The railroad woodshed in this
liiled.

city

l hc season of slipping down lias
to the reign of mud.
few enthusiastic

A

gardeners

is being

spelling.

given place

The receipts for the freight traffic over the
Belfast Branch Railroad, show a healthy and
gratifying increase over corresponding periods
of last year. We are indebted to Station Master Adams for the following account of the Bel-

digging

are

parsnips with crowbars.
The schools of the lower

inimenced

grades

in this city

Monday.

on

Work has resinned in McfJiivery'.
A Park is building there.
urge number- of visitors

1

Katahdiu

steamer

fast station alone. The receipts for the month
of March, 1S74, when large quantities of lumber and potatoes were brought in were $1,049.-

shipyard.

were

$2,543.00.

Sundas.

on

and harbor no produce could he shipped, and
the freight consisted mostly of provisions and

The flaming d
apt. Ford's ship in farter's
dt\u> ouiplrtrd on Wednesday.
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The passenger travel also shows
increase.
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the corners, and means to do it.
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>t«*ph»*nson,

foreman uf
district this \ear.
man.

i.

to

u

tin*

bridge

in the

are

breed.

Hind-, formerly ot this
the Win!hrop street church

am .r

a

h-t

a

Head his advertisement.
new and large variety of

C1.KAIUNO tiik Harbor.

iln

was

having injured the inshore piling of
Ku himuid’- wharl, that boat will stop at
lee

I

-ante

liarf

w

>v a

subscribed last week by the business

dertook the job lor that
menced

div.vered in the post office a
iv
ago. gave the clerk*, a lively chase,
was killed after taking refuge in several
tier boxes.
dial

1’he sum of s.ioo
men

of Belfast for the purpose of clearing the iee
from our harbor, and Mr. Frank Bickford un-

few trips, until repairs

made.

A

c.

flower seeds at Win. O. Poor \ Son's.

Week.

v

Also for sale.

—Ladies will find

ing lVii ml- in Belfast last

’►:!

w..-

,1.

pect has a word to say to farmers who wish to
improve their stock. He keeps the pure Jersey

John \\
V

Advkbtiskmknts.

Local

companies they represent.—]. 51. Boardman
lias bees for sale.—Freeman Partridge, of Proshauling

eargoes and making

in

handsome

Thomas .1. Farrow.—Cox & Field present the
annual statements of the various insurance

good and effi-

highway repairs

a

Thompson culls Hie attention of the public to
his large and new assortment of room paper.
Styles lale and new for the spring trade. Also
to feathers.—House for sale on 1 nion street, by

that tie-Bibles have more dust on
an than the
lictionaries. in these spelling

W.

For the month ot March, 1875, they were
Owing to the freezing of the bay

0.1.

board

on

wa-

Work was com-

sum.

Monday morning,

half

a

mile below tite

(iround with a gang m seventeen men.
A channel is to be cut large enough to permit
vessels to pass in and out. The inode of operation is to cut a canal upon one side two feet in

Camj>

on

Two thousand men employed by the
Delaware and Hudson Company, in and
about Wilkesbarre, have accepted the reduction and returned to the mines. This
is not relished by the miners in this section of the country. These works consist
of five mines, with a daily production ot
two thousand tons.
The commandant of the outpost at
Oakdale states that there is picket firing
on his lines every night.
The miners are
growing more restless at Buckminster.
The superintendent of the works there
brought a number of notices posted up on
the breaker Saturday. They are of a very
significant character, and fair illustrations
of the literature of the Buckshots. One
reads: “Johnny Walker, you are hereby
notified to stop work, or, it not, abide the
eonsequences, Remember, remember your
uncle's ears. Stop, stop, stop !” Walker
is a young man, and a few years ago, during a strife, his uncle, who refused to obey
a mandate to stop work, was taken into
the woods by a disguised band, and had
his ears cut off'. Another notice was directed to Mick Myers, the mine boss, and
John Dyer, master mechanic.
The excitement is not cooling in the
least. An outbreak is likely to occur at
any hour.
The

States

Halted

i

Centeunial.

The French Commission on Ihe United States Centennial Exhibition met to-day, M. Do Lafayette presiding. Minister Washburne and Messrs
Forney and Biddle were present. A letter
was received from the Minister of Com“The French Governmerce, who says:
ment cannot remain indifferent to the

Paris, April 9.

Philadelphia. My predecessor decided that it was necessary for
i:
France to participate because he was persuaded that the Exhibition would result
ailing -r i'-mii, hu; iia- failed to find a perin the development ot French relations
n to ring it.
abroad. The permanent Commission will
If
wit
--fa mail s*. years of age has pre- nearer
together as they advance, thus leav ing soon be called upon to consider the best
I he raise is not quite the
ot*
hi, \vtill in h
piece to go out wedge shaped. Ice plows means ot promoting the French participaathat
of
as
related
in
remarkable
Sarah,
are used somewhat, hut the larger part of the
tion iu the Centennial Exhibition." Sir.
The
ripturclabor is done with saws. The iee is eighteen Forney said he was in communication with
dam Pit* her and Son an* loading a sclioon- inches in thiekness, but very soft, the saw s Duke De Cazes and the Viscount de Means
"t dm
amp (Hound wharf, in Xorthport, cutting through it easily. They average one on the subject.
ith hav i ,ra southern port.
It N hauled over- mile and a quarter per day, and on Tuesday
.jerk ha- made arrangements with
\ vr-.di-t-<i«it-i \ t-r the ime of their hell

:tv

■

all-i

ith team-.

w

'1

evening

1km.I agent, lia> engaged a Miss
Aroostook county, a graduate of

"i

i.

Kasterii Normal school,
i setiool in this city.

•
-■

as

principal

tached

southerly

But

storm.

we

go out.
The

have had

When

shoemaker places the inscription
Gone to ill* shipyard,” outside his door, docs
w ant people to understand that he is putting
-i

upon the keels of vessels

s

Nnv

Biii.dinfs,

.i.Jing

a

building

Charles

A.

there?

making preparations

to

erect

one

be oft'

Friday.

on

<

Monday the place had

>n

itself-—which

out

was

a

good

WlNTKRPORT.

j

deal

The attention of those who desire nice and
lilting shirts, is called to ttie advertisement
Custis ,v

Co., Portland. We can
P**ak from experience of the excellencies of
their manufactures in that line.
s

.1 ratio lias

lately been greasing the wheels
citv clock, and that much abused instrument lias again commenced to mark time.
lie

when the bell rings we >hail be ourselves
•on.
1
Jt is dead again.
w

lar each.

Nc\:

trict No. 2.

on

Emily M. Hall and Mrs.
Grading Committee for disThe Bucksport railroad landed
8.1 tons of freight at the station op-

of

Miss

are

with the trains.
Brooks.

Mud.

snow

uud slush.

Business

Monday,
evening,

dull.
The Brooks Amatciirs performed last Thursday evening to a full house. The atlair was a
success.

and lined.

Minday

u-coiirsos

M

at

the

A. 0.

Unitarian

at

this church for the present

season.

l*e

three masted, double decked
-homier of oi)ij tons, owned by parties in this
•tty, and o l).- commanded by (’apt. Rufus B.
i-

to

a

oudon.
Mu.

tin-

falsifying

of bills have been traced

the stale Liquor \gency, it will do no harm
tli*.- authorities of Palermo to make closer

■'tquirv about those missing four barrels of
no
ton can't always tell by the length of
eat’s tail how far she will

jump.

Pi-erve the advertisement of Fred Atwood,
W nterport, who rises up at the voice of the
ard. and proclaims that the very best agricul-i':il implements for all the various depart■

of

ments

fanning

can

be had of him.

Fred is

livh man. and means every word he says.
Steamer City of Richmond will leave Port1 for the Penobscot Monday evening, April

ui

This line boat has been overhauled the
•ast winter and
thoroughly renovated in madmen. hull, cabins and furniture, and will
nine upon the route in tirst rate condition.
1 lie building ol summer residences at the
amp t.round bus already commun ed, and the
prospect is that a large number will be put up
tlie present season, ft is getting to be a
popular resort, not
only for our own people, but for
strangers, particularly from the interior, who
enjoy tile cool breezes from the bay.
Two locomotives have recently been damaged, one badly, by rocks rolling down upon
track ot the Belfast Branch Railroad. A
gang ol men are now at work aloug the line removing all loose boulders that are liable to be
detached by the spring rains, and it is to he
hoped that disasters from this source will cease.
the

A

piece of land in the south part of the town

was

last week seeded with grass and clover
broadcast upon the snow. A huge flock

sown

of blackbirds, scenting the feast,
swooped
down upon the sowing and gobbled it up
quicker than you could
say Jack Robinson.
u e going to send a
deputation t*
the owner will sow it again.

They

inquire

when

Beecher's counsel hare been
writing to this
to learn what day Tilton was here in

city,

what he did, Ac.

1872,

It all

sums

Sept, 5, stopped at
Tilton, made

here

up that he

was

American House
speech in the evening, and afterwards had an oyster supper at
Hodge’s, which he said was as good as he could
tiie

with Mrs.

a

get in New York.

Nothing worse than that.
A surprise party paid a visit to C'apt. Koix
■out Ids officers, on board the steamer Katahdin,
'■n Monday evening. About two hundred ladies
and gentlemen made their way on board, bearing baskets of refreshments, and fairly took the
saft by storm.
Capt. ltoix aud lady made
their friends at. home, tables were
spread with

refreshments to which all sat down. At a later
hour the band which
accompanied the visitors,
-truck up lively dancing tunes and the
dancers
of the party joined iu quadrille and
waltz, which
was kept up to a late hour.
Railroad ACCIDENT.

The down train Saturday evening again encouutereda large boulder weighing two tons, that had rolled down
a
mile above City Point aud lodged upon
track. The rock was seen, the engine reversed, and at the moment of collision was gout. one

the

ing

at

very slow speed, thus preventing a
serious disaster. 'Hie
engine was somewhat damaged about its
gearing, hut not seriously ; the rails were badly crooked and thrown
out of place for a distance. No one sustained
a

more

any

injury.

An

engine

from this

city

was

dis-

patched and the mails and passengers brought
ln about
midnight. A relief train from Burnham came down, the track was
repaired and the
disabled train brought in Sunday. The engine
is in

Waterville

for

repairs.

Libby M. 1). has located at this village,
meeting with good success.
Israel T. Rich met with quite an accident, on
Tuesday, by falling from a scaffolding in his
barn, and breaking his collar bone, which was

and is

(F orge < ottrell has the frame of a aelioou•t
hi-? yard, and work will commence May
If

■

taxed one dol-

posite our town, in tin* month of March alone.
The ferryboat now leaves regularly to eonneet

much, tin* Pastor, Rev. J. T. Bixby, will rep- a h\ r piesttiis sermon entitled, “The Book
t Fife."
J liis will close the series of evening

■

on

II. T. Sanborn has been elected

School Agent.

upwards

Main Street, to
business in cloth-

new

*

»lice Court

<

a

II. N. Abbott

■

I*

thumb taken

new

building
accommodate their increasing
ing. Winterport dogs are now

apt. Frye, of Camden, who left the Sunni House without paying his stable bill, and
afterwards struck the stable boy with his whip,
-'ides Nourishing a pistol, was before the
\

Our

a

Cheese Factory
will he 22 by 50 feet, with 22 feet posts, and
finished outside this week. Snow and Atwood

contemplate

ml

<’h;ui.

MeGilvery’s yard.

three fingers and a portion of
oft by a circular saw.

heapei than saltpetre.

•t

Wednesday forenoon

Thorxdikk. William Gilchrist, of this town,
working in Bowen’s mill, in Knox, had

Fight pounds of powder in a tin can, exploddozen teel under the ice, failed to blow it
wed

on

while

on

Park .street.

a a

wind

afternoon, and the probability is to-day he will

Brown is

Belmont avenue, and Horatio TI. Car-

on

high

length from iseursport to its outer edge, and
swung over to the Long Island shore and jammed there. Bickford resumed work in the

story. French roofed dwelling

two

the easterly wind blowing

caused the ice to move, and the first day's cutting went out. The ice has broken the entire

singular absence of out winds.

a

places by

set by I»r. A. \V. Rich, and he it now comfortable.
John W. Buzzell, of this town, will make
some seventy-live gallons of maple syrup at his
sugar orchard about one fourth of
the village.

a

mile from

Mr. it. A. C'onant has organized an orchestra
which made its lirst appearance at the dramatic
entertainment on Thursday last, and is a decided success.
The Brooks Dairy Co. start their Factory the
first day of June, under the management of Mr.
Cates. They pay 12 cents per gallon for milk of

pounds.
Lung fevers

ten

are

Cardinal

The ice

It is thought with a northerly
up the bay.
wind and an ebb tide the whole amount cut will

all the terrible cold, Belfast harbor
mid have beeu open weeks ago, if there had
ne

batteries.

from each other, but have been held

in their

of the

With
i.

above the

were

between the cuts is divided into cakes and de-

»rl*cs.

i

grand solemnity

at

width, sinking the iee in that space, and one
single cut upon the other side of the channel.
These cuts at the starting point were nearly
three-quarters of a mile apart, hut approach

<

quite prevalent.

Mr. R. A. Conaut had his horse very badly
injured by bar king out of the stall and stepping
upon an axe which was standing behind him.
Moral—don’t put axi s and horses in the same

McCloskey.

The l’apal AmN kw York, April 7
bassadors who arrived yesterday with the
liaretta to Cardinal McCloskey, are today resting from the fatigue ot their journey. To-morrow they visit various institutions, ami enjoy a sight ot the city.
During their stay they will be the guests
of Cardinal McCloskey. The length ul
their visit is not known. The ceremony
ot investing Cardinal McCloskey with the
insignia of the Cardinalate will take place
will great ceremony. The day is not yet
designated, but will be decided shortly.
The Catholic ladies of New York are discussing the advisability of a public reception to the Ambassadors. The sale arrival
ot the Ambassadors lias been telegraphed
to the Pope.
The Luck of Roaring Camp, so happily
described by Bret Harte, was not ushered
into the world under more notable auspices than was Storm Lake Brolinska in
Iowa, a couple of weeks since. The western bound trains, with several hundred
passengers, were snow bound at Storm
Lake, a small city on llie line oi the Illinois Central Railroad, eighty miles east of
Sioux City. The hotels of the place as
well as the private residences, were ot
course soon crowded by the beleaguered
passengers. ()n one train was a car of
Mennonites on their way t" join their
countrymen in Dakota. They refused to
leave their car, and next morning it was
ascertained that in a bed-room improvised
by tacking sheets across the end of the
car one ot the Mennonitc women named
Brolinska was about to be confined. Two
doctors from Storm Lake volunteered their
services, ami under their auspices a possible President ot the United States was
successfully ushered into lite. The ladies
ot the city, with the sympathy and curiosity ol their sex, were not long in making their way to the ear, and excitement
everywhere prevailed, l'he Mayor called
a meeting ot the Council, which declared
the day a public holiday, and voted the
hospitalities ot the city to the baby and
its mother. A grand procession was soon
parading the gayly decorated streets, and
the mother and baby were carried in triumph to the public hall, where speeches
were made by the Mayor, Judge Kidder
Delegate to Congress from Dakota, and
several prominent citizens. The announcement was then made that a live-acre plot
of land was to be given to the baby, and
then a poll was demanded, and all present
voting tor that name, the boy was christened Storm Lake Brolinska. The procession then reformed and escorted Master
Brolinska to the station, and the train
moved on amid the firing of cannon and
the ringing of bells.

stall.

A Hide bears a part in the romance of
the \VijHt. It is now 1:>0 years oh! and
the other day in a Louisville |
was
—Gov. Dingley has written a letter,
newspaper otlice. Its origin is involved
declining to be again a candidate lor re- in obscurity, but it went across the Ohio
election. The Bangor Whig brings for- with ont; of Boone's colonists who invaded the flark arid bloody ground and built
ward Gen. Selden Connor, of Augusta.
the littlfe lort at Boonesborough. With it
—A snow storm and heavy easterly gale is an aiieient powder horn, ornamented
with beads made ot the quills of porcuprevailed in New 1'ork on Tuesday night.
pines which were killed in the early days
of Kentucky. It is a quaint and awkward
Letter from Qpcksport,
weapon, clumsy enough alongside of the
modern Spencer and Winchester breechBucksfort, April Id.
loaders, but nevertheless there might be
Mr. Oscar F. Blace, formerly of Belfast, at
weaved about it a web of romance upon
work in Colby, Emery, & Co.’s steam mill, the woof of
poetry. It is mutely eloquent
Monday afternoon, had his left arm cut to the of the times when the founders ot that
hone above the elbow, while clearing away
great empire ol the West stirred not outabout a circular saw when in motion.
The side of doors unless they carried their rilies I ■ was terribly mutilated, but as the bone fles in their hands, when the forests were
filled with brute and human toes, and the
was not much injured lie will do well.
In accordance with a challenge, a spelling sites ot now populous cities were the huntmatch is to come off here the lirstofnext week, ing grounds of Indians and the lairs of
wild beasts. Now ’< has passed into hisbetween twenty-four students of the E. M. C.
tory, but it is a memorial of the days
Seminary and twenty-four citizens of the town. when
its trusty barrel felt the fierce grip
The proceeds will go toward defraying the exol the pioneer who stood between his wife
penses of the reunion of the students, which and children and the
savage enemy.

exhibited

is to take

place

the 10th of June next.

Confession of Mrs.

At Aylmer, Canada, a few days ago, an
aet was performed by a girl seventeen

Bingham’s Mur- years old which

heroic as its result
derer.
Her little brother, who
was mournful.
was left in her care during the absence of
Important information has been divulged from a source entitled to full credence. their mother, fell through the ice into a
It is stated that Kev. Mr. Bingham from deep greek, near the shore of which lie
the West, lather-in-law of the woman mur- was playing. She plunged in after him,
dered in Boston recently, visited Iriends in and getting him to the surface, thrust him
I.owell several days ago to whom he re- by main strength into a position of safety,
lated that Pemberton had contessed to him although by so doing she knew that she
the killing ol Mrs. Bingham, but uninten- was losing her only chance ol escape.
tionally According to this alleged story When his hands had grasped something
by Pemberton, he called at the house with on the bank by which he could draw himthe intention of stealing something, being self out, she calmly bade him brace his feet
out of money, but with no intention of against her and clamber up. The frightened boy did so, and the pressure thus
perpetrating the horrid crime. On reachto bear upon his sister pushed
ing the i^llar he demanded the ring from brought
Mrs. Bingham. These being souvenirs of her benpath the ice, where her body was
her husband, she refused and attempted afterwards tound.
Pemberton caught her, but with
to run.
The general annouuemeut of Fred Atwood,
she broke away and

superhuman strength

got part way up the stairs when he pulled
her back by the dress. She screamed, and
intending only to stifle her cries, but not
to kill her, he tilled her mouth with gravel
and dirt, and having then no thought ol
murder, but only to escape from the house
without detection. Throwing her down
and placing one knee on her
body and another on one arm he tore the
rings from
her other hand and ran
away, thinking
she would recover herself
.shortly. This
explains his carelessness in selling the
rings so soon, not suspecting his victim
was really dead.
He proposes therefore
to plead manslaughter or a minor degree
of murder, and will take any sentence less
than hanging. This extraordinarv communication is vouched for by the'friends
ol Kev. Mr. Bingham.

Obituary notices, beyond the Date, Name and Age
must be paid for.j
In Northport, April Oth, Dexter Farrar, aged 58
years and 6 mouths.
In Ellsworth, April 1st, Harry W., only child of
Daniel H. and Georgia E. Morang, aged 2 years and
11 months.
In City Point, Virginia, March 23th, Mr. B. II.
Banks, aged 45 years and 7 months, formerly of this

city.

‘•Julius, why didn't you oblong your stay a
the Springs?” ‘‘Kase. Mr. Snow, dey charge
too much.” Dow so, Julius?” “Why, de landlord charged dis colored-individual wid stealing
de spoons.”

was as

Esq.,

Of Winterport, Me., for the season of
lKTo, appears in our advertising columns this
WGfik. Mr. Atwood has by his business
energy
and capacity, built un a large trade in first
class agricultural implements of all kinds, and
his facilities for forwarding to all points in the
State, and for speedily obtaining any implement or article not on hand, as well as his moderate terms, will commend him and the business he represents to farmers in all parts of our
State who are in need of anything in his line.
We most cheerfully commend him to all our
readers,-as an honorable business man, and ask
from such as are interested, a careful reading
of his advertisement. [Maine Farmer.

Above all tilings, learn your child to be honest
and industrious; if these two things don't enable him to make a figure in this world, lie is
only a cypher, and never was intended for a

[Josh Billings.

figure.

Symptoms of Liver Complaint, and of
some of the Diseases produced By it.
A sallow or yellow color of skin, or yellowish
brown spots on face and other parts of body;
dullness and drowsiness with frequent head-

ache; dizziness, bitter or bad taste in mouth,
dfyness of throat and internal heat; palpitation;
in many cases a dry. teasing cough, with sore
throat; unsteady appetite, raising food, choking
sensation in throat; distress, heaviness, bloated
or full feeling about stomach and sides, back or
breast, and about shoulders; colic, pain and
soreness through bowels, with heart; constipation alternating with frequent attacks of diarrhoea; piles, flatulence, nervousness, coldness
of extremities; rush of blood to head, with
symptoms of apoplexy, numbness of limbs, especially at night; cold chills alternating witli
hot flashes, kidney and urinary difficulties:
dullness, low spirits, unsociability and gloomy
forebodings. Only few of above symptoms
likely to be present at one time. All who use

Dr. Pierce's Alt. Ext. or Golden Medical Discovery and Pleasant Pugative Pellets for Liver
(
omplaint and its complications, are loud in
their praise of them. They are sold hv all
dealers in medicines.

"1 dreamed I was at a spelling match and
never missed a word,” is what, young ladies say
now when they recover from the effects of
ether.
That Enemy of Mankind, Consumption, can
he cured; but it is far better to prevent the
cruel disease front fastening itself on the system,
by the timely use of a remedy like Dr. Wistar's
lialsam of Wild Cherry. 50 its. and
a.bottle.
Large bottles much the cheaper.

The will of George Curtis, of Nahant, Massachusetts, bequeathes his entire estate, amounting to $300,000, in equal parts, to ten benevolent institutions, most of winch are in Boston.

48 years.
In Union, March 28th, NVm. Thompson, aged 67.
In Union, March 28th, infant child of Mr. Dexter

Leach.
In

Sufferers from

dropsy

and

kidney disease

can

be cured by using Hunt’s Tiemedy, the great
kidney medicine, purely vegetable and used

daily by our

best

physicians

in their

practice.

An Illinois editor returns thanks for a centipede sent to him by mail from Texas, “it being/' lie says, “the lirst cent of any kind that
we’ve received for several weeks.”
The soothing, In-aling efl'«*i*t of Adamson's
Potanic Cough Kalsam are plainly experienced
with the lirst dose. Us work appears little less
than magic, yet it acts on well-known scientific
principle*, and because compounded in just the

right

manlier

to cure.

An old clergyman, spying a boy creeping
a fence, exclaimed:
“What! crawling
through a fence! Pigs do that." “Yes," retorted the hoy, “and old hogs go along the
street."

through

Pike’s Tooth-Ache Drops—Cure in
ute.

one

min-

Union, March 29th,

Mr.

aged
In
son,
in

Stock!

Ellsworth, March loth, Charles A., son of II.
C. and Eliza A. Hastings, aged 11 months, 1 day.
In Bluehill, March 21st, John Howard, infant son
of Rev. Joseph II. and Katie Taylor, aged 1 day.
In Salisbury’s Cove, April 2d, Sarah A. Wasgatt,
aged

42 years.
In Dexter, March 2Stli, Mrs. Addle Goodwin, wife
of E. O. Goodwin, aged 25 years, 1 month, 25 days.

Belfast

Savings Bank.

-oCORPORATORS of this Bank are hereby
JL notified that the Annual Meeting will be held
at the Banking-Room, on Wednesday, April 21st,
1875, at 3 o’clock P. M.. for choice of Corporation
Officers for the ensuing year, and for transaction
of any other business that may legally come before
Per Order.
them.
JOHN II. Ol.IMBY, Secy.
2w41
Belfast, April 12, 1875.

NOW OPENING !

WM. 0. POOR & SON.

Bull Jdalio.

Jersey
No.

Register

Herd

v-d

3w4l

be kept for service at the
Farm of the subscriber in Prospect, the coming season. Idaho was
by N. K. Bowtelle, dropped at Millbrook Farm Sept both, 1872. Sire imported Tam O’
Shunter, (381), dam Idalia (131tV Idalia was got by
imported Victor Hugo (197) out of imported Pride
of Windsor, ,4M-- The sire of Idaho took both gold
and silver medals and sweepstakes, also the prize
on bulls over two years old at the Maine State Fair
in is;’, heading the prize herd. Dam of Idaho 1st
prize in her class. Terms for the season $4 for Regis
tered Animals, $2 for Natives and Crude-. Cash at
time of service.

WILL

FOR

SALE.
Jersey Bull Calf 3 1-2 months old, elligible for the
Register, sh t* Idaho (9C>4), dam Cremona (2789).
FRF.F.MAN PARTRI DC K,
P. (>. Address Stockton.
2m41'
Prospect.

\ L

Good Stocks of Bee* for Sale.

few

a

Bees!

II1A
Inquire at my office 32 Main Stivet, Belfast.
1. M. BOA RDM AN.
Belfast, April 13,

187',.

3w41

ABSTRACT OF THE

ANN l

STATEMENT

A13

oi

nil

/Etna Insurance
<

>u tin- 31-1

Company,

Capital

$3,000,000 00

Stork all Raid up,

Real Estate unincumbered,
Cash on hand, in Bank, and in

as

a

WAUNi.vii

Yol n<r Mi n a.ni» oi hkks who sutler from NERVOUS DEBILITY, LOSS OF MANHOOD, ete.,
supplying the mentis of Setf Cure. Written by one
who cured himself after undergoing considerable
quackery, and sent free on receiving a post paid di
recital envelope.
Sufferers are invited to address the author.
NATHANIEL MAYFAIR,
I*. O. Box 15:5, Brooklyn, N. Y.
GmolOsp

IMPORTANT

TO

TRAVELERS.

When you visit or leave the City of NEW YORK,
save annoyance ami expense ol carriage hire autt
stop at the ttKAtflft (*101 liOlEli, opposite the GRAND CENTRAL DEPOT. It has over
.150 elegantly furnished rooms and is fitted up at an
expense of $000,000. Elevator, steam and all modern improvements.
European Plan. The REs>
TAUIlAi'fJt, Lunch Counter and Wine Rooms
are supplied with the best the markets can furnish,
fhe cuisine is unsurpassed. Rooms fora single person, $1,50 and $*<d per day; rich suites for families
proportionately low, so that visitors to the city and
travelers can live more luxuriously, for less money
at the GRAND UNION, than at any other lirst-elass
Hotel in the city. Stages and Cars pass the Hotel
every minute for all parts of the City. G. F. & W.
D. G ARRISON, Managers.
lyrsplG

CONSUMPTIVES, TAKE NOTICE.
Every moment ol' delay makes your cure more
hopeless, and much depends on the judicious choice
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor Of
Dr. Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for con
sumption, far exceeds all that can be brought to
support the pretensions of any other medicine. See
Dr. Schenek’s Almanac, containing the certificates
of many persons of the highest respectability, who
have been restored to health, after being pronounced
incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured many, as
these evidences will show; but the cure is often promoted by the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. Tnese
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills. By the timely use of these
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck certifies that most any case of Consumption may la-

cured.

Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston,
on the following Wednesdays, from 9 to J o’clock:
Jan. Pith and 27th, Eeb. 10th and 24th, and March
loth and 24th. Consultations free; but for a thorough
examination of the lungs, with the Kespirometor,
the price is $5.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal office, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
every Monday, where ail letters of advice must be

addressed.

BOSTON MARKET.

JOB WORK

1 would call

Celebrated Silver

hands,
United Slates Securities,
State, City and Town Stocks mid Bond
Bank and Trust Co’s Stock,
Railroad Co' stocks ami Bond-,
Loans on Real Estate,
Loans on < ollateral-,
Accrued Interest,

1,175,48305
400,130 00
1,1%, 170 00
1,307,520 00
1,001,048 00
82,250 00
24,347 00
3,222 71

I otal

Assets,

$0,588,071

45

LIAB1L1 1 US.
Losses adjusted and not due,
$
Losses unadjusted,
Re insurance Fund,
Return Premiums and Ag •ucy Commis-

14,41600
230,200

sion;

Other Liabilities

90,705 51

small, for printing, &c.

Total,

uu

1,010,37115

Tor 1874,

Total Expenditures for 1874,

$2,240,382

$4,508,654

32

$3,763,601

30

Risks written during tin* year,

$343,747,825 00
Risks outstanding,
277,841,700 00
Risks written in Maine during the year,
8,797,549 00
Premiums received in Maine in 1874,
132,384 00
Losses paid in Maine in 1874,
74,229 76
COX Si FIELD, Agents,

Belfast,

3\v41

Incorporated

Maine.

,n:

patterns

$500,000 00
ASSETS
$80,408 21
04,054 47
24,4‘,4 80
411,2*4 27
114,215 01
100,000 00
181,015 00
350,840 00

City ol-Springfield,

by FIELD

&

to carry

on

•'

stand, No.

We shall

'd<> Church street.

keep constantly

on

hand

First Rate Stock of

a

S T F A M 1•: ii

desirable.
1 Large Two Story House, L, ami >ta>-'Street, centrally located, and capable of f
I !*.•
of the tinest residences in the city.
frontage of 7 1 Rods on High street, be- incontaintrees
and
shade
beautiful
way,
acre.

Business at A. D. FRENCH’S
old

j
j

1 New 1 wo Story IIou®e and i «m !’
Avenue with 1 ‘-.s acres of laud.
if
1 Farm on Waldo Avenue one
Office, lo acres, i'ruft tree®, two -Tory li
Shed and Barn.
1 Hou<e Lot on High Street, couf linii’n :
the most desirable of any unoccupied lot in tie
..
t
\ ni-,
1 House Lot on Union Street
best of wells, young fruit trees, and i*b for
lar.
1 House Lot on Bay View Street.
House Lots on Northport Av me
tin* Bay. and containing 1 \* acre ea*•»,.
ntt
2 House Lots on Belmont A
each.
fon
34x7"
Main Street,
5 Store Lots
26 Acres of Land on Belmont Avemn
a•
from the Post Office: 13 acres tillage and
wood and pasture. This lot has a trout a v
rods on the Avenue and is 44 rods in depth.
>n.,
All the above property will be -old at r
prices and most of it with reasonable f< rm~ t .a* -i
’b.
it. Further information and -xaniinati-m
d
property can be had b\ apphing to tin• su'
Stn
et
No.
Main
at hi> office
IP,
PH 1 IP > H 1 RSK^ Agent and «>u
tt a
Belfast, March 30, 157*.
■

1

>

of Richmond,

STOVES!

CAPTAIN C. KILBY,

Will h ave Railroad Wharf, Portland, every Mon
dav, Wednesday and Friday Kvkmnos, at lo
o’clock, commencing April li'th, for Bangor, (or as
far as the ice will permit,) touching at Rockland,
Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Buckport, Winterport and Hampden.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday.
Wednesday and Friday Mornings at «'» o'clock,
toucliing at the above named landings, arriving in

Tin Ware, Sinlvs,
Sheet Lead, Lead

Pipe, Sheet Zink,

Portland at 5 o’clock P. M.
t IUlS IITIRDIYAW
(itiMieral Agent.
Railroad Wliarf. foot of State Street.
11
CYRUS PAl ll RsuN, Agent, Belfast.

Furnace Work and Plumbing
made a specialty.
tbe

place, No.

near

the Court

^-Remember

20 Church
House.

New

St.,

-•

All persons indebted to A. D
French are requested to call and
settle their accounts.

FOREST TAR IN SOLUTION.
for Cuturrh, ( oiisuniptmm Iii
Asthma, and as a wash for di“*a--of tin* -k
FOREST TAR TROCHES
For Bronchitis, Sore throat, Hoarfii*

inhaling,

1‘urifying

the Breath.

FOREST TAR SALVE
cleansing, purifying, and healing I nduh

For

ORGANS!
ORGANS!

Trial

Bottles Price 10 cts.

ORGANS!

of

keeping

Don't Fail to Call

Furnishing
our

SHIRTS!

Store the Farmers’ Head

AM) I A AMINI'.

SMALL & KNIGHT

Tools

ORGANS!

Also a full line of Field and
Please cull and examine
where.
IRVIN

Garden Seeds.
before purchasing else-

(’ALDERWOOD.
SAMLEL CA 1.L)ERWOOD.

Belfast, April 8,

1875.

tf40

Have

Outstanding Losses,

just Received their Spring Style of

HATS & BONNETS!
Also

a

Fine

HAS, cl stis & ro„

(

493 Congress St.., Portland. Kl\

1

—

ents, and wherever they have been
introduced, tin y have, by their merit ah ne, won
their way into the admiration and confidence ot the

class ixstrf.m

LADIES
V\rlMlIN»i to send 1'or Flower

!

>.«■«;

Instrument, sold by us is fully warranted and
eatistaction guaranteed to the purchaser.
The tuning and r< pairing of an Organ should be
done by a person, that by constant practice and con

Washhirn’s, WTli,IAM', Kowdii.m'
H ENDhlKSON'hS, Or any of the j>oI il.i
I
invited to leave their order' with

Conseq c-ntly we slia.ll have a tfxer from the factory visit, us regularly and keep our Organs in
tuxf. and REPAIR.
Come und examine these Orgn ns for yourself and
be convinced that they are as good and cheaper
ban any you ever saw, and if you want one we are
bound to sell as we shall let ’no oni touch us in
prices.
lyr‘20

I shall send orders every Tuesday during tlie
and design to keep the to
and ii:o*t r<
that can be
in the countr\
l .i n
attention
to plants after tlrnir arrival ti!i
for
Vegetable seeds ordered if desired.

neetion

f

Warranted to Fit.

They are built from the best material, in the most
thorough manner, and it is generally conceded tiiat
they possess all the qualities of l one, Action, Design, Finish and Durability which constitute first-

people.
F.very

Tu ORDER.

MADE

1111. Cl 11. IB It A I I I)

Exchange

description, Plows, Harrows, Horse Hoes,
Cultivators, Road Scrapers, Shovels, Forks, &t\, See.

Druggist-.

FI N E

Goods.

Of every

M

\\

Agents for Belfast, .Johnson Block.

Upon

hand every

on

ii

t

purchased

specialty

P«»r:

WM. 0. POOR & SON,

Stock New & Fresh
a

...:

FOREST TAR INHALERS.
inhaling the solution. Manufactured
FOREST TAR COMPANY.

For

to

in the line of

nr v..

beast.

Factory,

Shall make

*i

'kin
Fleers, Cuts, Bruises, I>;-••a-‘-s .[ rt,
w herever a
healing process is wanted, tv i.,

hereby inform our friends, acquaintances
and the public generally, thut we have leased

thing

Tar,

For Consumption, Bronchitis. « itan-'n, An
Sore Throat, Piles, Disrate* of t.ic skin, k .*<.
and L’rinary Orgaus.
For

New
Goods!
New
Business!
in the New Block near the Shoe
on Main Street, where we will be pleased
see them all at any and all times, and show them
our goods which we will sell at as LOW >r L< >WI.K
Prices than
can be
in Maine.

I< a new preparation, containing all lie- nn.l.
I ;
eal properties of common Tar.
pai ■■
the black and impure product.-, and -hoiild f
kept in every family. It, i- safe and rebut.!•• in
all cases where cure- ran be eilcct.-d, an I ionh preparation of Tar approvt •! and
physicians as a standard remedy.

Forest

A. D. FRENCH.
0. W. FRENCH.

Store!

WIof the stores

1

tfec., &<*., &c. FOREST TAR,

ANNOUNCED!ENT !

they

■

hi-

the

Stove and Tin Ware

TURKS TRIPS PER WEEK.

21,140 00

$1,2C>C., 145 82
$48,204 10
DW1GH ! R. SMITH, Fres’t.
S. ,1. HALL, See’y.
A J. WRIGIIT, Treas.
Co\ Sl FIELD, Agents,
4w41
Belfast, Maine.

in <7
aV tin'•
n
Kstate 1
It
before offered in this city.
following described parcels
1 fwo Story House, L ami Stable uii ( lm
V' '•
known as the residence of the late
This house is centrally and beautifnll- 1<» .»•
large lot with good water and fruit tree
1 Beautiful House, I., Carriage li
gh Congress Street, in the be«t of
s acre
modern convenience®,
ia a ;
;■
bearing fruit trees, ibis place
Subscriber offers for
rpHK
i ami desirable lot of Real

Having formed a Copartnership, would respectfully inform
their friends, and the public generally, that they will continue

and Price
il

10,« 00 00
10,000 00

l oan,

Mas

sold

were

A. D. FRENCH &C07,

INSIDE LINE TO BANGOR.

Farming

.lanuaiy 1st, 1*75.

Roans on Collateral Security,
Real Estate, unincumbered,
Bank Stocks,
Railroad Stocks,
Railroad Bonds,
Charlestown, Mass., City Bonds,

as

TO Main Street, Belfast Mo.

For Waldo County.

AL STATEMENT.

«

ev* r

Factory and Dairy Furnishing
Stationary ami
Portable
Hteam Fnginc*.
Hay Spreaders, Loaders and Hay Forks. Iron and
Wood Work of any kind and in any
juantity, at short notice.
Trtnl<- applied at Manufacturers* prices. Ifrms

atalogue

ERR

i tan *
,J. B. Wadlin will be found at the
P. >
u
-tfor u short time, where all tho^f who h
-am
:•
tied accounts will please call and ~ett!
IN
WADI
J. B
Per Order
Gmos/dS

A. B. MATHEWS.

C*ood«,

<

M

W R EMEMB ER THE PL A CE.

SWIVEL

( Iieese

descriptive

W.

E. W' A DEIN.

Metalic Burial Cases!
MATHEWS.

Fire & iiiariue Insurance Co.

Cash in Bank*?,
Cash in Hands of Agents,
Accrued Interest and other items,
Roans on Bond and Mortgage,

COFFINS! WADLIN & MERRILL.
II 1
W

&

Plow Beams and

Farmers’

S P R I NO F I E L D

Capital,

stock of

■

figgers and Planters, Bag Holders, Wagon
Jacks, Whippletrees—Double or Single. Steamboat, Railroad and Platform Trucks. <>x

And propose to make
quarters and

NO MARINE RISKS

AN.VI

our

-ALSO-

Potato

Farmer's

Charter Perpetual.
TAKEN.

1840.

Tin Ruofing Made a Spsciality i
G.

Same

one

Total Income

special attention to

& IRON WAKE. l.E W.*
S, with neatness and di«pab h

;

nice assortment of

a

500 00
72

SUCH AS

Repairing ST* 'VES, JIN
PIPE & PL M!

To those who have to purchase I would say I have
them all grades, from the lowest price that they can
possibly b. -nbl for, to the nicest NVAl.M'i and
1COS ENVOI '0

Eagle,

NEW CHARTER OAK

305,000 00

$

DONE TO ORDER.

KINDS OF

CASKETS

Hitching Weights.

Agent’

.....

THE CONFESSIONS OF AN INVALID,
Prni.iSHF.n
and lor the benefit ot'

ALL KINDS OF

Also

large line of Steel and Swivel Plows, including the

ASSETS AS FOLLOWS

NOTICES.

GOODS !

BEDSTEADS,BUREAUS. &c.. &c.

Of Hartford, Conn.,
day of December, 1-, I, mad»* to tie State
ot Maine.

the State.

As niiy House in

CHA MBER it- PARLOR S U1 TS. PA RL OR
TABLES MARBLE it WOOD TOP.
HATTREES. WHATNOTS, WRITING DESKS. WORK TABLES
anil LOOhIS G GLASSES,

Agricultural Implements.

City

LOWFIGURES

-SUCH AS-

ALL

MOWING MACHINES, CULTIVATORS, ILORSE
RAKES, HARROWS, HORSE HOES, HORSE
POWERS, THRESHING MACHINES,
WOOD-SAWING MACH IN ES,
PLOWS OF EVERY VARIETY.
Hay, Straw and Root Cutters—Hand or Power.
Lawn Mowers, Garden and Field Rollers,
Hand-Carts and Wheelbarrows.
Cider Mills, Coffee, Spice and Grist Mills—Hand or
Power. Cucumber wood and American Submerged Pumps, Wind-mills, Automatic Pumps tor
Farms and Railroads, Dumb Bells, Sash

lor

-AND AT AS—

to the stock which he
will sell at the lowest living prices

Winterport, Maine,

Semi

GOOD AN ARTICLE

making large additions

Club.

ean

SPECIAL

BLODGETT & CO.’S

CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

MAXUF ATUREES’ AGENT,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer iu Every description of

liberal.
List.

MANY NEW ONES as ure pl» used t.»
call, with all kinds of goods in our line,

ASH AND PAINTED SETTS !|

FRED ATWOOD,

and

and Iron Ware dtc.

EX TENSION TA RL ES
A SIDE BOARDS.

Jersey Cattle

American

as

tm

Handles.

Belfast, April 14, 1875.

with

WALNUT

J. C. THOMPSON’S.

Yokes and Bows.

CHOiCt FLOWER SEEDS!

HAS BOUGHT OUT

70 MAIN STREET.

AT

LARGE VARIETY OF

A

us a

STOCK OF FURNITURE!

TRIMMED FREE

A

to «E
his stock of

successors

purchase of

mers, and AS

give

And is

In

the

Together with tlie Tools and Machinery, an now
prepairing ourselves to furnish ALE the old eu.-to.

FIELD & MATHEWS'
A.

LOW PRICES!

about 25 years.

WADLIN, by

Tin,

LATE OF THE FIK1I OF

Large

subscribers having become

STOVES,

STYLES! A. B. MATHEWS

LATE

77 years.

Ellsworth, April 1st, Mrs. Bathsheba Thompaged 82 years.
Ellsworth, April 2d, Michael McNeil, aged

Bees.

No pulmonary complaint however chronic
resist tbeliealing influence of Dr. Morris
syrup of Tar, Wild Cherry and Horehou.nd.
Nothing that we have ever sold acts
with such promptness and certainty, in coughs,
colds hoarseness, sore throat, asthma, and all
diseases of tin* throat, lungs and chest leading
U is a certain cure for crou p,
to consumption.
and the best known remedy for whooping
worn
victims whose lungs are
Couch.
Cough
racked and torn with paroxysms which threaten to choke them, tind sure and speedy relief
from its use. Trial size 10 cents. Sold by A\M.
O. Poor &. Son lielfasT, Alfred Hooper,
mearsport, A. J. Jordan, Orland. J. \V.
Perkins a < <>.. Portland, < Jeneral Agent
1 vrlG

PAPER!

Josiah Hills, aged 87

years.
In Tenant’s Harbor, 10th, Louisa B., only daughtof Capt. James II. and Clara P. Davis, aged 5
years, 8 months and 5 days.
In Vinalhaven, March 20th, Lucy W., wife of
Capt. Henry Carver, aged 02 years, 5 nios., 20 days.
In Thomaston, April 5th, Mrs. Myra T. Rollins,

That Cough.

Stop

B.
THE

er

A young lady in Chicago, who accompanied
her beau to a spelling sociable the other evening, gave him the mitten because lie spelled it
with one t and an o.

with

Organs, understands

them

perfectly.

▼

V

Lon*.

Bio.u jili:-.,

II*

\

>

*.

>

P:

MISS A. A. HICKS, at her Cl«ak I!..
*•

purchased
paid

Cloakmaking

M. P WOODCOCK & SON.

Line of

from

a

Specialty.

Personal attention paid to fitting ami ~.i•
warranted. Stamping done with m on*
Koom* in MeCUntock's Block
1. i:
patch.

•'

Monday, April 12.
BllTTEB—We quote choice old at 21a2f>; medium
at 21a22c; common ami bakers’ai 10a20c; Canada
at 18a24c; Western at 10a23c, choice new at 25a30e
per lb.

CHEESE—We quote fine and fancy at 4G 1 2a 17c
lb; 15al5'3-4c for tine good do: 14al4 3-4c for

ABSTRACT OF STATEMENT
OK

Hartford Fire Insurance Co.
•Jankakv

per

FLOWERS!
Please Call and Examine.
April

1st, 1875.

(», 1875.

and 12 l-2al3c per lb for common cheese.
EGGS—The market opened this morning with
small sales at 28c, but with liberal receipts
fell off to 2Go at noon, and we quote at 25c tor to-

prices

mgrning.
BEANS—We quote Western pea beans at $2.25a2.
43, per bush, the latter price for choice hand-picked.
morrow

Yellow eyes sell at $3 U0a3 12 1-2 per bush. .Jobbers’ prices are 12 l-2al5c per bush higher.
V EGETABLES—Prime Eastern Jacksons are at
75a58c, and Northern at 70a75cper bush; Early Rose
are in fair demand at 70c per bush.
FRUIT—New England Baldwins are selling at
$1 50al 75 per bbl in lots, and Wpstern fruit at $1 7.3
a2 25.
Cranberries are dull at $Gu7 for country, and
$7 50a9 per bbl for Cape.
HAY—The market is quite, firm at $22 per Ion for
prime lots of coarse hay; fine lots sells at $10. and
medium at $18 per ton. Straw is tirm at $18a20 per
ton.

BELFAST

PRICE CURRENT.

Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
Bki.kast, Wednesday, April, fl, 1875.
loh 12
$:>.uuav.ou itouna nog,
flour,
Corn Meal,
$1.05aOO Clear Salt Pork,
$27a29
7a8
$1.25a00 Mvttou per lb.,
Itye Meal,
9a 10
$1.25a00 Lamb per lb.,
Rye,
l.OoaOO Turkey per lb.,
18u22
Corn,
8 0a0o Chicken per lb.,
18a22
Barley,
2.25a2.87 Duck per lb.,
18a20
Beans,
18a20
Marrowfat Peas, 1.25al.50 (ieese per lb.,
OOaOo Hay per ton,
$12al(>
Oats,
55a<50
Lime,
$1.25a0.C0
potatoes,
40a41
8al0 [Washed Wool,
Dried Apples,
30a3tt
*10450 Unwashed Wool,
Cooking Apples,
4oa44
28a30 Pulled Wool,
Butter,
I8a00 Hides,
7a00
Clieese,
14a00
20a00 Calf Skins,
Eggs,
17al8 SheepSkins,
Lard,
$1.00al.75
ball Hard Wood,
Beet,
$5.5Ca0.00
Baldwin Apples,
70a.75 Soft Wood,
$:i.50a4.C0
4t.5
8al0 Dry Pollock,
Veal,
?ab Straw
Dry Cod.
$7.C0a8
Shorts
2.00
1.30
I
per c.,
Piaster,

_MARRIED.
In this city, by Rev. Wooster Parker, Mr. Wm. II.
Hall of Belfast, and Miss Lizzie M. Tufts of Sullivan.
In this city, March 30th, by Rev. Joel Adams, Mr.
Silas L. Woodbury and Miss Julia P. Walker, both
of this city.
In Liberty, April 7th, by Alvah Sherman, Esq.,
Mr. Rufus Trask and Miss Georgiana Colby, both of
6

In

A.

Capital Stuck all Paid in,

Belfast.

and

Isaac
Miss Mary E. Grady of

In Rockland, April 0th,
Capt. Geo. B. Hi* and
Miss Lizzie M. Lowder, both of So. Thomaston.
In Union, April 7th, Mr.
Ralph A. Torry of Rockland, and Miss Adelia E. Beverage of Union.
In Appleton, March 10th, Charles Maddocks of
Appleton, and Rose Maddocks of No. Union*

557,012 15
20,Odd 02
508,175 60
536,750 00
15,380 00
>>

$9.3i

outstanding claims,

-o---

ManM:

Me.

How Lost, How Restored!

j.Just published,

Cuherwtfll’n

EVER V

BOTTLE

Carefully prepared from

Try

it.

the

NOTICE.

PERSONS

CHAS. J. C. KLINE & CO.,

THiT

BEST
TO

Johnson Block,
\V

uro

you

can

timl

a

LARGE STOCK of

Drugs. Medicines. Trusses. &c.

BUY

IS AT

C.

THOMPSON’S.

Bowery, Mew York;
Post Oiliee Box, 4ASO

DR. R.

MOODY'S

VEGETABLE BITTERS
The best Spring; Bitter in the market.
Its peculiar medical properties gives it a precedent
above all others for loss of Appetite, Debility. Indi
gestion, Jaundice, and all kindred diseases which
people are subject to in the Spring and Summer. It
is an excellent tonic, and used in connection with
iron, builds up the system, and makes well the sick
and suffering. For sale wholesale and retail by

offered to the farm-

again
Maine and the Provinces, for the coming
THIS ofFour
of uninterrupted
is suffavorite Mower is

The Charter Oak

SWIVEL

ers

years
ficient evidence of merit. In localities where no
agencies are established, correspondence is solicited
from responsible parties.
FRED ATWOOD, Gen’l Agent.
N. B. Address Senate Chamber, during session
of the Legislature,
3mos30

MEAT

MARKET

GROCERY

"STORE!

-—

Built

success

Don’t fail to

PLOW,

entirely New Principles.
see it before
purchasing. Descrip-

on

tive Circulars Free.

FRED
_

April 7, 1375.

ATWOOD,

Winterport, Me., General Ageut.
‘^mos4o

i,

merly occupied by SAN BORN ft S I A IM.Es in I,-1.
giaph building, corner ot Main and Higli -ir,,t
where they will keep every thing in tin- unit m.i
vegetable line that the season all'onl-. AN., ,>r<.
ceries ol all kinds.&J>~

A Team will deliver all nrticlra

purchased of us
free of Charge.

at any part of the Cit j

We invite our old triends to call.
CALVIN .1. GRAY.
N. 1
PATIEKsoN
Belfast, Aug. goth, 1 s7f.—tIT

DR. JOHN HOMER.
Physician

‘MEADOW KING MOWER,'

season.

b. i. wki.i.s.

have purclmsi .1 Hi,
rpiIE UNDERSIGNED
X and trade of the Meat and Groeerv st,.n

R. H. MOODY, Druggist,

1875.

JUST RECEIVED AT

BITTERS!

tftOCorner of Main and High Sts., Belfast, Me.

PLACE

FEATHERS!
J.

I'-SY
lv*41

1875,

SPRING HATS!

original Recipie by

__

BESSIE

:

*

t:m

WAR RAX TEI):

__

TURNER’S testimony, 14 illustrations,
RED 1IOT, and the Little Navigator, sent free
to any address for 15 cents. Full instructions in
HandkerchiefFan, Glove, and Parasol Flirtations,
and the Sentiment of Flowers> elegantly bound, 14
Silhoutte Illustrations sent free to any address for
!>5 cents. R. H. ROSS & CO., 803 Washington street
Boston, Mass.
2w41

>:*..re

O. POOR & SON,

WM

edition of Or,
Celebrated E»-

on the radical cure (without
! •■■■■■r cay
medicine) of Spermatorrhoea or
Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses,
Impotency, Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impediments to Marriage, etc.; also, Consumption,
Epilepsy and Fits, induced by self-indulgence or
sexual extravagance, &c.
4fc^Price, in a sealed envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable Essay,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ successful
practice, that the alarming consequences of selfabuse may be radically cured without the dangerous
use of internal medicine or the application of the
knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once simple,
and effectual, by means of which every sufferer, no
matter what his condition may be, may cure himself
privately, and radically.
having Coal Ashes on their premises cheaply,his Lecture should be in the hands of every
are notified that, if placed accessible to teams,
and every man in the land.
youth
will
be taken awav by the city, free of charge.
they
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any adC. P. CARTER, Street Com.
dress, post paid, on receipt of six cents, or two posttl'41
Belfast, April 13, 1875.
age stamps.
Address the Publishers,

Reliable Medicine.

on

The Best Thing Yet.

Moody'* Drug

Ladies’ Now Side

For all Bilmous Diseases, Dyspepsia, Loss
of Appetite, Jai-npice, and every trouble caused
by a disordered Stomach or Liver.

a new

Union Street, now
upied by the subscriber. It is
uth good cellar, well of water,
The house is
r acre of land.
two stories, Ell one and u halt
; three large rooms below and
kitchen
and kitchen above, besides
attic. The house is thoroughly built, and in excellent condition throughout, and adapted for two
families. Will be sold on reasonable terms.
THOMAS J. FARROW.
tf-H
Belfast, April 10, 1875.
house

Dr.

INDIAN BITTERS!
An Old and

CircularsFree. Mada fcyE.B.LCMMUSiCO.,Boston,Hass.

$145,210 67,
General Agent for Maine, New Brunswick, and
J. I>. BROWNE,
CEO. L. CHASE, Pres’t. Nova Scotia.
Sec’y.
2mos39
COX & FIELD, Agents.
5w41
Belfast, Maine.

House for Sale.

beyond

«

Steel Teeth.

Winterport,

next door

OSGOOD’S

Hand Cultivator sow and cultivate all
kinds vegetables. Do work of 10
men. Best and cheapest.
Price fl2*60 combined.
^

FRED ATWOOD.

LIABILITIES.
All

Holbrook’S “VETO” SEED DRILL & “NEW”

...... w.,

$2,757,007 50

Belmont, by Samuel Fletcher, Esq., Mr.

Flagg of Belmont,

$1,COO,000

ASSETS.
Cash *n hand, in Bank and Cash item
Rents and accured interest,
Real Estate, unincumbered,
Loans on Bond and
Mortgage v 1st Li< n
Loans 011 Collateral Security,
1
S., State, Bank, R. R. Stocks and /
Bund a owned by the Company, )

00

FOR LOSS OF APPETITE

The Great Spring Tonic! 1875.

tf40

medium,

Liberty.

Schooner Jennie Strout from Savannah for
New York is supposed to hav» foundered at sea
off Hatteras with all on board -eight in number.

In this city, April 11th, Grade C., daughter of
George Stover, aged 19 months.
In Stockton, April 4th, James, son of the late
Israel and Abby S. Grindle, aged ,14 years and 0
months.
In Prospect, A-pril 2nd., Jane Willard, daughter
of Andrew D. and Aurilla A. Griffin, aged 8 years,
9 mos, and 18 days.
In Rockland, April Oth, John Brown, aged 77 yrs.
and 1 month.
In Rockland, April 2d, Blanche E., daughter of
G. W. and Mary E. Burns, aged 2 months and4 days.
In Rockland, April Oth, Mrs. Susan C., wife of
the late Caleb Howard, aged 74 years, 5 mos.
In Rockland, April 2d, Mrs. Abigail, wife of As*i
Partridge, aged 58 years.
In Rockland, April 2d, William X. Armitage,aged

MpHF,

Pills, Poliosis and Pungencies.

New Firm!

DIED.

wreck.

jured.

ROOM

and Surgeon.
Boston.

Late from

Office, 58 Main St., over store of S
Sleeper & Son, BELFAST, ME.
N. B.—Catarrh, Surc.ical and Chronic in-.
eases, with those peculiar to WOMAN and Clin
hrkn, will receive his Sen i\i Attention.
Electricity used in all its forms—where this
valuable agent is indicated.
49-He will VISIT Patients at their houses, who
are unable to call at his rooms.
Office Horns—From 10 A. M. until 1 P. M.
From 2 p M until 5 P. M., and from 7 P. M. until
9 A. M.
tfJS

Until

the

Day Break,”

Story

A

Will
in me there forever,
Will it I a\«• me happy never.
This \v**arv. weary gnawing ot the old dull pain?
Will th« >weet yet bitter yearning,
Tnat at in\ heart is burning,
Throb on and on fore\ er, and forever be in vain?

of the

Revolution.

during the Rcvolutionto
England, having lew troops

It is known that
arv

war

jiiiare

for service in the

colonies,

employed

An article m the
an armv of Hessians.
nrst
Atlantic on this subject says England
to Russia lor the solmade a

»h. W'-ary, wearv longing!
sad. sweet memories thronging
1
result was as follows:
1 lull! the -unset-lighted woodland- of tin dear (iicrs, and the
Russia
The sovereigns of England and
and holy past!
England
oh. hope mid faith
were upon the friendliest terms.
undy
ing!
ot
>h:i:l ! never cease from sighing?
had virtually consented to the partition
Must lit} iot among the shadows f<»iv\ eriuon*
in 1772. The treaty of KetsehukRoland,
he east?
had left Russia w ith a
<

proposition

(hi.

lvaiiiarke, in 1774,

1 iu'Vit -er the glory
hat the ( hrist-knight of old story,
<_ialalia* 1. mv hero, saw folded round his

/nail
1
>u*

sloop?

I le full, completed beauty
With which Fod gilds dull dr.tv
For heart- that burn toward heaven from the
e\

erlasting deep—

Y'-m the eontlict reusing never.
From tie- toil increasing ever?
From tin- hard and bitter battle with the cold
and callous world?
W ill the sky grow never clearer?
Will the hill draw never nearer
Where the golden city glitters in its rainbowmist- impearled?
l

Ah !

me, that
golden city !
(.»od then have no pity?
have -ought it with sueh \
earning t■ »r so
mum hitter vears!
\n 1 yet. th«- hills* blue
glimmer
And the portal*- golden shimmer
1 id- ever with the
evening, and tin- distance
m*\ er nears !

Fail

1

<

»h,
ury. weary living!
)h. foeiiieu unforgiving!
hi. enemies that meet m< in the earth and in
the air!
< ill, lle-h that
elogs my yt aiming!
{ »h. wt uknes- ave
returning !
Will ye never «•••:< — to trouble? Will ve m*' er.
w.

<

never

spar.*?

Will my soul grow never purer?
F ill III}
hope he llever slll’el ?
Will tlie mi-t wreaths and the dill* -ate- from
my path he never rolled ?
/l»a!l I never, mv er. gain it.
I hu! lust ee-tutie minute.
F !i1 11 the journey*- guerdon wuit- me behind
those Jlilis of gold?
-a-! I he y!oij< 1 grow darker.
And the hill- lobk ever starker.
F ro-- the leaden mi-t sereeii of the heavens
dull and gray.
d’hou mu-t learii to l.eur thv burden.
Fin*u mu-t \\ uit to w in thy guerdon.
I m>! the daybreak e.-meth and tiie -hudowilee away!
St. Paul's.
A

Will
a
,i

ni l:
X >ia I UN,,
.M v, ,0m>
_!■
(juakt‘1- |n-i'~ ,-ucfiot metrical
‘‘ii *•»J 1 t.i xi- ,lex,,tciI to
slioxx'iiia;
.. a I'l'inx u-cx cl Nexv
Kitijlaiul irirl
i. e mg "pel led down
-tllf little |»ov
II'r ehildish favor
singled.*’

Hi'

**

I‘ni sum that 1 spelt the word,
I hate to go above you.
11 •••aii'.e**—th«* brown
eyes lower tell.
"Ib atWe. you see. I low you.**
'!

\\ hat more profitable
pow erful army.
use could she make of it than by selling
it to England for so many guineas ahead.
at the RusGunning, the English minister
sian court, was instructed to begin nego: lot it
tiations for twenty thousand men
an army that
was not mere auxiliaries but
into the field,
England sought to bring
thus crushing the insurrection b\ u well
In an interview with
directed blow.
Count Tallin, Catherine s prime minister,
il in casual
the British envoy asked, as
conversation, whether, il the present
of the inmeasures lor the suppression
surrection should fail, and his mastei
should find himself under the necessity
ot calling in foreign troops, he could
.J
count upon a body ot Russian infantry
The trained diplomat made no answer,
but referred the question to the empress,
who, replying in terms ot general politeundei great
ness, professed to feel herself
she would
obligations to George, whichmost
agreegladlv repay in the manner
able to him. Without waiting to weigh
these words, which in diplomacy might
Gunmean much or might mean nothing,
court, in all haste, t l.it
his
to
wrote
ning
the empress would furnish the twentyThe important tidthousand iutautrv.
ing were received by the British court
The commanders
with great delight.
what,
servin" in America were told on

had failed, but
that the empress had answered his royal
autograph by the hand ot a private secre-

not that file

Benedict

1

1

It

was

Love,

nearly midnight

„„

Wednesdav

L when I leteetive Stiles and
SheritV
Irwin of Cairo, 111., went to the
Lindeli
hotel and asked to be
conducted to the

mgl

of W. 11.

Jlill.
Their request was
complied with, and in response t,, theii
knock .Mr. W. Jlill
appeared. 'They told
mm he was
wantciI," which he seemed
1101
low to appreciate, and lie
was com■,! to mrsake the beautiful
little woman w ho, the
register said, was his wife,
and exchange his luxurious
quarters lor a
room

old and cheerless cell in the
Four Courts

olivine,-d that the game was
up, he told
st u\. which is
corroborated bv inforuiation in the possession ol SheritV
Irwin,
ami which is in no small
degree interest-

1

in-

ing.

\\

b. Hill's real

name

is \V. S. liell.

i a comely
young man, and has
been a gay one.
Several

lie

evidently

years

a<m

he

engaged in a small business^ in a
Georgia town, where lie met and won the
attentions ot a .Miss
ol
liently, a
"as

tfie

Descend-

Palladium.

It appears from the testimony of one of
oldest and most reliable citizens that
Benedict Arnold was married in the east
front room of the old house now being
removed in this city, to the daughter of
Sheriff Mansfield, who then lived there.
It i< supposed that Arnold built the house
m xt east about the year 177."), and planted
the old pear trees, which still survive, in
The old house
177i) with his own hand.
was once occupied by Noah Webster, the
lexicographer. The father ol Charles
Brown—the gentleman who gives this infbrinatiou—bought the place in 1818, and
occupied it until his death, in 18.71. During his residence there some ol Arnold's
grandchildren visited the house. From
an
inscription on a cast-iron plate found in
the chimney hack, it would appear that
the house was built in 10118. Arnold is
said to itave been a very skillful skater,
and the students of Vale College used to
watch his evolutions on the ice in the harbor, where ids only rival was a negro from
Demarara. In 17l)'J Arnold wras married
a second time, to Margaret, daughter of
Judge Edward Shippen of Pennsylvania.
By iter he had four sons and one daughOf these only one, William Fitch
ter.
Arnold, loft issue, lie left seven children,
hull' daughters and three sons. One of
the sons became a clergyman, and each
ot the four daughters married clergymen.
Edward Gladwin Arnold, the clergyman,
t.'u‘ eldest son ot William Fitch Arnold,
and present head of the family, is Hector
He
of Barrow, in Cheshire, England.
in 18b:.' lie married
was horn in 18:.'.'!.
the eldest daughter ol Lord Henry Cholmondeley (a younger son of the Mariptis
of Cholmondeley), by whom he has had
nine children, six sons and three daughters.
The estate and seat of the family is
Little Missenden Abbey, Buckinghamshire, a property which had, previous to
the Reformation, belonged to the Church.
Arnold received from the British Government sev eral grants of land in Canada,
one of them being situated near what is
now the City of Toronto; this, after being
held by the family for a long series ol
years, become of great value. The present Gladwin Arnold inherited it front his
father, who came into possession of it on
the death ot his elder brother, General
James Robertson Arnold. It is to he noticed that none ot the traitor’s descendants have borne the name ot Benedict.
mir

f.mui'iit the triumph and his lo>l.i.x' her
because they love him.*’
for

His

Arnold and
ants.

l-'nnn tin* .V\v Haven

t” Imrn in life*- iianl srhool
Ilou tew who J»a-s abo\e him

All

troops in Holland.

daughter

pic-blent ot a female college in the
l>!aee. '-lie was pretty, well-formed and
graceful, and was very intelligent, and as

natural result ot like causes,
they were
engaged to be married. Their relations
were ,.t an intimate
character, but some
circumstances occurred which
a

separated

them, and the marriage was not consummated
Some time atlerward Hell established a commission business at Chattanooga. Tennessee, in which he prospered
II, married a lady of that
place and a
dir over inie year
ago a child was born
them
hceently lie met with some rerl
" bieh
greatly discouraged him, and
>' kieli were a
part, ol the cause of iiis later
misfortune. <>u a \ isit to
Memphis not
:,,ng since lie met his lormer fiance, lookas beautiful as ever.
ing
Probably as a
ri-suit of her disappointment, she had left
her home in Georgia, and was now
living
a
la.-t lib'.
1 hcie were
jierhaps some
1111
1 egrets at the sad
meeting, and
Hie atl'eet ion oi either for the other
seemed
not to have lost
strength bv separation,
but. what w as the use.
bell indulged in
■'"‘ne appropriate reflections on
“mio-ht
ha' e been,' and then tore himself
away
and went to his home. He was loilowed
his old love, and for throe or four weeks
-he remained in
Chattanooga, where he
•ted Iter constantly,
borne of his
•''in!(
l"»sse.s>(Ml of liis secret,
1
il f ;li' '''
L •'
:icliiiI exposure weakened lii- resoin to
again strive to build
up Ins ruined business, being a moral
coward, he determined to limfa wav out
: bis dilemma
through two crimes. Three
weeks ago A K Seago, a large wholesale
gr- eer at Atlanta, telegraphed to the linn
ot \\
s. liell i; Co.,
instructing them to
-hip several car-loads of corn, and tcllhnr
them to draw lor tae amount as
soon a°
the coi n was shipped. The order was ex■
vuteu, and as soon as the corn was sent,
I Soli drew upoo Seago for SoOti more,
than
the value of the .shipment, lie n-ot the
draft cashed at the Bank of
('hattanooo-a,
" here he did his
banking business, and
the same night he left his home, his wife
and child, and started northward in company with -Miss JBontlv. The bank received intelligence of the baud a
day or
two atterward, and by some means
learned
that the runaway couple had gone to Cairo.
Sherill' Irwin was telegraphed to arrest
them, and proceeding to the St. Charles
hotel, he found that they hail been stopping there, but had just left lor St. Louis.
He immediately started in pursuit, and
arriving hero, he, with the assistance ol
Detective Stiles, soon spotted his came,
comfortably domesticated at the Lindell.
Bell confessed his whole guilt, and expressed deep repentance, lie waived any
eijuisition, and last evening started for
the Sunny South in charge of the sheriff.
Miss Benily was left to shill for herself.
7 \Nki:i-: Notions. The first tin
peddler
started on his travels in Massachusetts in
174<>. The first Franklin stove was
put
In 1700, shirt collars came
up in 17.75
into use, and Hu one horse chaise was introduced. In 1770 wooden clocks beo-an
1730 saw the first umbrella, “in
to tick.
1300, Philadelphia attempted to burn hard
coal and tailed. In 1807 the first steamboat went up the Hudson. In 1717 stoves
In 1822,
were had in meeting-houses.
lioston was lighted with gas, and steel
pens were invented, in 1820, India rubber shoes were ior sale.
In 1832, railroads were built, in 1833 "l.oco Foco”
matches were had, ami the Democratic
party was called by that name. In 1838,
envelopes for letters. In 1810, sun pictures taken and
burning liuid used. In
1814, the telegraph. In 1847, the
sewing
and
women
machine,
being relieved of
this world's cares got i.p spiritual
rappings. In 18.70, lioosae Tunnel was commenced ; and in 18.78 the Atlantic telegraph was laid.
Tiieke are many things we cannot see—
The stars shine all
save in the dark.
day
Jong, but we cannot see them till night
comes on ; and it is the same with many
other starlights. We need the dark to see
them, and God kindly' lets some shadow
tall upon us, and we grumble at Him lor
His thoughtful goodness! It is only in
the dark that the glow-worm is to be seen
and if you will take your lamp to it, you
shall not see it. Symbols, truly, of the
glowing lights of God’s truth. Persist in
looking at them by the light of your lamp
however well trimmed that lamp may be,
and you shall not see them at all. They
must be looked at in that Great
Light
which is their own !

have for sale the following pure blood

HAMBURGS!

Boar one year old; 2 Boars
old; 1 Sow one year old; 1
Sow two years old; 2 Sows six months old: 1 litter
Pigs four weeks old April 27tli. Also Partridge and
Cochin Eggs at one dollar per dozen, and a few
fowls for sale.
J. M. BEAN.
1875.
Detroit,
4wlo

Aprils,

rpilE undersigned will

Searsport village,

HiHMMBW
Geo. W.Burkett & Co.

six miles
from Belfast. Churches and excellent Schools within a mile; 25 acres of tillage land
under good cultivation, free from rocks and stumps,
cuts 25 tons of Hay by machine, 21 acres of good
Woodland, the rest in Pastures, all well watered
and fenced; good one story house and L, of 13 rooms,
large new barn 48x50, carriage house, 25x25, woodhouse, 30x10, all in good repair.
Thrifty voung
Orchard. Don’t fail to call and see this farm before
looking further. For full particulars address C. D.
TIBBETTS, Searsport, Me.
Searsport, March 10, 1870.—MwsS

Plimia Lpl>s of Hamilton, Ohio, asked ln*r
mother to take a note for her to a friend of the
family living in a near street. The note when
opened was found to read: “This is a little
ruse of mine to get mother out of the house.
Before she can get hack 1 will be on tin* ears
with dear Lorenzo, anil before night will he
married.”

day

Have this

received

At a social
gathering of gentlemen,
held recently at the residence ot one of the

improved patterns, selling

and

LOWER
Than have

ever

S. A.

our

before.

counters for

and cull attention of the

We have

inspection

public

to their

the

by

We intend

LOW 1‘kK'FS

season

make-

to

a

dul

lively by Hamburg*.

interest

same on
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SEARSPORT SAVINGS

Slimmer
]

('ambries! DLL*

Dress

iling

Now

(Vi.i

at

-•

per

yard.

>S1 I S received ont«rms as liberal andfavororable t<» depositors as any Savings Bank in
tin- State, ami dividend d.-dared on same the first
of Mav and November. '.Mice hours from ‘.'to 1'- A.
M. and 1 to 4 L. M.
.1 \S. (i
PLNI>LE TON, President.
( HAS. F. HURDON, Ireasurer.
Omoslii.

Flow Handles! Flow Beams!

*-

I -1 N FX BOSO MS 11 L( 1'. IV F. 1)
from lit.» 50 eta, each.

fk

BANK !

JJrOZt S.lling

1 am prepared to furnish at short notice, any style
of Handle that may he wanted, from the best of
* onueeticut
Oak; workmanship, lirst-class; furnished in any quantity, at bottom prices.
l-'UKl) A I WOOD, Winterport, Ale.
Gen’l Ag’t Higganum Mfg. Co.
tl\M

Help! Help! Help!

M. L. M A (i 0 0 H

SEARSPORT, ME.

(1

Bleached

BUSINESS.

|

In

order to make

SALE

on onr

induced

PROPERTY

hemlock lumber. A good location for a
tannery. The owner being old and alone, cannot
attend to all hi< business, and would sell on reasonable terms.
Fur further information, apply to
MICHAEL KELLY,
Kellysburg 1*. O., Lycoming Co., l'a.

effectual

an

HAMBL'RGS,

mark down to

to

mni^rin of profit,

SALE.

Cottons!

CO l

our

a

and

VERY L< >W

entire

1 ON

have been

we

WF.SCOTT,

Me

ANSI

One Word is Sufficient for the wise i
little third rate
one of WOOD’S or

DON’T
get
L1N ’S for
can

If Don’t
se

Cheap: Good: Sy*te.

viatic. All persons who contemplate making
contracts with newspapers for the insertion of adcent# to GKO. P.
vertisements, should send
Uowi i.i. & ( <>., -II Park How, New York, for their
PAMPHLET-HOOK (ninety-seventh edition), containing lists of o\ er 2000 newspapers and estimates,
-flowing the cost. Advertisements taken lor leading papers in many States at a tremendous reduction
from publishers’rates. Get the rook.

Henry Dunbar, Jr., has bought
the stable formerly occupied by 1- red Kimball, on Washington Street, near Perkins
Brothers’ Carriage Shop, where he has
op* ned a livery stable, stocked with
First-Class Horses, New Carriages,
Harnesses, &c.
feams furnished for all occasions and at all times.
Good and capable drivers lurnished when required.
4^'Uive me a call and try my teams.

H. DUNBAR, Jr.
Belfast, July 28th. 1874.—114

Organ, when vou
MASON & 11AM

a

buy

pair

cannot Tun«* anil ft«*The BEST and (’NEAREST
of

Origan

an

can

bought

be

W. C. TUTTLE,
High Sireot, Belfast.

CmosJ-L

Authorized Capital Stock, $500,000 00
Capital Stock actually paid up,
200,520 00

Amount of

A S S K T s

Cash on hand and in Bank,.
Loans on First Mortgages ot Real Estate,
Loans on Collateral Security,
Bills Receivable for Marine Premiums,
Accrued Interest,
Net Premiums,-in course of collection,

10,865 18
228,400 oo
23,500 00
12,618 50
14,64102
17,033 58

....

THIS I KNOW!

------

I, 1 A B

I. I t

$316,958

28

7,257
8,328

93
37

NO 5, Phoenix Row,
dun be found all the

DRY
even

lower

CALL BEFORE

low

as

prices.

PURCHASING !

WANTED-AGENTS^rXU? MACHINE

“Life of l)r. Livingstone”—from childhood to
his last .loritNAL.
Full, complete, authentic, attractive. People’s Edition. 1J. B. RUSSELL, Publishers, Boston.

AXI> MAUK TO OKDK.lt. Jr*
mrOS
Machine Jobbing of all kinds done withdisputch.
-—o-

Patterns For and Castings

Prices lon er than any other lirstclass wheel. Pamphlet l'ree.
N. I'. JUJKMIAM, Vukk, Pa.

Of every
^
a

description furnished when desired.
lb—Bolt cutting and Nut-tapping by machinery

specialty.

Bolt ends from 1-4 inch to 1 1
inch inclusive, fur
nished at low prices.
Contracts lor building machinery solicited.

LADIES!
husband, sons or brothers are to have any
Shirts made this spring, call for the

The

following second-hand
PURE LINEN SHIRT BOSOM,
for sale cheap :
Machinery
FOSTER & MERRILL, Manufacturers.
1

WEEK
ii7PTA
saleable us

age free.

Ohio.

Agents

an

article

flour. Profits immense. PackAddress RUCKEYE M’F’G CO- Marion,

complete.
1 Upright, Portable Engine,

ami pump

I

and

■■■ ■■■ A WEEK guaranteed to .Male and
M
M Female Agents, in their locality.
M M Costs NOTHING to try it. Partic** * ulars Free. P. O. VICKERY, Augusta, Me.
OK
“pSYCHOMANCY.
How either
1
may

SOUL CHARMING.”
sex
fascinate and gain the
love and affections of any person they choose, inThis
art
all
can
stantly.
possess, free, by mail, for
•-'a cents; together with a
Marriage Guide, Egyptian
Oracle, Dreams, Hints to Ladies, etc. 1,000,000 sold.
A
<jueer book. Address T. WILLIAM & CO., Pub's,

Try

Help

1

J 5-8x0

Heater.

with full set combi
collars, cutters and counter shafts complete.
inch swing, ur
‘Wood Lathe, Id It- bed,

Irregular Moulder,

ranged to

.

1875.

..

F. A.

H. L. LO R D

It KALE US

a

specialty. Come
aud

best

and examine the newest
store in the world.

—-

RECEIVED

A FRESH SUITEV OK FINE

Tapestry. 3-Ply. Extra Super.
JLOW

AND

PRICED

JOB W ORK
Of all description promptly attended to.

437 People who contemplate purchasing stoves
and tin ware will do well by calling on me before going elsewhere. Having had large experience in the
business am satisfied that I can give satisfaction.
R. F. CLARK.
Belfast, Oct. 15th, 18;4.-tf U>.
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have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
cannot employ a man more competent and trustworthy and more capable of putting their
tions in a form to secure for them an early and favorable consideration at the Patent Office.
EDMUND BURKE, late Com’s’r of Patents.”

CO.,

New Washington, Corner Friend Street,,
NOS. 76, 78 & 82 FRIEND ST.,
BOSTON.
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R. H. Eddy has made for me over THIRTY
applications for Patents, having been successful in
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great
talent and ability on his part leads nieto recommend
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1. M. BOARDMAN.Fity Clerk.
1675.
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successful practitioners with whom 1 have had official intercourse.
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1. hereby give notice to lie inhabitants ,.f -aid
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lists ol their polls and estates, real and personal, in
writing, including money on hand and at interest
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held in trust as guardian, executor, administrator or
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PLl'MMLR, Secretary.
C. II. TAYLOR, A*s’t Secretary.
PRENTISS LURING, General Agent.
FRED ATWOOD, Agent,
3\v4o
March 31, 1875.
Winterport, Me.
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-THAT AT-

I oiler//-/*' to every man and woman in New England who cultivates a farm, tills a vegetable garden,
or plants a tlower garden, my large, Illustrated Catalogue of (Vegetable and flower seed for In?.’). One
hundred and titty of the varieties of vegetable seed
were grown on my four seed farms,on. Xew England
soil. 1 have made new varieties of vegetables a
specialty formally years. As the original introducer of Hubbard, Marblehead and Butman
Squashes,
IMiinnev’s Melon, the Marblehead Cabbages and a
score of other new vegetables, I solicit
your patronage. All seed sold under three warrants.
JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

DOMKSTIC

a.

Bhu

HUMAN MISERY.

HORSE-FLESH!

i-

connecting

in

night Pullman fi uin,

THE

ami <*i m;ii iu.s or

no form of Krysipelas. Scrofula nor
l.’HKl \l that the hnniau lauiilv ha\e
ever been afllicted with, but what I can etl’ect a
i
inanent cure.
I discovered the medicines in the
year lStVJ. and since that time 1 have etl'ected a cure
of more than two thousand east s.
Anv one atllict
ed with any ol the above diseases 1 would like to
have them visit Portland, and make all the impiiri. s
they please ill regard to my skill as a physician.
1 graduated at llarvaid lAdversity, and have always practiced medicine in this eitv.
Those who are not able to visit me, I will, at their
re.piest, visit them, or semi medicines and directions

1IIK

Company,

OF

eding
Organ.
Don’t buy of parties that

ORGANS

OF

Insurance

Bangor

parties that know nothing about

of

an

CONDITION

j
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ANl) SUia.S (>\

5

to

Skowhe^uii.

1

v

L. L. JLINCOLN.

Man !i P„\ h'i

SCRATCHES

Scrofula, and Salt
Rheum Cured.

ANNUAL STATEMENT
I'llF

3:30p.

mg

Erysipelas.

t

x

t*

in.

l.< a\t Belfast
and Bangor, also w it It
iuc in It-'ton at 6:15 a

CURES

m<;

2211'

Removal!

8 p.

OINTMENT

Improved Dental Plates.

..

OF

buy

i.kss 31« >.n kv

President.

improved instruments lor operating upon teeth, in
eluding
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
by which the process is rendered much less painful

1)

I a vn 1 -ton, 1)hu
ami
ra ini iriltiK
KHIIWay, AUgUSt.l.
Brunswick. Bath, Portland, and 'in f astern, amt
Boston and .Manic l,‘. In eU, arriving in Bo-nm

ARABIAN

ol

Hr. Moore, corner uf Church and
Spring Streets. Has all tin latest

given to making and in- .-rf

SALK

House
LIVERY STABLE! Arlington
Canal
BOSTON.
Causeway

Kecoed.)

$30 to $38
with Elevation for 1300
$90 and $125
Illustrated Catalogue.

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May still be found at the old stand

JO K

n> aa-i

et.tunt-rting dirt*<t

^'•r.
i al

Prepared by l)r. II. S. Flint & Co.
At their Great Medical
Depot,
PROVIDENCE, R.I.

DR. G. P. LOMBARD.

a\ •

ram-

m.

—

long experience in the business, and our past
labor* with the citizens of Belfast, will, we think,
• »ea sufficient guaranty that woik entrusted to us
will he faithfully done. Consult us before
goin<r
elsewhere. Shop over the Marble Works. HiOi
°
Street.
.IMIIN II pool;
Belfast, March is is?;., ft MAT I \\ 1! |>H

Kl

ARRANGEMENTS OF TRAINS.

blood,
producing not only a
vigorous circulation, but a beautiful and healthy complexion.
Children suffering from sudden or
severe attacks of illness
peculiar
to early life, often find ready
relief by taking one bottle of
Quaker Bitters. No one can remain long unwell (if curable) after taking a few bottles.

Our

(r.uti*

Maine Central Railroad.

,

—

T\ e are prepared to do SHIP and
HOUSE
PAINTING Hi all its branches—both plain and
prices that will suit the time*.

No. Tir

:

Bitters a sale and reliable remedy, in all cases of illness incident to the sex,
purifying the

ornamental—at

as

;

j

—

jsticw

S

Hayford Block. Belfast,

Sporting Rifles,
Creedmoor Rifles,
yds.,

Payers,

PAINTERS!

Cor.

ORC

—

Taxi * rhat are not paid by the first of May will be
advertised and sold.
1 will be at Hake* Angier’s
store from
until 1 i\ M.. of each dav until the fir*
of May.
I). L. piTCHKR,
Belfast. March Jt, 1 >75.
.>\v:k>
Tax Collector.

POTE & QUIMBY.

Belfast, Dec. 0. 1874.

took ol

Geo. W. Burkett & Co,,

Manufacturers of Patent P.reech loading, Military,
Sporting and Creedmoor Hides. The best in the
World. Winner at International and nearly all
other principal matches at Creedmoor. (SeeOfficial

Cinon, Hoys’ si it Makers, and Pant Finishkrs will find a plenty of work at our Store in Bellast. We have began work in our Machine Boom
where w shall manufacture Bovs St its, Coats
and Pan is, and want a large number of Girls.

LARGE

dry

to

of Roots, Barks, and
Herbs,—the great Blood Purifier
of the day,
restoring vitality
and energy.
To the Aged, they
are a blessing,
removing the infirmities of age, strengthening
and stimulating the body and
cheering the mind. Mothers and
Maidens will find the Quaker

Manalactured".

rpilKKK
A_ >AI.I

M ill
lt;:t\r Railroad Wharf, foot of State Street,
every fill KSD.\\ evening, at 10 o’clock, commencing I hutsday, March JV for Rockland, « aniden,
Belfast, Fastine, liver Isle. Sedgwick, So. West
Harbor, Mt Insert, Millbridge, Jonesport and
Machhmport, <n as ice will uerinit.
Returning will leave Muchia.«|.ort every MON
Morning at Fiie o’clock, touching a- abov
arri'. ing in Portland >arne night,
usually connect
ing uitn Pullman fra in, and < ail. morning Trains
for Boston and the \V» ~t.
For further particulars iimuirc at Railroad Whart,
Portland.
< Via s STURDIVANT, Den i
Ag*
ff '.r
Portland, March >th, l *>75.

Composed

special attention paid to extractim*
teeth. Artificial Teeth
leeth tilled in The he~t manner,

Dr. Folsom’s

C/VPT. CHAS. PEERING,

Quaker Bitters

Office in Gordon Block, Main St.

Particular ut tent inn
artificial teeth.

LEWISTOIT,

Dll. FLINT'S

13 EMTIST S

Dll.

ool) YES I Makers can get Plenty of Work
J at our Store in Belfast, and those living
near Monroe can get work from our Store at Mon-

STEAMER

THE

O N

Vests, Boys’ Suits & Fants!

Week.

Per

Trip

ceive

and tedious than by the old methods.
IV. th inserted in Rubber or Celluloid Base, as personpri o r,
lie has the country right for the use of

INTotice 2

A good new Steam Circular Saw Mill; Timber
Lands; a good Farm, with good buildings, in a very
healthy location. Stock of one and u-half million
feet of Logs lor next summer’s sawing. One million

II your

on

roe.

AND GIVES

W as
put i u

r<

DENTISTRY!

the
June, July, August and September, and
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed oil same, the first Mondays of June
and December.
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays,) from to 1J A. M., and to 1 P. M.
Saturdays Bank closes at lk*, noon.
ASA FAl’NCE, Prest.
John IL LH iMPO Treas.
tf
Belfast, June Sth ls74.

ceivr
first days of

Linen Bosoms

TO THE TIRED BRAIN

Help

to borrow five

against

Savings Bank.

HAMBTJRCS! HAVE
deposits, placing

IT liKLIF.V ES T1IE

AnVEllTISIXCi:

bills

11. A. WEBBER.
<
W. POUTER.
;iwW‘

REMOVED to their new Banking Room
in Custom House Square, are prepared to re

TOILING STUDENT,

F G.

assuming all outstanding

ARRANGEMENT.

HARtDEN MOCK, Belfast, He,

POOR & WELSH

Copartnership Dissolved.
partnership formerly existing between the
THE
undersigned is this day mutually dissolved. C.
W. Porter

Belfast

PALPITATING,GRIEF-STRICKEN HEART,

Send for
Armory and t.n kick,
Hartford, Conn.

,Mf

V

Searsport, March 1, 1^7-j.

THE MENTAL RENOVATOR.

feet

BY

WOMAN COMPETENT TO DO THE COOKiiiff of a family, and assist in general housework. Apply to
MU'. W. O. YEA/.l E.
Church Street.
1>7'..
:iw4u
Belfast, April 7,

the firm.

FELLOWS’ HYPOPHOSPHITES.

FOR

One

at Law!

3WA11 business entrusted to him will
rompt attention.

Wanted.

i‘ R I C i: S

\ GENTS wanted to sell our new, popular,
authentic LIFE of LIVINGSTONE With LAST JOURNALS over
s."»0 pages, 1 •,*.*» beautiful engravings, maps, portraits,
facsimiles, &<\ Derided!}/ the neicrst, cheapest ami
brst. CO LI Ml.IAN BOOK CO., Hartford, Conn.,

VALUABLE

QUAXTITY FOR SAFE

HOWES & CO.

at

PRICES
quoted

been

placed them upon

A compete,

A

WALLACE,

Notice to Tax

CEDAR FENCE RAILS

HAMBURUS of the very LATKvr Styles

Worth of

|Icln ^bbertisements.

number on Murray hill (says the New
York Express,) the conversation turned
oil the lack of
knowledge of the practical
details of housekeeping which is said to Philadelphia.
be displayed by the majority of young Jadies. The daughters of the host declared
“
Those Who
that much that is asserted on this subject
to
to
and
is incorrect,
prove their statement
Themselves.”
offered to provide a dinner, composed of
the usual number of courses, each dish to
he cooked by the ladies themselves without aid from the servants. The offer was Ilnving recently purchased the slock and trade of S.
S. HEItSEY, w ill keep constantly on hand a large
accepted. The dinner was provided a assortment
of
day or two after, the young ladies acting
as waitresses.
The cooking was declared
to be excellent.
Each of the young ladies
had been presented with a pair ot handOf the best manufacture, Also Furnace Work,
Tin Ware, Lamps, Oil, &c.
some bracelets as a mark of
appreciation
of the culinary skill
displayed.
I)o you want to kill the child? exclaimed a gentleman as he saw a Detroit
boy
tip the baby out of its carriage on the
walk. “No, not quite,”
replied the boy,
“But it I can get him to
bawling, mother
Will take care of him while I
go and wade
in the ditch with Johnny Bracer? ”

GEO. E.

over

IX AXV

A girl sereamed in a lecture audience in LaThen all the other girls
fayette, Oregon.
screamed. (Jeneral consternation ensued, ami
a rush for the doors.
People were bruised,
clothes torn,and the room at length was emptied.
The lirst screamer had seen a rat.

Ol THE II ART. ASS ED MAN OF

SPRING

_

SHINGLES

night

BUOYANCY

FIRST TRIP FOR THE SEASON.

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
Office formerly occupied by E. K. Boyle.

lrylu.

The Kingston Freeman says that one of
the young ladies from the upper part ot
Kingston had a general invitation from
the managers to a social hop recently. No
gentleman took the trouble,, however, of
asking to escort her to the hail, and, after
arraying herself in a magnificent suit, she
thought it would not be doing justice
either to herself or the managers to stay
at home.
Therefore she exercised her woman's rights, ordered a handsome rig
from the livery stable, and went to the
party in excellent style. The boys found
it oiit, and, when it came time to take her
home, a dozen asked permission to see
But
tier safe in the paternal mansion.
she positively refused, saying, “1 came
alone, gentlemen, and as it has long been
my rule to allow no person except the one
who escorts nie to a party to take me
home, you must excuse me.” Then she
told the” driver to move on. The boys like
her independence, anyhow.

HU. ASSISTANT TO T11K

MT. DESERT & MACHIAS.

at Law!

Attorney

sell hisex-

X cellent Farm of 16 Acres at a
great bargain,situated only one mile
from

E. JO HN SON,

Attorney

Farm for Sale.

Lire

The Poet Laureate is by no means so indifferent to the eomiorts and elegances of
this life as the hermit of Chcyne Walk,
lie lives iu great luxury, in a poetically
picturesque country mansion, rich in its
architecture, and lavish and tasteful in its
adornments and knick-knacks. There are
about it terraces and fountains, greeneries
and flower parterres, avenues and lawns;
it is the mansion of a rich man of
high
taste and culture.
Here for the most part
both summer and winter, the most eminent
of England's poets passes his time. It is
rarely that he appears in the London
streets, and more rarely that his presence
is obtained in the hospitable houses of the
West end. ltut I have caught occasional
glimpses of him in the “city” and the
hook-store quarter of Paternoster Bow. He
is tail, gaunt, shaggy-haired, with a
ragged-looking beard and long straggling
locks, of a light brown, very much tanged with gray. He wore a big slouch hat
and cloak when 1 last saw him, and were
it not for a pair of deep, large dreamy
eyes, there would be nothing in the least
poetic in his appearance, indeed, lie is
almost shabby to the outward eye; his
manner shy, and his apparent endeavor is to pass hither and thither
quite upnoticed. 1 heard that he is greatly bored
by people, in large degree Americans 1
am sorry to say, who go down to his country house and insist on seeing him, much
as they would Tom Thumb or the crown
jewels. He gets bushels ol letters begging
for autographs, which he never by any
chance answers; and is said to have remarked that enough stamps were enclosed in these to give him a practical franking privilege. Those who, few in number
are received at the poet’s fireside as his
friends, speak in glowing terms of his
kindly and genial hospitalities, and his
sometimes almost childlike playfulness.
He is lull of anecdote, and likes to talk of
his own literary experiences. His
library
is said to lie a model ol eoziness and eleand
his
gant taste,
gardens, which he loves
are described as beautiful and well
kept.

short—try

YORKSHIRE SWINE.

I swine: 1
six months

Tennyson.

To make a tall man
dollars of him.

PURE BREED

G.

Sale.

For

1875.

—AND-

negotiation

tary.

to obtain the

memory !<> a gray-haired man
bat yWeet !11i« 1 taee j*.
showing,
’■
11
irl. I b" gr.ix'i on her gra\ e
ll:.\e tori> years been
growing.

1875.

they might rely, and the
powerful
Ins
the kin" in his rapture wrote with
his royal
own hand a letter ot thanks to
sister, (.iumiing was ordered to push on
ei
the negotiations, and, as it he had liei
be
known before ho.w little. laith can
Plienia Epps of Hamilton, Ohio, asked
was
placed in the language of diplomacy,
her mother to take a note for her to a
when
he
overwhelmed with astonishment
in a near street.
the empiess triend ot the family living
was coolly* told the words ot
found to read,
ot a The note when opened was
but
the
expression
were
general
‘•This is a little ruse of mine to get mother
said
had
she
that
lriendly feeling, and
Before she can get back
out ol the house.
nothing of the Russian infantry. Great 1 will be on the cars with dear Lorenzo,
w*as the indignation of the English king,
will be married."
and before
succor

An unsuccessful effort was then made

:il

Fix Ur My Liver. An English physician recently removed a section of a patient's liver, placed it on a plate, scraped
it carefully, and returned it to its place,
fully restored to its normal action* This
promises to work a revolution in the treatment of the disease, and in a few years
we shall have an addition to domestic literature something like this:
“Husband,
1 wish you would take John's right lung
down to the doctor, this morning, and
have the middle valve lixed,” or “Will
you step into the doctor's when you come
home this noon, and see if he has Mary's
liver mended, as she wants to go out to
tea this evening." The practice will become so common in time, we are sure,
that none oi the neighbors will be in anyway startled to see a wife with a veil tied
around her head leaning out of a bedroom
window and shouting to a receding husband : “Jer-e-miah 1 Tell Dr. Scrapem to
send up Willie’s right kidney at once,
whether it is done or not. lie's had it
more'n a week, and the child might as
well be without any kidney, and be done
with it." [Danbury News.

|

THOUSANDS SAVED.
From the brink of the grave; health and strength
to those deemed incurable, by using the famous Buazillian 1*lant, oiscovered by l>r. Kvaus
of the Navy.
Radically cures, Dyspepsia, Liver
and K ion ey Complaints, Nkuvoi s Debility,
Kpilepsy, Lost Vitality, and Weaknesses troiu
excesses in Ai.coiioi., Tobacco, Opium, and other
causes weakening the Uiiain and Nervous System.
Send stamp for circular,
Empire I'harma
crutieal Co. Til? Broadway, A. 1.
\y‘M

given

